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Introduction
ITis a well-known fact that nibb6nal is the summum bonum of
Buddhism and that a person who has attained this ultimate goal
is called arahant. But here the agreement ends. Nibbgna has been
explained in many ways. This could, as a matter of principle, be
acceptable, because Buddhism has a very long history and has
spread over large areas of Asia. I t is quite natural that different
temporal and geographical layers of literature should express
different opinions and interpretations. This is one of the reasons
for the diverging views expressed in our scholarly literature.
Different scholars have started from different strata of the
extensive literature and then often generalized their findings
and supposed them to be valid for other strata as well. Buddhism
has often been considered much more homogeneous than it
really is. Abhidhamma works and late commentaries have, for
instance, been taken as good expositions of the older NikZya
doctrine. In this way we have got more of conflicting views than
of close descriptions of different strata.
Invalid generalizations seem to be one of the cardinal sins
of scholarly works. Views about Buddhism have very frequently
been based on a very limited range of material, most often a
few quotations from the Pali canon. There are, as a matter of
fact, a small number of quotations that appear again and again,
while hundreds of others always pass unnoticed.
Not unexpectedly, the private biases of scholars are often
found to influence their explanations. A scholar who personally
favours a mechanistic philosophy, cannot so easily understand
a dynamic view and has no vocabulary to express it. A Christian
scholar can rarely understand a concept of salvation without
connection with a soul concept. And a scholar who is sympathetic
to mysticism likes to find traces of mysticism in the material
he works with.
1

This is the P5li form of the more well-known Sanskrit nirvzna.
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I t is not our intention to review, or criticize, the interpretations of nibbzna which have been presented in the extensive
literature in Western languages. The history of this research
has recently been well described by Welbon (12). Already de la
VallCe Poussin (11) wrote more than forty years ago that too
much had been written about nibbiina. I t is easy to agree with
him: too much has been written-but this does not mean that
we know too much. Exactly the opposite: our knowledge is
small because too much has been written without adequate
investigation. The intention of the present writer is not to review
what others have written but to make a fresh and independent
A limited selection of literature has
attempt to under~tand.~
been selected: the Pali Nikayas. How is nibbiina described in
this literature? Does it really admit as many interpretations as
have been expressed in the books written about it? Our aim
is to collect and describe all the evidence as objectively as
possible and if possible let it explain itself and not force any
extraneous explanations upon it.
We shall hasten to admit the limitations of this investigation.
What scholar has not dreamed of the perfectly objective investigation, where facts are exactly described and interpreted? This
ideal has seldom been realized. The investigator is a person: he
brings to his work his particular stock of knowledge, his opinions,
his ambitions, his intelligence. Nobody can transcend himself,
and each step in the investigation is influenced not only by the
objective material itself but also by all the subjective factors.
The present investigation is performed mainly from a psychological point of view. This is a limitation, because it may mean
that the cultural background of the subject studied has been
neglected. And further: a psychologist tends to describe the
objects of his study by means of a special terminology. Is this
terminology adequate? It is far removed in time and general
outlook from the ancient Buddhist terminology; so already the
1 The investigation was mainly performed during my year as visiting professor
at the Tel-Aviv University, but of greater importance for the method and leading ideas was my previous year of research at the University of Ceylon. I
especially want to acknowledge my debt to the work of Prof. Jayatilleke.Mr. B.
Cooke, also at the University of Ceylon, has read the manuscript and spared no
effort in order to help me improve it. Margot, my wife, has helped me collect the
material and prepare the manuscript. My deeply felt gratitude goes to them all.
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use of this terminology may lead to prejudice and misrepresentation. Then, of course, and most important of all: why psychology?
Is there the faintest trace of evidence that nibbzna could be a
psychological concept? Will not this mere assumption lead to a
biased evaluation of the texts?
All these suspicions may be well founded. Still, an investigation of this type can be justified also, and may offer some hope
of disclosing some so far undiscovered facts. Anybody with a
good knowledge of psychology and its history who reads the
Pali Nikayas must be struck by the fact that the psychological
terminology is richer in this than in any other ancient literature
and that more space is devoted to psychological analyses and
explanations in this than in any other religious literature. A
psychologist immediately finds that he can follow easily much
of this literature, and if he knows Pali he quickly discovers
that the English translators were badly a t home in this field.
This makes the psychologist feel generally hopeful: he can
understand, he can do something. And if he, for instance,
becomes interested in the meaning of nibbiina, he might put
the question to himself: how far can I, with my special background, understand nibbiina? NibbZna may not ultimately be a
psychological concept, but there may be psychological aspects,
or conditions, or consequences. Exactly how far can I follow?
And if I can follow a t all, would it not be desirable to compare
the ancient ways of expression with our modern ways? Human
mind cannot have changed much; only ways of expression
change. So would it not be interesting to try to understand and
express the old experiences in modern terminology? And one
consideration more. Psychology has recently helped semantics
to develop methods for analysing the exact contents of concepts
and define their meanings. Quite possibly these methods could
be helpful in studying a concept like nibbiina.
These are then the pros and cons. We have no illusion that
this investigation is the final one of nibbiina. But considering
the many different explanations in contemporary literature,
every serious study could be helpful. Why should not psychology
enter and do its duty?

Method
0 u R method is psychological and semantic rather than historical
or philosophical. I t has been used in an earlier investigation of
certain psychological concepts in the oldest Buddhist literature
(6) and has been inspired by a work by Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (8). I t can be described in the following way:
(a) The investigation should be built on literary material
considered to be an historical unit. This means that the times
of composition should not differ too much. This requirement is
difficult to meet in an investigation like this, since so little
is known about the origin of the Pali canon. Our investigation has been limited to the five Nikayas. Not even the
commentaries to these works have been used, as they were
evidently written at a time when the living tradition was
forgotten and many of the concepts had lost their original
meanings.
(b) From this range of literature, the research material is
collected. The ideal is here semantic completeness. According
to the method proposed here, all statements about the concept
under study should be considered, if they contribute anything
at all to the interpretation. Especially should all contexts be
collected where the relations between the studied concept and
other concepts are indicated.
(c) This material should be confronted with a number of
systematic questions, the research questions, to which the
investigator is trying to find the answers.
(d) All texts that have relevance to any one of these questions
should if possible be put together in such a way that they form
a complete and understandable answer. This means that the
investigator should try to interfere as little as possible at this
stage. The texts should reply for themselves. Theories formulated by the investigator should be limited to an absolute
minimum. His main responsibility is to understand the texts
13
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adequately and see how they fit together in order to produce a
comprehensive whole.
(e) The answers thus provided by the texts should be confronted with present-day knowledge and ways of expression.
They should be interpreted in order to be completely understood.
The investigation has been built on the following Pgli works
(within brackets, the abbreviations used are given):

DZgha Nikdya (D)
Majjhima Niklija (M)
Samyutta Niktiya ( S )
A~guttaraNikiya (A)
Dhammapada (Dh)
Szdtta NiPdta (SN)
Iti-vuttaka ( I )
Udina (U)
Thera-gdthti (Ta)
TherZ-githi (Ti)
Quotations are always from the PTS editions (numerals refer to
pages, except for Dh, SN, Ta, Ti, where they refer to number of
stanza).

The genera1 background
NIBB X N A was presented in the oldest Pali literature as the
solution of a problem, or rather of the whole complex of
problems, which the existence in sams&ra means to a human
being. These problems will be reviewed briefly here, as they form
the constant background for the understanding of nibbzna.
They have frequently been summed up into one short
formula, called tilakkhana, 'the three signsJ (of existence),
according to which 'all things' (sabbe s a n k h i ~ i )are dukkha,
anicca and anatta.
Dukkha is usually translated 'suffering', and this translation
will be kept here, although it is far too strong. It refers to
feelings of unpleasantness, unsatisfactoriness, difficulty and
frustration. Life in this world is emphatically said to be more
unpleasant than pleasant. There are pleasures, and they were
considered real enough, but they always lead to more suffering:
they are impermanent and ultimately not satisfying. Seen as a
whole, samsd~ais unsatisfactory.
Early Buddhism was a very empirical doctrine. The criterion
of knowledge was direct observation. This observation can be
directed either outwards, by means of the senses, or inwards, by
means of introspection. What is experienced through these
processes, was thought to be real (although not uncritically;
dreams, for example, are rejected, SN 360). But nothing permanent was found by either process. What was observed was
something ever changing, an endless series of processes, lacking
not continuity but stability. In this way, Buddhism arrived a t a
dynamic interpretation of reality: there is no stable, unchanging
reality; rather everything is a process, aJ1 the time changing,
produced and disappearing under the pressure of causes. This
is the meaning of the doctrine of anicca, 'impermanenceJ.
The third 'sign of existence' is anatta, the doctrine that
there is no unchanging, permanent soul (atta'). This view
I5
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certainly built on an empirical, introspective observation, for
introspection shows us nothing but an unbroken series of
processes, a stream of ideas, needs, feelings, etc. By looking
inwards, we find no unchanging entity. The Buddha therefore
made the same observation as Hume made much later, and
he drew the same conclusion: there are processes but no
'soul'. This fact was not regarded as an obstacle to 'salvation'.
On the contrary: the belief in a soul (asmima'na, 'the pride
''I am" ') was considered a serious obstacle. The identification
with the personality factors was considered to be an aspect of
suffering: n'atthi khandhcidisd dukkhci, 'there are no pains like
the factors' (Dh 202).
The general view of the Buddha was, therefore, dynamic and
built on the causal nature of all things. Even human life was
thought to be governed by the laws of causality, and it was
seen as a link in an endless causal chain, where every new life
was conditioned by a former life, according to the basic idea of
rebirth. In order to understand this idea we must assume a dual
causality: not only the ordinary physical, but also a moral
causality: there is an accumulation of the moral effects of our
actions, and our next life is formed through these accumulations.
We shall try to describe later how this was thought to function,
but it is important to understand from the beginning that this
causal law gives to man his freedom and his limitation. He is
himself the cause of his present state, but he is in every moment
free to transform his future-or to cut off the chain.
Man has by nature a number of traits which condition his
suffering and make him wish a continuation of it. In the Pali
literature, several groups of such traits can be found, the most
frequent of which are the following three: (I) yea, dosa, mohadesire, aggressiveness, illusion, (2) the five obstacles: kcimachanda, vyciP&!a, thina-middha, uddhaccakukkucca, vicikicch6emotion and craving, ill-will, inactivity and drowsiness,
nervousness and anxiety, doubt, (3) the four a^savci,(obsessions),
which were considered to be the most persistent of all undesirable
traits, namely kcima, bhava, ditfha, avijja'-sensualit y, wish to be
reborn, (speculative) views, ignorance.
This is then the working-material of Buddhism: man has
these traits by nature, and that is why he is liable to suffering
16
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and rebirth. Man wants a continuation of life, he is bound to it
through desires, he has views and biases and he is ignorant.
But the basic attitude of Buddhism was one of optimism: there
is a way to overcome all this and to find something much better:
nibbgna. And man is free to follow the way. The law of causality
can be manipulated: new factors can be introduced which change
the future altogether. The present is conditioned by the past:
but we can decide the future by appropriate actions in the
present. All human problems can be solved here and now.
Now this looks very much like a method understandable to a
psychologist: man has to be transformed, and a method is
recommended. To be sure, his present state has been influenced
by his former lives, but not by gods and devils: and his development is firmly in his own hands, in the present moment. His
present state can be described in psychological terms. So our
problem is: can this development be described? And can the
ultimate purpose, that which is attained a t the end of the road,
be described? Is it a psychological state? Or is it somethingmore?
Is it a mystic state, outside the scope of psychology? Or is it
rather a metaphysical fact, for instance, another dimension of
existence, outside of space and time, or the absolute, the ultimate
reality, which man can learn to experience or be united with?
There are these possibilities and perhaps more. Nibbgna could
be in this world or in a different world, or in both. It could be
psychological, ethical or metaphysical-or a combination of
them all.

Some preliminary observations
WE will start the investigation by collecting some of the
syntactical contexts in which the word nibbZna is to be found.
I t is a noun and is common as an object to transitive verbs.
We find a t least five or six groups of verbs which take nibbZna
as object.
I. Most common are cognitive verbs, especially those expressing visual perception. We find, for instance, different forms of
sacchikayoti, 'to see with one's eyes', and passati, 'see'. In Ti 97
we find addasam . . . nibbinam, 'I saw nibbZna'. In A I 158 f,
nibbZna is given the following cognitive attributes: sanditjhika,
'visible hereJ, ehipassika, 'inviting to come and see', veditabba,
'to be knownJ. According to U 28 bhikkhu . . . jafifii nibbinam,
'a monk could know nibbZnaJ.
2. Verbs expressing movement are frequent. Examples can
be found in M I 167 nibbinam ajjhagamam, 'I came to nibbZnaJ,
SN 228 amatam viguyha, 'plunging into the deathless (a synonym
for nibbgna)'; Ta 119 nibbinam hadayasmim osiya, 'settling
nibbZna in the heart'.
3. Verbs of acquisition can be found, e.g. in SN 454 nibbinapattiyi, 'in order to attain nibbZna'; Ti 432, nibbinafi cn
labhassu, 'acquire nibbgna! ' Ta 637, nibbinam abhihgyaye, 'may
he gain nibb&naJ.
4. Nibbiina is an object of positive feelings. See, for instance,
SN 86, nibbinibhirato, 'delighting in nibbZnaJ; SN 228, nibbutim
bhufijamini, 'enjoying nibbuti' (a synonym for nibbZna);M I 4 ff
nibbinam nibhinandati, 'he does not find pleasure in nibbZnaJ.
5. NibbZna is an object of longing and desire: M I 167,
nibbinam pa~iyesamino,'desiring nibbZnaJ; Ta 330 amatam
abhikankhantam, 'longing for the deathlessJ.
6. At least twice in the books included in the present investigation (D I11 251 and A I11 385) we find the expression nibbinam abhijiyati, to be translated 'he produces nibbZnaJ.
18
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This reminds us of the fact that the way to nibbgna is described
as a causal process, where each step leads to the next. Dhammatd esd bhikkhave, yam nibbindo viratto wimutCiZinadassar~taw
sacchikaroti (A V 3), 'It follows naturally that the indifferent
and dispassionate man realizes liberating knowledge and insight.'
According to SN 1062, nibbiina can be attained by means of
training: sikkhe nibb6nam attano, 'he should train himself
towards nibbzna'
To sum up, nibbgna can be an object of knowledge and vision,
feelings, desire, approach, acquisition and production. Seen as
a group these verbs give the idea that nibbzna might be
something desirable, either external, like a piece of art, or
internal, e.g. some pleasant and valuable inner state which
can be attained.
It should be noted that corresponding to the noun nibbgna
there are the verbs nibbdti and nibbdyati with the perfect participle nibbuta. More common is parinibb6yati which most often
is used with the same meaning as the simple verb. We quote a
few examples. Katham disvd nibbit; bhikkhu? (SN 915) 'How
will a monk attain nibbzna having seen it (i.e. santipadam, 'the
state of peace')'? In SN 765 we find parinibbanti an6savd,
'those free from obsessions attain nibbsna', and in SN 758, the
corresponding participle: te ve sacc6bhisa.ulzay6nicchita' parinibbutca', 'these (i.e. the ariya') are satisfied from understanding
the truth and attain nibbgna'. The verbs seem to describe the
transformation by which nibbana is attained: the person is
'nibbgna-ed'. The literal meaning is 'to be extinguished (like a
fire)', 'to be cool'. We shall discuss this metaphor later, but
we note that the usage of the verb agrees with the interpretation that the attainment of nibbgna consists of a transformation
from one state to another, and nibbzna would be the name of
the new state.
We turn next to another type of linguistic context. Series
of co-ordinated nouns are very common in the Nikzyas. Some
of these series have nibbzna as their last link, which could
mean either that all the words are synonyms or that they form
a progressive series with nibbzna as their climax. We shall quote
three of these series, the two first of which are found very
frequently.

.
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. .

I. Idam
. brahmacariya~ ekantanibbidciya viycigciya
niuodh6ya upasamciya a bhififiaja sambodh6ya nibb~indya
samvattati (D I1 251). 'This monklife leads to complete detachment, to freedom from desire, to cessation, to peace, to superknowledge, to the highest insight, to nibbgna.' 2. Eta? santam,
etam panztam, yad i d a e sabbasankhci~a-samathosabbupadhiPafinissaggo tanhakkhayo vireo nibbtinap (A V 110). 'This is
peace, this is the highest, namely, the calming of all the activities, the rejection of all attachment, the destruction of craving,
the freedom from desire, nibbiina.' 3. madanimmaddano pip&vinayo cilayasamugghito va[tupacchedo tanhakkhayo vir6go nirodho
nibbgnam (I 88), 'freedom from pride, restraint of thirst, uprooting of attachment, cutting off of the cycle of existences,
destruction of craving, freedom from desire, ceasing, nibb5naJ.
This is then the natural context of the word nibbiina, and the
three series together give us a small compendium of the chief
values of Buddhism. We find that the majority of the words
concern well-known facts in human experience: desire, craving,
pride, activity, peace, detachment, insight. Only two of the
words give us a hint that we must expect something more,
namely abhb8fiti and vat@upacchedo.The former refers to a number
of supernatural achievements which may be attained by means
of meditational exercises and which also are necessary in order
to verify for oneself some of the Buddhist teachings. For
instance, one of the abhififia' is the power of remembering one's
own former existences. The second word refers to the chain of
rebirths which the arahant knows is broken. The word ni~odha
may refer either to the highest level of meditation or to the
cessation of vififitiqa (viEficina, 'consciousness', is instrumental
in rebirth). Many of the mentioned concepts will be discussed
in detail later, but our quotations have given us a general idea
of what to expect: evidently nibbiina will have very much to
do with our ordinary psychological functions but also with our
ability to know about and change our fate outside the scope of
the present life.

Cognitive functions in

V I S I O Nand knowledge are often said to be important, even
the most important ingredients in the attainment of nibbgna.
Consider, for instance, the following reminiscence attributed to
the Buddha himself. Y a t o ca kho alzap . . . evam lokassa assiidaG
ca assiidato 6dz"rYavafi ca idz'navato nissaranaG ca nissaranato
yatlzdbhiitam abbha+?.ii6siqt ath4ham . . . anuttarap samma'sambodhim abhisambuddho PaccafiRgsip, fidna f i ca pana me dassanam
udnp6di: akuppa^ me cetovimutti a y a p antima^ jgti . . ti. . . .,
A I 259, 'But when I comprehended, as it really is, the satisfaction of the world as satisfaction, the misery as misery, and the
escape therefrom as escape, then I understood perfectly and
accepted full Buddha-status, and the knowledge and vision
arose in me: sure is the release of my mind: this is my last
birth. . . .' This reminds us that Buddha literally means 'one who
has understood'.l The attainment of nibbgna is simply described as achieved by means of a cognitive process, namely a
realistic appreciation of the pleasures and miseries of human
existence and the way out. Freedom comes as an act of cognition, here as so frequently when attainment of arahant-status is
described, expressed in the form of one of the so-caIIed arahantformulas, preceded by jznriti, 'he understands'.
In A IV 384 the purpose of monk life is defined in purely
cognitive terms: Y a m khvassa . . . arlifiZtam ndi!@hapappattam
asacchikatam anabhisametay, tassa fi@&ya dassanalya pattiy8
sacchikiriyliya nblzisamayriya Bhagavati b r a h m a c a r i y a ~vussati.
'What is not known, seen, attained, realized or mastered-for
the knowledge of that, the vision of that, the attainment of that,

.

The most common translation is 'enlightened' which gives wrong associations. The root budh has nothing t o do with light and also does not suggest that
the 'clarity' is produced by external agencies.
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the realization of that, the mastery of that, is the monklife
lived under the Master.' And this which is not known but should
be known is the four truths about suffering (dukkha) and its
cessation.
The close affinity between knowledge and nibbzna becomes
evident from M I 63, where the Buddha says that by practice of
satipat#za'~a (mindfulness)during anything between seven years
and seven days, one of two states can be attained: ditthe va'
dhamme aiiiia', sati vG upa'disese anigGmita', 'either knowledge
in this life, or, if there is some attachment remaining, the state
of non-returningJ. A similar connection can be discovered in
A I 8, where it is said to be impossible that: bhikkhu miccha'
panihitena cittena avijjam bhecchati vijjam uppGdessati nibbinam sacchikarissati, 'a monk with a wrongly directed mind
will pierce ignorance, attain knowledge and see nibb3naJ.
Finally a very important definition from A IV 454: Puna ca
param . . . bhikkhu sabbaso nevasaii.lsiGnGsaii.lsiGyatanamsamatikkamma saii.lsiGvedayitanirodham upasampajja viharati, PaiifiGya
ccassa disva' isava' ParikkhZna' honti. EttGvata' pi kho . . .
ditjlzadhammanibbinam vuttam Bhagavati nippariyiyena. 'And
again, a monk has altogether transcended the level of neitherideation-nor-non-ideation and enters and dwells in the endingof-ideation-and-feeling. When he has understood and seen, his
Gsava' (obsessions) are destroyed. In that meaning the Master
has declared nibbiina in this life in the real sense.' We shall
discuss later the two highest stages of meditation mentioned
here. But we note the fact that nibb3na is not said to be
identical with 'ending-of-ideation-and-feeling' (it never is, as a
matter of fact) : rather this meditational level, as also the others,
is described as an aid to attaining the liberating knowledge and
to achieving the extinction of the obsessions (Gsavd). Innumerable times, this knowledge is mentioned as the peak experience
by which arahant-status is attained. We shall come back to the
question of a'sava', but we should note that two of them are of
cognitive nature: ditthi, '(speculative) viewsJ, and avijja',
'ignoranceJ. The attainment of nibbgna therefore implies also
intellectual clarification and complete understanding of the
doctrine.
I t follows that this knowledge can be attained by several
22
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different means and with individual degrees of difficulty. There
are many stories in the NikZyas about people who suddenly and
without preparation got the insight, and about others who
worked strenuously with meditation for years and then finally
attained it when they, for instance, saw a pretty dancing-girl
(Ta 269) or when they in desperation tried to hang themselves
(Ti 77). In order to explain these differences we must remember
that not only the intellectual capacity is involved but also the
kammic and moral state of the personality: the remaining two
obsessions are of emotional and dynamic nature.
From A I V 454, quoted above, we can deduce something about
the nature of cognition leading to nibbzna: the function of
concentration is to make cognition less differentiated and more
comprehensive, less fickle and more stable, until the ultimate
state is absolutely undifferentiated and without flickering.
That the cognition after the attainment has something of this
nature (although nibbiina is not identical with any of the levels
of meditation), is explicitly stated in A V 107: amatogadhd
sabbe dhammd, fiibbdnapariyosdnca' sabbe dhammca', 'all mental
contents (or: processes) merge into the deathless, have their end
in nibbzna'. Dhammta' refers to mental representations of all the
differentiated things, in perception or free ideation. Cognition
after the attainment of nibbzna is more similar to a comprehensive Gestalt or intuition.

Emotion and feeling in

WE must make a distinction between emotions and feelings.
By feelings we mean the experience of pleasure or discomfort
that normally accompany our perceptions and other conscious
processes. The feelings may become very strong, as in intense
physical pain, but normally they are weak, even unnoticeable.
Emotion is a state of imbalance, such as anger, hate, fear,
anxiety, elation, passion and love. Nibbana is not described as
an emotional state, but certainly as something pleasant, and we
even find rather hedonistic descriptions. See, e.g. D I11 131
Catt&o 'me . . . sukhallika'nuyogd . . . nibba'na'ya sapvattanti,
'These four types of pleasure-addictions lead to nibbzna' (the
four jh6nas are referred to). The word sukha, 'pleasure', 'happiness', is frequently used about nibbiina, for instance in Dh
203, nibba'nam paramap sukhap, 'nibbiina is the highest happiness'. According to Ti 476, nibba'na-sukhd 9aram rt'atthi,
'beyond the happiness of nibbgna is nothing'. It is, however,
difficult to ascertain whether sukha denotes only the feeling
itself. In S I 38 it is said, nibbdtdbhirato macco sabbadukkha'
$amuccati, 'the mortal who delights in nibbiina, is freed from
all dukkhu'. And in S I1 278, nibbiina is given the attribute
sabbadukkhapamocanam, 'freedom from all dukkha'. Now,
dukkha is the opposite of sukha and is usually translated 'pain'
or 'suffering'. This word is known to cover not only the feeling
of dissatisfaction but also its backgrounds: frustration, adverse
conditions leading to unhappiness. The constituents of dukkha
are according to D I1 305, j&ti, jara', maranar(t, sokaparideva-dukkha-domanassu$a'ydsa', yam $' icchae na la bhati,
sapkhittena pa Rcu$ciddnakkhandhd, 'birth; old age; death; grief,
lamentation, suffering, misery and despair; not to get what is
wished for; in short, the five factors of attachment'. This
24
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definition certainly covers the unpleasant feeling but also both
external and internal factors which according to the Buddhist
doctrine make our situation unpleasant. If sukha is the opposite
of dukkha, we should expect it to cover also similar background
factors, or at least the absence of the dukkha factors. In this
case, a phrase like nibbinam sukham should mean 'nibbgna
is a source of happiness' and not 'a state of happiness'. This is
a question of fundamental importance and it can be answered
only when we know whether nibbiina is an internal state or not.
The relation between nibbana and the feelings is not simple.
The common word for feelings, pleasant, unpleasant, and
neutral, is vedani, which appears both in the pa~casamuppidaseries and the khandha-series. The relations between these
series and nibb5na will be discussed later, but i t should be
mentioned that although the combination sukhd vedani can
be found, it is not used about nibbgna. The reason certainly is
that vedani is connected with differentiated, detailed perception and leads to desire, which is opposed to nibbiina. In fact,
vedank is described as a danger to nibbiina. SN says: vedandnam
khayi bhikkhu nicchdto parinibbuto (SN 739), 'By getting rid of
feelings, the monk becomes free from hunger and attains
parinibbina'. From the context it is clear that these words do
not refer to the ultimate nibbiina which the arahant attains
a t the moment of death but to nibbiina in this life. So they probably mean no more than what is better described in M I 303:
Sukhiiya . . . vedaniya rdgknusayo pahdtabbo, dukkhdya
vedaniya pa fighdnusnyopahitabbo, adukkhamasukhdya vedaniya
avijjinusayo pahdtabbo, 'A tendency to desire is to be got rid of
in pleasant feeling; a tendency to repulsion is to be got rid of in
unpleasant feeling; a tendency to ignorance is to be got rid of
in neutral feeling.' This looks more like the everyday state of
mind of the arahant: perceptions and ideas come with their
normal feeling-tones, but they are observed with complete objectivity and no emotional reaction is permitted. This is beautifully
expressed in U 8: t a m & &a te BZhiya evam sikkhitabbam:
ditthe ditjhamattam bhavissati, sute sutamattam bhavissati, mute
mutamattam bhavissati, vi%%iteviAAiitamatta~bhavissati, 'Then,
Bahiya, thus must you train yourself: in the seen there will be
just the seen, in the heard just the heard, in the imagined just
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the imagined, in the cognized just the cognized.' One of the
most important purposes of meditational exercises was to
create a permanent control over emotions and desires and a
permanent state of calm. This is one aspect of nibbiina: it is
happiness but without differentiated pleasures.
In A IV 414 ff we find a distinction between two types of
sukha. First, Sgriputta says: sukham idam a'vuso nibbinam,
'friends, this nibbgna is happiness'. One of the listening monks
then asks: K i p pan'ettha cfvuso Sa'~i+uttasukham, yad ettha
natthi vedayitan ti! 'Friend SZriputta, what is then here the
happiness that is not felt in this (nibbiina)?' Sgriputta answers:
'It is this' (etad): PaGc 'ime . . . kdmaguni, 'these five types of
sense pleasuresJ, and, having enumerated them, he sums up:
idam vztccatc civuso kcimasztkltay, 'friends, this is called the
happiness of sense pleasures'. Then he goes on to describe the
happiness of monks, vivicc' eva ka'mehi, 'aloof from sense
pleasures', and mentions the nine levels of meditation and winds
up the discussion by saying that 'it is in this way that nibbzna
should be understood as happiness (sukham)'. The word szdkhn
is therefore used to denote both pleasures in the ordinary sense
and the special type of pleasure resulting from meditation.
Nibb5na is (or is accompanied by) a pleasant feeling of the
latter type. The happiness of nibbgna is not called vedana',
because this normally leads to tanhd, 'desire'. How this manifests
itself in consciousness is not further described, but just as
cognition in this state is more intuitive and holistic and less
differentiated, it is clear that the feeling is something like a
calm, disinterested, undisturbed satisfaction.
This leads us to another common expression. SN 467 mentions
the tathigata (the Buddha) as: parinibbuto udakarahado va
sz'to, 'one who has attained nibbiina and is cool like the waters
of a lake'. And the Buddha says about himself (M I 171):
ekocmhi sammisambuddho, sztibhiito 'smi nibbuto. 'I alone have
attained the highest knowledge, I have become cool and have
attained nibbzna.' This sfta, 'cool', is quite commonly used about
arahants and was evidently felt to be a good description of the
prevailing feeling-tone in connection with nibbsna. To feel
'cool' is pleasant in a tropical country, and to be personally
uninvolved means internal freedom.
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There are an additional number of emotional words mentioned in connection with nibbiina. For instance, SN 593,
sabbasokam atikkanto asoko hoti nibbuto, 'having overcome all
grief, he is without grief and has attained nibbsna'. I 122,
phu&hassa parami santi nibbdnam akzdobhayam, 'by him is
reached the highest peace, nibbiina, with nothing to fear from
anywhere'. Among the many synonyms for nibbsna mentioned
in S IV 368 ff, some belong to the domain of feeling, e.g.
santam, 'peace'; sivam, 'happiness'; khemap, 'security'; avydpajjo, 'kindness'. Another interesting synonym is given repeatedly, e.g. A IV 353: anatla-sag% asmimdnasamugghitar(z
pdpunktz d@hCeva dhamme nibbcinav, 'thinking "there is no
soul", he attains freedom from the pride "I am", nibbzna in
this life'.
In short, nibbzna is, from an emotional point of view defined
(or said to be accompanied by) happiness, peace, security,
calm, humility, and kindness. As it is also described as 'cool', we
must probably imagine these feelings as rather disinterested and
impersonal. This should be a description of the prevalent feelingtone of the arahant, but this general freedom from dukkha did
not prevent him from experiencing unpleasant things as
unpleasant.

The dynamics

of nibbana

J U S T as there are no strong emotions in nibbgna, there are
few needs and no desires. We often find definitions to this effect.
See, e.g. SN 707, aniccho hoti ~zibbuto,'the wantless is in nibbZnaJ,
U 33: sabbato tanhinam khayi asesaviriganirodho nibbdnam,
'By the destruction of desires, there is complete disinterest
and cessation: nibbgna.' In S I11 190, this is explained by
means of a parable that cannot be misunderstood. Children
play with little sand-castles as long as they are not free from
desire and affection for them. But when this desire and affection has gone, then they destroy the castles without ever
thinking of them again. Similarly we should lose our desire for
the khandhz (the personality factors) and cease to play with
them: Tanhakklzayo hi nibbinam, 'for the destruction of desires
is nibb5naJ.
No human being can live without the motivating factors
which psychologists call needs. The texts also silently assume
that the arahants had these personal needs, of air, food, clothes,
shelter, etc. and that a reasonable satisfaction of them was
permitted. There are no definitions of nibbgna in terrns of
mortification. I t is, however, frequently mentioned that an
arahant was appiccho, 'wanting littleJ (e.g. S I 63, S I1 202).
By this expression the existence of needs is admitted, and we
should carefully distinguish these legitimate and unavoidable
needs from tanhi and rdga which are wholly incompatible with
nibbZna.
We have already mentioned that the most important aspect
of nibbZna is the destruction of the obsessions. One of the four
obsessions is k6ma, 'sense-pleasuresJ, 'sense-desiresJ. As a good
summary of the last three sections, the following definition
may be quoted from S V 8: Yo kho . . . rigakkhayo dosakkhayo
mohakkhayo idam vuccati amatam. 'That which is the destruction of desire, of hate, of illusion-that is called "the deathless".'
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By moha is meant illusion or false cognition, by dosa is meant
the emotion of aggressiveness, and r6ga refers to the same
desires that sometimes are called tanha'.
By definition, nibbiina is therefore freedom from the emotions
and desires by which egoism and attachment is created: all
definitions are in complete agreement on this point. This does
not mean complete absence of motivation, nor passivity. The
arahant is motivated by pafiiid, 'understanding', mettd, 'friendliness', and karuna', 'compassion'. An active and energetic
frame of mind is frequently mentioned in descriptions of
arahants: dtZp.t &harkmi, 'I live active,' says an arahant about
himself, Ta I. Another arahant says, Ta 437, that he spends his
time practising satta bojjhange irtd~iyknibalini ca, 'the seven
links of knowledge, the capacities and the powers', the usual
names of three enumerations, all of which include viriya,
'energy'.

N i b b ~ n aas state
personality

of

,

I Nmodern books about Buddhist philosophy we are generally
told that human personality consists of the khandhd, 'personality
factors': rgpa, 'body*, saZZi, 'ideation', vedand, 'feeling',
sankhz~a,'activity', and viZZtiqa, 'consciousness'. This is not
quite true, since the most important is citta, generally translated 'mind'. Citta is the core of personality, the centre of
purposiveness, activity, continuity and emotionality. It is not
a 'soul' (attti), but it is the empirical,functional self. I t is mainly
conscious but not restricted to the momentary conscious contents and processes. On the contrary, it includes all the layers
of consciousness, even the unconscious: by it the continuity
and identity are safeguarded. It has a distinctly individual
form. Its original state is characterized by the defilements
(upakkilesZ, M I 36), the emotional imperfections and the
obsessions (dsavd, D I 84). The whole gamut of Buddhist methods
therefore aims at purifying the citta. If this purification is
complete, nibbgna is attained: P a . l i f d a r i h v t a m cittam
sammad eva isavehi vimuccati seyyathidam kdmdsavd bhavtisavd
dit@hdsav&
avijjisavd (D I1 81), 'Citta, when thoroughly developed through understanding, is quite set free from obsessions,
namely from the obsessions of sensuality, becoming, views and
ignorance.' This is expressed just as clearly in S I11 45:
RGpadhEtuyd ce blzikkhave bhikkhzcno cittam virattam vimzcttam
hoti anupddZya dsavehi . . . vimuttatd #tam, @Gtatta' santzcssitam,
santussitattZ ma earitassati, afiayitassam paccattaR.lieva parinibbgyati. Kh;?za'jdti . . . ti paj&ndti. 'If a monk's citta is without
need for the element of form (feeling, ideation, the activities,
consciousness) and is released from it without attachment to
the obsessions, it is immovable by its release: by its immobility
it is satisfied; by its satisfaction it is not excited; without

excitement it by itself attains nibbzna. And it knows: "Destroyed is birth . . ." ' This proves that nibbiina comes as a
climax after a number of psychological events. NibbZna is
attained through a transformation of citta. We note also that
even pafifik, 'understanding', is attributed to citta. So is arlifid,
'knowledge' (sometimes used for nibbzna, M I 63) in D I11 53.
The perfect and purified citta is unemotional and stable
(vepasanta, 'calmed', D I 71, danta gutta rakklzita samvuta,
'tamed, controlled, guarded, restrained', A I 7).
When nibbiina was attained, the knowledge came that citta
was free from all the disturbing factors. A clear distinction
between conscious phenomena and the deeper personality
factors was not often made. But it was made a t least once,
M I 523, where Ananda is asked whether the arahant always
knows that his obsessions are destroyed, and replies: . . . tassa
carato c'eva tiithato ca suttassa ca jggarassa ca satatam samitam
khZ@ vk 4savk, api ca kho nam paccavekkhamknojingti: khZni me
isavk ti, '. . . for him whether he is walking or standing or
asleep or awake, the obsessions are certainly (I take vd=eva)
destroyed, and moreover, when he thinks of it he knows: "My
obsessions are destroyed."' This indicates that the early
Buddhists, just as well as present-day psychologists, considered
dynamic and emotional factors not only as factors of consciousness but also as more stable factors of personality. In nibbiina,
therefore, not only the conscious state was changed, but the
whole personality.
In the present section we are mainly concerned with definitions not covered in previous sections and referring directly to
personality structure. We can distinguish three groups.
I. Descriptions in terms of moral achievements are few, partly
because moral perfection was taken for granted as belonging
to the elementary parts of the Way, partly because these
problems are ultimately solved when their roots are destroyed:
kima, raga, dosa, t a n h ~ etc.
,
This aspect is, however, stressed
in such synonyms for nibbiina as suddhi, 'purity' (S IV 372) and
asankili.ttha, 'freedom from impurities' (M I 173).
2. Nibbiina is sometimes described in terms of freedom. In
S IV 372, mutti and anglaya, both meaning 'release' or 'freedom',
are given as synonyms for nibbiina. In S I11 189 it is said:
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vimutti . . .nibbdnattha', 'release means nibb5na'. And, according
to S I 210, nibbdnap Bhagavd dhu, sabbaganthappamocanap,
'NibbZna, said the Master, is the deliverance from every tie.'
See also M I1 265: etam a m a t a ~yadidap anupiidar' cittassa
vimokho, 'This is the deathless: the deliverance of the mind
without grasping.' Now, vimokha is a technical term referring,
among other things, to certain levels of meditation. In D I1 71,
the Buddha says that if a monk has mastered these levels and:
dsavinafi ca khayd andsava?n. cetovimuttim j5a88d-vimutthp
di@he va dhamme sayam abhifi8a' sacchikatva' upasampajja
vihu~ati,a y a p vuccati . . . bhikkhzc ubhatobhqa-vimutto, imiya
ca . . . ubhatobhdga-vimuttij~iafiffd ubhato-bhgga-vimt uttarz'tara'
va' $anitatara' vd n' atthi, 'by destroying the obsessions, enters
and stays in that obsession-free liberation of mind and liberation by understanding which he by himself has come to know
and see in this life-then this monk is called "freed in both
ways" and there is no higher and more splendid "freedom-inboth-ways" than this'.
All these definitions and explanations are given in terms of
freedom or liberation. Freedom can, of course, mean different
things, e.g. (a) freedom from external obstacles, (b) conscious
freedom, real or illusory, (c) freedom of personality, i.e. freedom
from personal compulsions, obsessions and inhibitions that make
a realistic and purposeful way of life impossible. The Buddha
never means freedom in an external sense, although the monklife was designed to achieve a maximum of external freedom.
When he defines nibbzna as freedom, he attributes the freedom
to citta. The enemies of freedom are, according to Buddhism,
especially misconceptions about the world and ourselves, clinging
to the world and to the renewed existence in it, immoral and'
compulsive habits, laziness, desires and emotions, fears and
worries. These may be overcome either by insight (PaEffd) or
by meditation, or, preferably, by both. NibbZna is, as we have
seen, sometimes defined as the internal freedom, attained by
these means.
3. Of special interest to the psychologist are a number of
definitions in terms of health. M I 511: Evam-eva kho Meandiya
aha%-c'eva te dhammam deseyyatn: idan-tam a'rogyam, idan-tam
nibba'nanti, so tvam cirogyam jineyycisi nibbinam $asseyya'si,
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'Even so, Miigandiya, if I were to teach you the doctrine, saying:
"this is that health, this is that nibbana", you might know
health, might see nibbha.' We find abyahi, 'freedom from
disease' as synonym for nibbiina in M I 173 and anitika, 'health',
in S IV 371. I n S I11 4 f, Ssriputta explains how it is possible
to have a healthy mind (no dfiuracitto) in spite of a sick body:
a healthy mind is to have a correct insight as to the nature of the
khandhi and to avoid identifying oneself with them. This definition is very similar to the explanation of vimutta given in S I1
124 f, so nibbsna is both mental health and internal freedom.
A comparison between the Buddhist conception of nibbiina and
the modern Western idea of mental health will be made in a
later section.
We have earlier left the question open whether nibbzna may
be described as a psychological state or not. It follows from the
discussion in this chapter that it has to be answered in the
affirmative: nibbiina is the state of citta created when the
obsessions and other imperfections have ultimately disappeared
and have been replaced by understanding, peace and 'health'.
What we have described so far in our attempts at definition is
mainly the new state of cifla. In describing nibbgna, the texts
most frequently use this 'citta terminology' but there is also
another, less frequent and more elusive 'viiifikna terminology'.

Nibbina as emptiness
IT is said (M I11 293 f) that once when Sgriputta approached
the Buddha after an afternoon of meditation, the latter commented on his calm expression and his pure and clear complexion.
Sgriputta gave this explanation: SuiiZatiuihirena kho aham,
bhante, etarahi bahulam vihara'mz'ti, 'Sir, I am now completely
absorbed in the state of emptiness.' This got the approval of the
Buddha who called emptiness the state of great men (mnhzpurisavih&a). Now, what is meant by 'state of emptiness'?
It is not further explained in the continuation of the text,
so we must look for other cues. We can find two explanations.
The first possibility is the emptiness of consciousness that is
developed through concentration. Our text says that Sgriputta
had just emerged from solitary meditation. In A V 301 Sgriputta
makes exactly the same comment to Anuruddha about his
calm expression, etc. But he gets a different explanation: 'My
mind is well established in the four states of mindfulness
(satipatfikna).' This parallel indicates a t least that exercises in
mindfulness could give the same visible result as emptiness. But
there is also more direct evidence that meditation will produce
a state of emptiness. In S IV 360 the question is asked: what is
the path that goes to the uncompounded (referring to nibbzna)?
The answer is: Suiiiiato samidhi animitto samddhi appanihito
samidhi, 'the concentration that is empty, signless and undirected'. We shall have more to say about the levels of concentration later, but we are here reminded of the fact that the general
trend of these levels is to reduce the amount of conscious contents, until the mind is completely motionless and empty: one
of the levels is called ikiZcaZ8kyatana,'the dimension of nothingness'. And in M I11 111, the Buddha says: Ayam kho panc,
Ananda, vihriro Tathigatenu abhisambuddho, yadidav sabbanimittcZnam amanasikZrd ajjhattav su.li.liatam upasampajja vihariturn. 'But, Ananda, Tathggata has completely understood this
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state, namely how to attain and stay in the inward emptiness,
by leaving all signs unnoticed.' It is evident from these examples,
that the word emptiness was used with reference to a psychological state attainable through meditation.
It was, on the other hand, also used about nibbina. We can
see the difference in M I11 104-108, where all the levels of
concentration are described as levels of progressing emptiness.
A monk starts to meditate in a forest, and then he sees only the
forest, no village and no people: I t i y a m hi kho tattha nu hoti,
tena t a m suS+iam samanupassati, 'for he regards it as empty of
that which is not there'. Then he passes through the eight first
levels and attains animitta.qn cetosamidhim, 'the concentration
of mind that is signless'. And the text continues: S o e v a q
pajina'ti: A y a m pi kho animitto cetosamddhi abhisankhato
a bhisaficetayito. Y a m kho pana kinci abhisankhata l)t ablzisaiicetayitam, tad aniccam nirodhadhamman t i pajdndti. Tassa e v a p
jinato evam passato k6mdsavd pi cittam vimuccati, bhavisav6 pi
cittam vimuccati, avijjisavi pi cittam vimuccati. 'He understands: "This signless concentration of mind is made up and
intended (willed). But whatever is made up and intended, that
is impermanent and perishable." When he understands and sees
this, then his mind is freed from the obsession of sensuality, from
the obsession of becoming and from the obsession of ignorance.'
Then comes the arahant-formula, so it is clear that this is a
description of the attainment of nibbiina. This is finally expressed in terms of emptiness: So: su%am idam safi.ii6gataqz
kk+misavenitipajindti; swfigam idam sajiA@ata.m bhavdsavenkti
PajZnZti; suiifiam idam sa%fi@atam nvijjisavendti jmjkniti.
Atthi c'ev ' i d a m asu+ii?atam, yadidam i m a m eva k i y a m pagcca
sa.2iyatanikam j5vvitapaccayd ti. 'He understands: this conscious
state is empty of the obsession of sensuality. He understands:
this conscious state is empty of the obsession of becoming. He
understands: this conscious state is empty of the obsession of
ignorance. And there is only this that is not empty, namely the
six sensory fields that, conditioned by life, are grounded on this
body itself.'
We understand from these quotations that there are different
levels of emptiness and that a sharp distinction was made between meditation and nibbzna: in meditation a 'signless emp-
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tiness' can be attained, but this is still 'put together' and 'willed'
and therefore impermanent and of short duration. The obsessions are still not conquered. But when the obsessions cease, a
new type of emptiness is reached, which is difficult to define
psychologically. But in any case it is no longer a temporary
state of undifferentiated consciousness but rather a permanent
state of citta, 'mind' (especially the deeper layers of consciousness and the centre of personality): a freedom from sensuality,
ignorance and the causal conditions for rebirth. We shall find
time and again that nibbiina cannot be understood without this
distinction between the unstable, rapidly changing surface and
the deep, unchanging background.
The difference between the two types of emptiness is sharply
formulated in this text, but that is not always the case. Very
often we get the impression that emptiness as a conscious state
is a very important aspect of nibbzna itself (and not only as a
preparation for it). When the arahant Uttamg calls herself
su.iiiiatassinimittassa l&bhinZ(Ti 46), 'winner of the emptiness and
signless', she is certainly not referring to the highest level of
meditation but to nibbsna. One of the synonyms for nibbiina
in the long list, S IV 368 ff, is anidassanam 'without attributes'.
In A V 107 it is said: nibbinapariyosini sabbe dhammi, 'all
conscious processes have nibbzna as their end' (this translation
is doubtful, since dhamma has many meanings, of which the
one given here is the most normal, and since pariyos&zimay
mean 'perfection' as well). I n M I 296 nibbzna is called animitti
dhitzt, 'the signless state (or: element, realm)'.
The most probable explanation of this is that the highest
level of meditation (saA%ivedayitanirodha, 'the ceasing of
ideation and feeling') was used so frequently as a steppingstone to the realization of nibbiina, that some of its characteristics were transferred to nibbiina itself, especially the experience
of undifferentiated wholeness that is called su.iiiiatG. At first,
this looks like a simple confusion of two psychological states,
which must have been closely related in any case, but if we
search further we will find a much closer connection. The
attainment of nibbiina is namely also called vi.ii.iiinassa nirodho,
'the cessation of consciousness' (SN 734). And nibbiina had to be
exactly that, since rebirth is effected through the medium of
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viGGina and nibbzna is the cessation of rebirth. The exact
meaning of this will be discussed later, but it seems clear that the
stream of conscious processes, of which viGAina consists, is
stopped and emptied, usually by means of the meditational
exercises, but perhaps also through insight (pafiGi). What
happens can be best expressed in terms of our distinction above,
between surface and background. Exercises in concentration
concern mainly the surface, but they are a tool towards the
formation of a certain type of background experience: security,
peace, timelessness, 'emptiness', which is the 'stopped' viGGina
and does not prevent correct perception and clear thinking on
the surface.
To sum up: There are two types of emptiness, one emptiness
of surface-consciousness which is attained by means of concentration, and one emptiness of citta which consists of the constant
freedom from the obsessions and includes also the 'stopping' of
viG2inn: the second type is nibbgna or one aspect of it.

Nibbiina as cessation of
rebirth
Bhavanirodho nibbdnnm (S I1 I I ~ ) 'the
,
cessation of becoming
(=rebirth) is nibbgna'. In SN 467 nibbZna is called jdtimaranassa antam, 'the end of birth and death'. This is the same as
anto dukkhassa (U 80), 'the end of suffering', since suffering is
defined (D I1 305) as birth, old age, death, grief, sorrow,
lamentation and despair. One of the basic constituents of
suffering is then the prospect of rebirth, and one of the most
important results of the attainment of nibbgna is that the chain
of births is broken for that individual. The order of the words
'birth', 'old age' and 'death' should be noted, because this is
quite consistent in the texts. There is a reason for this. Cf., for
instance, M I 49: jitisamudayi jariimaranasamuduyo, jainirodh6
ja~6vzara?zanirodho,'Because of the event of birth comes the
event of old age and death, because of the stopping of birth
comes the stopping of old age and death.' The meaning is clearly
that nibb5na will not save from old age and physical death
in this life but only from a new birth and the old age and death
that would have followed upon it. Contexts of this type give us
a clue to the proper interpretation of texts like M I 173:. . .@tidhnmmd samind jdtidhamme iid;navav viditvi ajdtam anuttaram
yogakkhemam nibbznam pariyesamdni ajdtaw anutta~amyogakkhemam nibbznam ajjhagamamsu, 'Being liable to birth,
but having understood the peril in being liable to birth and
looking for freedom from birth, the incomparable security,
nibbzna, they attained freedom from birth, the incomparable
security, nibbzna.' Then exactly the same is repeated for the
following opposites: jar&--ajarav,
byidhi-abyddhip, maranaamatam, soka-asokam, sankilesa-asafikilittllam, 'old age-freedom from old age, illness-freedom from illness, death-freedom ,
from death, sorrow-freedom from sorrow, impurity-free38

dom from impurity'. The words ajita, ajara and amata are
frequently translated 'unborn', 'unageing' and 'deathless'. Translated in this way they can easily be understood as referring to
nibbZna as something substantial having the attributes of not
having been born, not growing old and never dying-and this is
exactly what has happened. That this interpretation was not
intended can be seen from M I 173: ajdtam is contrasted to
jdtidhammi samind, 'being liable to birth', which can only
refer to the personal liability of these five monks to die and
their personal freedom from birth in the future. And amatam
as contrasted to maranadhammi samini can only refer to their
personal freedom from death in the future as contrasted to their
present liability to death. They would evidently not be helped
by anything external having these traits of being unborn,
unageing and deathless. Rather, life after the attainment of
nibbZna is referred to as going on under new conditions and new
expectations: no more birth and therefore no more ageing and
death. I t is significant that nibbgna here is called yogakkhema,
'security' which clearly refers to a state and not a substance, and
reminds us of other synonyms for nibbzna, e.g. i~ogya,'health'
(M I 511) and aniZaya, 'freedom' (S IV 372).
This side of nibbzna, the cessation of samsira, is not empirical
in the ordinary sense, as it cannot be described or explained by
psychology or any other science. But all the methods that were
used to attain nibbsna are said to lead to this effect, and these
methods can be understood. It is also said that the effective
medium of rebirth is viliffina, 'consciousness'. The attainment of
nibbzna involves, as has already been mentioned, the 'stopping
of vz88Zna', which leads to the stopping of rebirth, just as the
stopping of a car leads to the stopping of the journey. A proper
understanding of this process may be attained by a close study
of the paticcasamzlppida-series, the series of dependent origination consisting of twelve factors of which the eleventh is jiti
and the twelfth includes jard-marartam. The origination of these
is said to depend on the other factors, of which ViEiEna is one.
By means of the 'cessation' (nirodha) of these, birth, old age
and death will also cease. Although the cessation of birth cannot
be understood by means of psychology, the methods leading to
the cessation of vi8liina can still be followed and described, and
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a better understanding of the meaning of this cessation can still
be reached through a study of the texts. And it should finally not
be forgotten that to an arahant who was very proficient in
meditation, the process and causal connection were no secrets:
rebirth and the law of kamma were to him empirical facts.

The criteria

of transcendence

C A N the limits of ordinary human experience be transcended?
Can we learn to know the world 'as it really is', i .e. independently
of the human sense organs, which are known to give only a very
limited and distorted knowledge of the world? Many philosophers
have held the view that by means of metaphysics we can attain
such transcendent knowledge and even make deductions about,
or intuitively see the ultimate principle of existence. Our next
question is whether the Buddha believed in such transcendent
knowledge and whether he considered n i b b b a to be a metaphysical entity.
Generally speaking, the boundaries of our knowledge are not
definitive and inflexible. Atoms are too small for us to see, but
still we know much about them. By means of suitable technical
equipment it has proved possible to collect much knowledge that
was unattainable without it. Thus the boundary between
empirical and metaphysical knowledge has been somewhat
changed.
The Buddha did not know about this method of extending
human knowledge, but there might be others. The boundaries
of the senses are also somewhat flexible, since some people have
sharper vision or more sensitive ears than others. There might
further be a special sense of 'intuition', and some psychologists
even today believe in 'extrasensory perception', e.g. telepathy,
by means of which our ordinary sense knowledge could be
transcended. These possibilities are not taken very seriously
today, but in the system of early Buddhism they play an
important part. By means of the six abhififia', powers that could
be attained through meditation, the disciple could, e.g. read
the minds of other persons, remember his own forrner existences,
and see how other beings are reborn according to the law of
kamma. He could, briefly, check for himself all the basic teachings of Buddhism: they became e m w a l knowledge to him.
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We should note that when the abirlirliri are enumerated (e.g.
D I11 281), isavakkhaya, i.e. the attainment of nibbzna, is
mentioned as no. 6. In these contexts nibbiina is therefore said
to be attained by means of superknowledge, a type of knowledge
that may be regarded as empirical for the adepts but as transcendent for others. In other contexts, and they are much more
frequent, the final act of insight is, as we have seen, achieved
through $aAAZ, which is not a supernatural faculty.
There were certainly beliefs in early Buddhism that transcended ordinary sense knowledge, especially the existence of
gods (which was never denied but was considered very unimportant), the law of samska and the principle of moral causality.
Suffering was an empirical fact but some of its causes were transcendent. Through nibbiina the causes could be eradicated. Must
nibbsna therefore be something transcendent? This does not
necessarily follow, since we have the causes leading to renewed
life within us in this life. If we learn how to neutralize these
causes in our present life, then there will be no basis (u$ddtZna)
for new becoming (bhava). The problem of suffering can be
solved without a transcendent agency.
Although it does not seem to follow from the human situation
that nibbsna has to be a transcendent fact, there is no doubt
that it was considered to be a metaphysical entity in later
Buddhism. Our task is now to see whether this was the case
already in the Nikgya Buddhism.
The criteria of transcendence would seem to be the following:
I. One argument would be that it is not possible to get in
touch with anything transcendent without developing a special
sense for this purpose: it is, e.g. not possible to see God with
our ordinary eyes, so we must develop 'spiritual' eyes. Does
the Buddha ever speak about a special sense for experiencing
nibbgna?
The answer is, on the whole, no. Possibilities in this direction
are offered by the use of words like $a%Aicakkhu, 'eye of understanding', and ariyacakkhu, 'noble eye', which sometimes are
used to describe the attainment of nibbzna. The Buddha says,
e.g. M I 510, Tam hi te Mrigandiya ariyam cakklzuq nu-tthi yena
haw ariyena cakkhunri rirogyam jdneyyisi nibbznam passeyyrisiti, 'So you, MZgandiya, have not got that noble eye, by
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which you might know health, might see nibbsna.' I 52 says
that there are three types of eyes: ma~sacakkhzl,dibbacakkhu,
paGiidcakkhu, 'the bodily eye, the divine eye, and the eye of
understandingJ. About PaEiidcakkFYu it is said:
yato Ednam udapddi
PaEfiic~kkhzcanuttaram,
yassa cakkhussa pa@ibh6
sa bbadukkhd pamuccati.
'The eye of understanding, from which knowledge arose, is
unsurpassed. Whoever acquires this eye becomes free from all
suffering.'
There is no further information about the development of
these 'eyes' or any indication that they should be understood in
a literal sense. Probably they should be understood as metaphorical expressions for 'visionJ or 'knowledgeJ of a certain type (this
could of course very well be of transcendent or supernatural
content).
Jayatilleke, who has devoted an authoritative study to the
question of the early Buddhist view of knowledge (4),has arrived
at the opinion that the Nikgya Buddhism was empiristic and
did not recognize any special 'mystic' source of knowledge.
'Buddhism does not make the claim of the mystic that his knowledge was derived from a supernatural source' (4, p. 426).
'The approach of Buddhism results . . . in the elimination of
metaphysics' (4, p. 433). The term 'empiricismJ must, however,
be understood in a wider sense than is usually accepted nowadays. Knowledge based on extrasensory perception must be
included, and it must be recognized that this source of knowledge can be developed through meditation. 'There is causal
relation between the attainment of mental concentration and
the emergence of this knowledge and insightJ (4, p. 418). 'It is a
natural and not a supernatural occurrence' (4, p. 420). As it is
said in A V 3 and 313, Dhammatd esd . . . y a v sami.ihito
yathra'bhiitamjdniti passati, 'It is in the nature of things that a
person in a state of concentration knows and sees what really
is.' According to M I 296, on the highest level of meditation:
irtdrzjdni vipj5asa.nn4ni, 'the sense functions are purifiedJ,
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which suggests a finer and more accurate perception but not the
development of a new and radically different sense function.
In M I 169, the Buddha tells us what he considers important
for a disciple in order to understand his doctrine: pandito . .
wdhivf. . .aPParajGkkhajdtiko . . .so imam dhammam khippameva djinissati, 'He is wise, intelligent and with little defilements:
he will understand this doctrine very soon.' There is no mention
of any special sense or mystic ability.
In this discussion we have found no evidence that nibbgna,
as object of the ordinary, although trained, instruments of
knowledge, was thought to be a metaphysical entity.
z. Mystics frequently stress the indescribable or even inconceivable nature of the absolute and their experiences of the
absolute. According to some writers about Buddhism, e.g.
N. Dutt (2,p. 279 f), inconceivability is one of the most prominent features of nibbgna. One of his main supports for this
statement is the use of nippapa.lica, by him translated as
'inexpressible'. I have found this word referring to nibbiina only
in S IV 370, where the word itself is not beyond doubt; its meaning is still more doubtful, and the PTS dictionary admits only the
meanings 'free from diffuseness' and 'free from illusion'.
Dutt is a bit unlucky also with most of his further quotations
collected to prove this point. He quotes, e.g. SN 1076: Attham
gatassa na PamEnam atthi, yena nam vajju, tam tassa ncatthi.
This sounds convincing if you translate: 'That which disappears
is immeasurable, i.e, infinite, and hence there are no words by
which it can be spoken of.' When you, however, find out that
the stanza refers, not to nibbsna, but to the dead arahant, it
becomes clear that it does not prove the inconceivability of
nibbgna.
His reference M I 167, 'it is profound, hard to comprehend,
serene, excellent, beyond dialectics, abstruse, and that it is
only to be realized by the wise within one's own self' (Dutt's
transl.) refers to dhamma and not to nibbiina. It tells us that the
doctrine is intellectually hard to grasp but that it can be
understood if you are wise. But the same page does say about
nibbiina that it is a j a a p aniwttaram yogakkhemam, 'freedom
from birth, incomparable, perfect peace' and that i t is &inam
duddasay, 'a matter difficult to see'. This agrees well with other

.
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similar pronouncements. S IV 369 has, among many other
synonyms of nibbzna, some which belong here: fiipupzm,
'subtle', sududdasav, 'very difficult to see', and anidassanam,
'without attribute'.
In short, the oldest Literature has expressed the idea that
nibbiina is difficult to realize but not that it is difficult to
describe. The difficulties to grasp nibbana do, however, not
prove its metaphysical nature, as there are many experiences
in normal conscious life that are found elusive and hard to grasp.
3. Negative descriptions of the Absolute are common in all
mystic religions. 'The typical theology of the mystics is summed
up in the phrase used of the teaching of Plotinus, "the negative
theology of positive transcendence' " (Spencer, 10, p. 236). The
use of a negative terminology is also quite striking in Buddhism
and has been strongly stressed by various writers. 'The most
consistently negative of all the mystics was, perhaps, Gotama
the Buddha (following the Pali Canon)' (Spencer, 10,p. 327).
'All that he could say about it was by negatives' (Dutt, 2,
P. 279).
From the material already quoted, this would seem somewhat exaggerated. Perhaps we can obtain more realistic proportions by looking at the biggest collection of synonyms of
nibbzna that has been recorded, namely S IV 368-372. Here 32
synonyms for nibbgna are given, 10 of which are negative in form.
Among the positive words we find antam, 'the end', saccam,
'the truth', dhuvam, 'the stable', santam, 'peace', sivam,
'happiness', khemam, 'security', suddha, 'purity', mutti, 'release',
d5pa, 'the island', leqa, 'the cave', etc. In order to get a clearer
picture of the negative terminology, let us start by investigating
what exactly is negated.
(a) One group of negations seem to refer to the social world.
This world is crowded, full of disturbance, trouble and fear.
Nibbzna, on the contrary, is asamba"dha, 'uncrowded', akhalita,
'undisturbed', ni~zfipatdpa,'untroubled', and abhaya, 'free from
fear'. These negatives seem mainly to express the feeling of
safety that nibbzna inspires: it is free from all nuisance and
disturbance.
(b) Then we find a group concerning our personal conditions
of life. We humans are certainly subjected to birth, becoming,
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creation, compounding, illness, obstruction, old age and death.
NibbZna, on the other hand, is ajita, 'freedom from birth',
abhcta, 'freedom from becoming', akata, 'freedom from creation',
asankhata, 'freedom from compounding'l, abyahi, 'without
illness', anjtika, 'without illness', andaya, 'freedom', ajara,
'freedom from old ageJ, amata or amara, 'deathless'. This group
looks like a negation of the conventional definition of dukkha.
I t seems to describe a perfectly static, and at the same time
ideal state, where everything is permanently well.
(c) If this is true about the general conditions of life, it is
also true about the ethical state. In contrast to the hostility,
aggression and impurities of this world, nibb5na is asapatta,
'without hostility', avyipajja, 'harmless', and asankilitjha,
'without impurities'.
(d) We have also a group of entirely psychological attributes,
corresponding to our previous findings. In this world, our
consciousness is characterized by ignorance and wrong views:
diffuseness and illusion, grief, sensuality, fear and desires. In
nibbgna these are eradicated: nibbiina is anEsava, 'without
obsessions', ni$papaEca, 'without diffuseness or illusion', asoka,
'free from sorrow', abhaya, 'without fear', viriga, 'without desireJ.
The last two points describe nibbgna as a state of ethical
perfection and a conscious state of realism, knowledge, calm,
and detachment.
(e) I t is of particular interest to see whether nibbiina was
contrasted to the physical world and described in terms of
negations of this world. It is difficult to find any clear examples
of this. The Buddha spoke mainly about human conditions and
human achievements. The negations asmkhatn , a bhCta , a kata,
mentioned above, are usually referred to the 'physical' group
and translated, 'uncompounded', 'not become', 'not made'.
Seen in their context, U 80, it turns out that they too must refer
to human conditions. We have also the negations asankuppa,
unchangeable', and anidassana, 'without attributeJ, but they
probably describe the psychological state which is a characteristic of nibbgna, and therefore contrast nibb5na to the usual way
of experiencing and not to the physical world. Seen in isolation
1

These translations are somewhat unconventional. They will be discussed

on p. 39 and p. 53f.
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the mentioned negations could be taken as evidence that the
Buddha believed in a metaphysical 'antiworld'-but
since
they are ambiguous they have to be fitted into the totality.
(The attributes or synonyms for nibb5na quoted here are
mainly drawn from S IV 368 ff, M I 173, SN 1149, A I1 247,
U 80, and Ti 512.)
This negatively conceived nibbgna is maybe partly a construction. It is easy to notice the opposites in our world, and the
linguistic arrangement of attributes in pairs of opposites proves
the prevalence of thinking in opposites. It is also easy to detect
the imperfections of our world and to project an image of its
absolute opposite. We can construct a conclusion by analogy
in this way:
0bservatiorts

cold
bad
pain
hostile
changing
death
birth
conditioned

Opposites
warm
1
pleasure
friendly

/

Observed opposites

')
permanent
immortality
Deduced opposites
no birth
unconditioned )

}

From the observed opposites in our world it is tempting to
conclude that there must be real equivalents also to the
phenomena that lack observable opposites in our world. While
we have no proof that Buddhism to any extent built its idea
about nibbzna by this type of analogical reasoning, we know
that the Buddha liked to express himself in opposites. We shall
quote one example: Idha bhikklzave ekacco attanti jtitidhammo
samkno jktidhamme idz'navaqt viditvd ajdtaqt anuttaram yogakkhemaqt nibbtinaqt pariyesati (M I 162 f). 'Here someone, being
liable to birth because of himself, having known the peril in
what is liable to birth, seeks the birthless, incomparable, perfect
peace.' And the text goes on with the following opposites:
jartidhammo-ajaram, byddhidhammo-abytidhim, maranadham?no-amataqt, sokadhammo-asokaqz, sankilesadhammo-asan-
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kilit.thap, i.e. 'ageing-ageless, decay-undecaying,
dyingdeathless, sorrow-unsorrowing, stain-stainless'.
4. A fourth criterion of a transcendent reality is to be found
in the content of the descriptions. Characteristically it is said
that this reality is supernatural, independent and unconditioned.
I t is said to be the real nature behind the things as we see them
or to be the law or principle governing the world.
Now it has already been pointed out that a very large part of
the definitions and explanations given in the literature are
formulated in psychological, personal terms. From a logical
point of view, we cannot have it both ways: if nibbgna is an act
of perception, it cannot at the same time be the object seen, and
if it is a conscious content, it cannot also be the universe in
which this consciousness works. Still, it would be ade erst and able
if a conscious process were projected on the external dimension
and believed to be some external fact.
A process of this type would be especially natural in Buddhism
which simply did not distinguish clearly between the external
and the internal world. As I have tried to show earlier (6),the
language of the Nikiiyas uses the same word for the physical
stimuli (~Gpa,sadda, etc.) and their perceptual counterparts.
Conscious functions have a certain freedom from the body.
During a dream, the jcva, 'life-centre' (consisting of life, heat,
and consciousness, D 11 338) may leave the body in invisible
form: 'Api nu t i tumhav jivam passanti pavisantam v i nikkhamantam v i ti?'--'No h'idam bho Kassapa.' 'Do they see your
(D I1 333). Some of
life-centre entering or leaving you?'-'No'
the supernatural forms of knowledge,(abhififid) may be understood as ideations interpreted as real. The sixth sense (mano)
is not treated as different from other senses, and there are. few
indications (e.g. SN 360, quoted previously) that the dhammd,
that is, the ideations perceived by mano, were considered to
be of more doubtful reality than other sense-perceptions. Ceto
(the 'mind', more or less identical with citta) can be directed
outwards like radio beams, and the whole world can in successive segments be suffused mett&ahagatena cetasd, 'with a
mind full of friendship' (D I 251) and other feelings. This was
considered to be a real influence.
This seems to indicate that the difference between internal
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and external, conscious and substantial, is smaller in Buddhism
than we are used to believe now. An idea that we would call
purely conscious could therefore easily by the Buddhists be
conceived as 'real' in an external, independent sense.
More conclusive and important evidence for this tendency
to objectify mental phenomena can be found in the levels of
meditation. From the descriptions of these levels, there can be
no doubt that they are entirely subjective states of consciousness. However, they are also objectified and described as real
worlds or dimensions of existence. There are living beings in
these worlds and it is possible to be reborn there. See, e.g.
A I 267 Idha bhikkhave ekacco puggalo sabbaso rifipasaGiiinam
samatikkarna', pafighasaGiia'nam atthagamz, na'nattasafiiia'nam
a m a n a s i k i ~ innanto cikGso ti k k a ' s k n a c y a t a a m upasampajja
vilznrati. S o tad assideti t a n nikkmeti tena ca vittim gpajjati.
Tatra [hito adhimutto tabbahuZaviha'~5 aparih5no ka'Zam kurum i n o ikisnnaGciyatanfipag8nav devknam sahavyatam uppajjati. 'Herein, a certain person, by passing completely beyond
consciousness of form, by the disappearance of consciousness of
resistance, by paying no attention to consciousness of manifoldness, thinks, "Space is infinite", and reaches up to and stays
in the sphere of infinite space. He enjoys it, wants it and finds
happiness therein. Established therein, given thereto, generally
spending his time therein and not falling away therefrom, when
he makes an end, he is reborn in the company of the gods who
have reached the sphere of infinite space.' The same is said,
here and elsewhere, about other levels of meditation. Generally
gods are said to live in these spheres, and it is interesting to
note that the life-span of these beings are said to be longer as
the levels become less differentiated.
Now this would make a perfect system, if also the highest
level of meditation, saGGivedayitanirodha, were included and
identified with nibbgna. Then, nibbiina would be quite clearly
described as a transcendent world which the adept could reach
by meditation and in which he could stay forever. Just as the
other levels it would be a special dimension coexisting with
but intersecting our world.
However, sa.lifiivedayitanirodha is not included and it is
not identified with nibbgna. There are texts that would seem
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to imply a t least a very close relationship (see, e.g. the first
part of U 80, quoted in the next chapter), but they are exceptions. Nirodha is frequently mentioned as an aid to the attainment of nibbsna; but nibbsna can be attained on the other
levels just as well, even without meditation: what is important
is the destruction of the obsessions.
NibbZna could also be a metaphysical reality of a different
type: the principle of our existence or the real nature of the
world, the absolute reality behind the changing phenomena.
The text most often referred to as a proof of this interpretation
is U 80. We will discuss it in a separate chapter.

A discussion

of U 80

T H Is famous page is certainly one of the most frequently
quoted pages in the entire Buddhist literature. It consists of
three sections (followed, on p. 81, by one much less famous),
preceded by an introduction which tells us that the discourse
was centred on nibb5na. We shall discuss each of the sections
in turn.
I. Atthi bhikhhave tad gyatanam, yattha n'eva pa!havz' n u rip0
n u tejo n u v ~ y noa 5ktZsa'naAcdyatanam n u viGfiZninaEciyatanam
na GkiEcaGEGystanam n a nevasa AGintZsaEEdyatanam n' dyam
loko na 9araloko ubho candimasiiriyti, tad aham bhikkhave n'eva
@at+ vad6.m; n a g u t i p n u thitim n a cutim na upapatt* appatittham appavattam anlirammanam eva tam, es' en' anto dukkhassa' ti.
'There is that sphere wherein is neither earth nor water nor fire
nor air; wherein is neither the sphere of infinite space nor of
infinite consciousness nor of nothingness nor of neither-ideationnor-non-ideation; where there is neither this world nor a world
beyond nor both together nor moon and sun; this I say is free
from coming and going, from duration and decay; there is no
beginning and no establishment, no result and no cause; this
indeed is the end of suffering.'
In this section, the word ~ y u t a n ais used referring both to
some of the levels of meditation (numbers 5 to 8 inclusive) and
to nibbzna (not mentioned in the quoted part but in the introduction). As the ninth level (sa$llrivedayitanirodha) is missing,
it would seem logical to assume that the section refers to thisbut it is not said so. On the other hand, anto dukkhassa can
refer only to nibb3na. Thus formally an identification of nibb5na
with the highest level of meditation is avoided here as everywhere else. The description itself seems to admit two interpretations: (a) an objective world or dimension of existence, where the
objects and conditions of this world are not found, where the
eight first levels of meditation (which are often objectified
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to dimensions of existence) are also left behind, and where
there is no rebirth, no death and no suffering; (b) a subjective
experience of the type cultivated in meditation, an experience
in which all the distinctions of this world have disappeared and
in which our ordinary conceptual structure simply does not
apply: an experience of unity and completeness, absolute stillness and timelessness.
The former interpretation seems to be confirmed by U 55,
where it is said: evam eva Rho bhikkhave bah4 ce pi bhikkh4
anupddisesdya nibblinadhdtuyli ParinibbEyanti, n u tena nibbdnadhdiuy6 4natta.y va' P.tlrattav vd PaAAEyati. (Just as the ocean
does not shrink or overflow) 'even so, though many monks pass
finally away in that condition of nibbana without any attachment left, yet there is neither shrinkage nor overflow in that
condition of nibbzna seen thereby'. The idea is evidently that
everybody attains the same nibbgna. That there is no change of
volume is presented as a strange fact, but no explanation is given.
However these two texts are to be understood, it is clear that
they both imply a spatial conception of nibbka. Now we know
about two types of space, an internal, conscious, space, and an
external, 'objective', space. The former was a normal experience
during meditation and is frequently described. Although nibbzna
is not identified with any meditational state, the spatial type
of experience may in these texts have been transferred to
nibbiina.
This problem can probably best be solved by referring to
another famous passage, D I 223, which will be discussed more
in detail later (p. 76). It says that in the vififilina (consciousness) of the arahant 'water, earth, fire and wind find no footing;
there long and short, fine and coarse, pleasant and unpleasant . ..
stop without remainder'. This text seems to be a description
of a viZG6na that has 'stopped' and does not flow any more and
therefore will not be instrumental in any further rebirth. In
every arahant this 'stopping' must have occurred, either by
means of meditation or by means of pafifid, 'understanding',
only. As this passage is quite similar to U 80 : I, it seems probable that both refer to the same experience: it is the consciousness of the arahant that is described. But they do not refer to a
vision or a state of short duration, like safiaciiredayitanirodha,
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but to a deeper and more permanent level of consciousness,
which can be characterized as a background of understanding,
calm confidence and freedom from desires: this is sometimes
also called emptiness and signlessness, as we have seen earlier.
This is not a state of meditation but it may be produced by
means of meditation.
2. Duddasam anattam %&nu, na h i saccay sudassanam;
patiwiddhd tanhd jdnato, passato n'atthi ki+icanan ti. 'The selfless is difficult to see, for truth is not easy to see. Craving is
pierced for him who knows; for him who sees, nothing is.'
This section is very vague, and it is not known for sure
whether anattam (the word itself is doubtful) and kificanam
refer to nibbiina. The word saccam is frequently used about
nibbgna (cf. similar definitions in M I11 245: payamam ariyasaccam, 'the highest truth', and S IV 369, nipunam, 'the subtle'.
The phrase n'atthi kizcanam reminds us of the adjective akificana, sometimes used about nibb5na (e.g. SN 1093) or about the
arahant (e.g. Dh 421, where both expressions are combined).
I t seems most frequently to mean freedom from worldly possessions but may also refer to other things missing in nibbgna, e.g.
impurities and obsessions, or simply the tanhZ mentioned just
before. The presence of tanhd and anatta in the quotation suggests that psychological facts are referred to, not some external,
metaphysical truth. If this is correct, the section could be
paraphrased like this: 'The impersonal state is real (saccam)
but difficult to experience. The arahant has extinguished his
desire and has nothing left (of it, or of worldly possessions, or of
the obsessions).'
3. Atthi bhikkhave ajdtaw abhctam akatam asankhatam, no ce
t a bhikkhave
~
abhavissa ajitam a b h i i t a ~akatam asartkhatam,
na yidha ja'tassa bhEtassa katassa sankhatassa nissarana?pz
$afifilijetha. Yasmd ca kho bhikkhave atthi ajdtam abhiitam
akatam asankhntam, tasmd jitassa bhiitassa katassa sankhatassa
nissaranam paEfiiyati, 'Monks, there is a not-born, not-become,
not-made, not-compounded (condition). Monks, if that notborn, not-become, not-made, not-compounded (condition) were
not, no escape from the born, become, made, compounded
(condition) had been known here. But, monks, since there is a
not-born, not-become, not-made, not-compounded (condition),
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therefore an escape from the born, become, made, compounded
(condition) is known.'
The adjectives are without a noun, and the interpretation
depends on what noun is implied. The most probable alternative
is padam which is frequently found in similar contexts, nibbhapadue, accutam padam, asankhatam padam, etc. The word itself
means 'step' and is therefore a word of the same class as nibbiina
itself, a word signifying a transition, a change, a transformation.
According to the dictionary it has also modal meanings, like
'principle', 'characteristic', 'thing', 'element'. Since one of the
main functions of nibb5na is to transfer the human being from
liability to rebirth to freedom from this expectation, a word
like 'condition' seems to be the proper translation. This topic
was discussed in the section about nibbiina and rebirth with
reference to M I 173, where the negations ajaam, ajaram,
amatam were translated 'freedom from birth, from old age, from
deathJ. In the last-mentioned passage it is more self-evident
that the Buddha was referring to personal conditions before and
after the attainment of nibbiina and our translation therefore
may seem more natural. Still, the similarity of the two passages
is great and there is no reason to assume that the Buddha in this
case has abandoned his habit to speak about human conditions
and instead is speaking about metaphysical things in which he
never professed any interest. The passage in U 80 starts with the
common negation ajdtam, and the following, less common,
words look like an elaboration of it: freedom from birth, from
becoming, from creation, and from compounding.
The most commonly found translation is: 'There is1 something not-born, not-become', etc., and this is commonly explained
as referring to nibb3na as a metaphysical reality, something
absolute, eternal and uncompounded, the truth behind the
phenomena. We can arrive a t this translation also if we add
padam, since this word also can mean 'element', as we pointed
out above.
1 The statement of Dutt (2, p. 288) : 'By the use of the word "atthi", i t shows
that NibbHna is an ens and not a non-ensy-is, of course, nonsense. ' Atthi' can be
used about anything, things, processes, ideas, illusions, and no conclusions can
be drawn about the nature of its subject. Cf. U 80, quotation no. 2: n'atthi
ki+icanam, 'there is nothing', and the many examples in D I1 299 f, e.g. atthi
vedand, 'there is feeling', atthi . . . kdmacchando, 'there is . . . sensuous desire'.

It is, however, not justified to draw such a conclusion from
an isolated passage where the most important word is missing.
It is possible that this passage, which is so ambiguous in
meaning, is one of the starting points for the development of
Buddhism as a metaphysical theory. When it was forgotten
that participles like amata, ajzta, asankhata, etc., had a personal
reference, it was easy to give them the concrete, literal meaning
as referring to some concrete reality outside the person,
especially since nibbzna really was something impersonal (a*
atta), although not concrete and not outside the person. Historical speculations are, however, outside the scope of the
present study.
4.Nissitassa ca calitam, anissitassa calitam n' atthi, calite
asati passaddhi, passadhiya' sati rati na hoti, r a i i y ~asati tigatigati nn hoti, Ggati-gutiya' asati czctGpap&to nu hoti, cutiZpapite
asati n' eveidha na h u r a nu
~ ubhayamantare, es' eveanto dukkhassa'
'ti. 'For him who has attachment, there is unsteadiness; for the
unattached there is no unsteadiness; if there is no unsteadiness,
there is calm; if there is calm, there is no love; if there is no love,
there is no coming-and-going (to birth); if there is no comingand-going, there is no disappearance-and-reappearance; if there
is no disappearance-and-reappearance, there is nothing here
or there or between them: this is indeed the end of suffering.'
This is one of the many quasi-causal chains leading to nibbzna,
making it a caused and produced state (the so-called paticcasamuppkda-series is the most well known). This text simply says
that freedom from attachment and desire will lead to freedom
from rebirth; and freedom from rebirth is the same as nibbzna;
briefly, without attachment to this life we will not come back.
Seen in isolation, these four quotations can be explained in
various ways, as we have seen, but no partial interpretation could
be correct. We must look for an explanation that fits them all.
We may first notice that they describe three things, just as
most Buddhist texts: (a) life in samsa'ya, (b) nibbzna, and
(c) the way leading from the one to the other.
The first of these, the situation of the ordinary man, is described in quotation no. 3: j&ta, bhGtu, kata, sankhata: 'born, become, made, compounded'. More details about the ordinary
human world are given in no. I: earth, water, fire, air, moon,
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sun, briefly this material world. To this are added the world of
rebirth (paraloko) and some of the dimensions realized in
meditation. The inconstancy and causal structure of all this is
stressed, just as in no. 3. I n nos. z and 4 something is also said
about this world, although more from the psychological side:
there is tanhi, 'desire', and: nissitassa ca calitav, 'for him who
has attachment there is unsteadiness'.
So far, there is nothing unique in our text: this is the world
of birth and death, as the early Buddhists always described it.
When we pass to the other side, nibbiina, we find that the
description is more poor than we are used to, since it consists
only of negations; there is only one positive assertion: 'truth'.
We are left to imagine what this 'truth' can be, which is the
absolute opposite to the ordinary human situation, whether it
is a different objective dimension (which could follow from no. I),
some sort of ultimate reality (which no. 3 could make us believe),
or a new psychological state, the creation of an internal world
which transcends the imperfect external world, is independent
of it and defies even suffering and rebirth.
I t seems, however, to the present writer that the four passages
describe different sides of the same experience. No. 3 describes
nibb5na as the end of samsira, a life without expectation of
further birth and khandha-creation. No. 4 describes the way t o
this state in terms of a causal transformation: attachment--+
detachment +calm +no love +no rebirth +no suffering. This
text also shows that it is a personal transformation towards a
personal state. No. z supplements this picture by adding some
attributes of the experience: selflessness, emptiness, freedom
from desire. No. I is also a description of nibbiina in terms of
consciousness, as explained above. A level of consciousness is
created, experienced as empty, impersonal, undifferentiated,
peaceful, stable and immovable. Since this inner world was
described by means of spatial metaphors, it is not so strange to
find a spatial description of nibbzna, or to find it projected as a
real space. Altogether U 80 f gives a picture of nibbiina which
does not disagree with the general idea, which we have described
earlier, but perhaps lays some extra stress on the conscious
side (it uses what we have previously called the vi%Zaniterminology).
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In M I 4 we find a statement which reminds us of U 80,
quotation No. 2. Y o pi so bhikkhave bhikkhu araham khfndsavo
vusitavci katakara@yo ohitabhtiro anuppattasadattho parikkhfnabhavasamyojano summa-d-afifid vimutto, so pi . . nibbinam
nibbknato abhijcinai, nibbg~zamnibbinat0 a bhif i fidya nzbbd?za?r,
na malicati, nibbdnasmim n a maililati, nibbtinato n a maGliati,
nibbcinam me ti na m a fifiati, nibbcinam n6bhinandati; t a m kissa
hettz: pari2fidtam tassiti vadcimi. 'Whatever monk is an arahant,
free from obsessions, who has lived the life, done what was to be
done, laid down the burden, attained his ideal, whose fetters of
becoming are destroyed, who is freed by the highest knowledge
. . . he knows nibbgna as nibbiina; because he knows nibbiina
as nibbgna, he does not think of nibbiina; he does not think of
himself in nibbiina; he does not think of himself as nibbiina;
he does not think: "nibb%na is mine"; he does not rejoice in
nibbzna. What is the reason for this? I say it is because it is
thoroughly understood by him.'
In order to understand this we must remember that nibbiina
here comes as the last link in a long chain of words, among others:
extension, heat, motion, beings, gods, some of the levels of
meditation (the fifth to the eighth), the seen, the heard, etc.
What is to be brought home is the anatta doctrine: the arahant
does not identify himself with anything in this world. As he
completely understands the world, it offers no problems. He has
no objects of thought, he does not distinguish between himself
and the objects. There are no more concepts, not even that of
nibbiina. Not even nibbzna is permitted to become an object of
identification, not even of thought. When you are in it, it
cannot be seen from the outside and can therefore be no
concept. The ego is forgotten, the world forgotten, even the
goal forgotten.
This interpretation would agree well with the use of anatta
in U 80. On the other hand, it does not agree with the more
common trend of a certain split: usually the arahant has (a)
an experience of nibbiina and (b) a t the same time a knowledge
that he experiences nibbiina. Usually nibbzna is described as
the opposite to this world, not as something to be overcome
together with this world.

.

Nibbana and death
So M E European scholars translate nibbiina as 'annihilation'
and understand it as referring to the fate of the arahant in
death. We shall not join the heated and prolonged discussion
on this matter as we are concerned only with understanding how
the word is used in the Nikiiyas.
Nibbgna is the technical term for the extinction of a lamp
or any other fire, and the word was used quite concretely for
this purpose. The Buddha liked to express himself by means of
similes and metaphors. Fire was one of his favourite similes,
and we find, for instance, in his 'fire-sermon', S IV 19 f: sabbav
. . . ddittam, 'everything is on fire', rdgaggind dosaggind mohaggind 4dittam, 'on fire with the flames of desire, hate and illusion'.
The extinction of this, as of any other, fire is called nibbgna.
Ta 415: @aPpuyya anuttaram visuddhim parinibbdhisi vdrind
va joti, 'by winning the highest purity you must be extinguished like a fire by water'. Ta 1060:Kassapo jhdyati anupddin0 dayhamdnesu nibbuto, 'Kassapa meditates without fuel
(and: clinging), extinguished among the burning.' Ta, envois:
KIzemantam pdpu$tvkna nggikkhartdhci vn nibbutd, 'having
attained the ultimate security, like a mass of fire extinguished'.
A I 236: Viiiiidnassa nirodhena tanhakkhayavimuttinopajjotassc
eva nibbinam vimokho hoti cetaso, 'To him who has won freedom
through the cessation of vi8fidna (consciousness) and the
destruction of craving, the liberation of mind is (like) extinction (nibbzna) of a lamp.'
In all these quotations, nibbzna and the corresponding verb
are used as a simile, to point out some correspondence between
n i b b h a (release) and the extinction of a fire. They seem all to
refer to the attainment of nibbgna in this life. We can, however,
not end this discussion of the fire analogy without pointing out
that there are two conditions, or stages, of nibbzna, as mentioned
in I 38: saupa-aisesti ca nibbtinadJz&u anupddisesd ca nibbina-
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dhitu, 'The condition of nibbzna with the basis still remaining
and that without basis.' The person who has attained the
former is an arahant, but: tassa titthanteva $afic-is.tdriy6ni yesam
avighlitatti mancipdmancipam paccanubhoti, sukhadukkham patisamvediyati; tassa yo ~6gakkhayodosakkhayo mohakkhayo, ayam
vuccati . . . saupidisesk nibbknadhitu. ' H e has still got his five
senses, through which, as they are not yet destroyed, he
experiences pleasant and unpleasant sensations and feels
pleasure and pain. In him the end of desire, hate and illusion
is called "the condition of nibbiina with the basis still remaining".' But about the arahant who is to attain the second stage
of nibbgna it is said: tassa idheva . . . sabbavedayitini ana-bhinanditini s5tzbhavissanti, 'to him all things that are sensed here
will become cold and no object of pleasure'. And further:
anupddisesd pana samparliyzk2 yamhi nirujjhantz bhavini
sabbaso, 'the condition without a basis belongs to the state
hereafter, where all becomings completely cease'.
From this it is clear that a distinction should be made between
nibbzna in this life, where up6dina still remains, and the state of
nibbgna reached by the arahant in the moment of death, when
the upid6na is destroyed. The latter process is also very
frequently explained by means of the fire analogy. For instance,
in Ta 702-704 we are told about a Nzga who: s a r e a m vijaham . . .
parinibissaty nn&avo, 'leaving the body will be extinguished
(reach nibbgna) without isav6', just as: m a h e i n i Pajjalito
a n i k i r o pasammati, 'a big flaming fire fades away without
fuel'. And when the Buddha had died, Anuruddha pronounced
the famous stanza (D I1 157) :
Na'hu nssisa-passiso thita-cittassa tidino.
A nejo santim cirabblza y a m klilam akarf munz'
Asallfnena cittena vedanam ajjhavisayi:
Pajjotassceva n i b b l i n a ~vimokko cetaso ahGti.
'His mind was firm, without exhalation and inhalation. When
the sage passed away, free from desire, having found peace, he
endured pain with active mind: the liberation of mind was
(like) the extinction of a lamp.'
In M I 486 f, the question is discussed what happens to a
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Tathagata in the moment of death. Buddha denies, as always,
both that he is (hoti), is not, and neither is, nor is not. Then he
is compared to a fire that is extinguished when there is no more
fuel: Sace pana tam Vaccha evam puccheyya: yo te ayam purato
aggi nibbuto so aggi ito katamam dzsam gato, puratthimam v&
pacchimam vd tvttaram v6 dakkhi?zaq vd ti, evam puttho tvaw
Vaccha k i ~ t byiikareyyrisZti.-Na
i
upeti bho Gotama. Y a m hi so
bho Gotama aggi tinakaghupGd6nam $at.c'cca ajali, tassa ca
pariylid8nii aiEiiassa ca anupahdrii anrihiiro nibbuto l'eva sankham
gacchati2i.-Evam-eva
kho Vaccha yena r w e n a tathdgatam
paa.liiipayamdno pa%iEGpeyya t a m riifiav tathdgatassa pahgnam
ucchinnamGlar(z tdldvatthukatam anabhivakatam d y a t i y anupplidadhammam; riipasankhiiwim~ttokho Vaccha tattzrigato, gambhiro appameyyo duppariyogiho seyyathd pi mahcisamuddo. 'But
if somebody should ask you, Vaccha: this fire in front of you
that is extinguished, in what direction has that fire gone from
here, east, west, north or south-what would you answer to
such a question?-That does not apply, dear Gotama. For that
fire that burned because of fuel (up6diina)consisting of straw and
wood, has consumed this and not been given anything else and
is therefore called "extinguished (nibbzdo) through lack of
fuel".-Just
so, the form by which one would like to designate
the Tathggata, that form of the Tathiigata is given up, its root
broken, uprooted like a palm, free from further growth or
renewed existence in the future. Tathggata is free from everything called form, he is deep, immeasurable, unfathomable,
just as a deep ocean.' (The same is said about the other
khandhi.)
From these quotations we can see that the difference between
the two stages of nibbgna is not very essential. In this life the
fire can flare up again, as there is fuel left: this is impossible
after death, when there is no more fuel. I t is not possible to
obtain a direct answer to the question what happens to the
arahant in death, as the Buddha has always refused to give an
answer (see, e.g. D I11 135, D I1 68). But some indications can
be gleaned. We know from the last quotation that he is like a
fire that is extinguished. So what was the early Buddhist opinion about the extinct fire? Evidently, it was not thought to be
annihilated, as the Buddha here changes over to another
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analogy: the deep, immeasurable ocean. The idea must be that
there is some sort of similarity between the ocean and an extinct
fire, possibly the homogeneity, lack of differentiation and distinguishing traits, the 'calmness' and even distribution. Perhaps
the fire was thought to 'go back' to some diluted, 'calm' existence, evenly distributed in matter, when it was extinguished
(but without ceasing to be fire). In any case, the quotation
proves that the Tathsgata was thought to continue existing in
some form after death, as the ocean certainly exists.
A statement in M I 140 also proves that there is no essential
difference between a living Tathilgata and a dead Tathggata.
E v a m vimuttacittam kho bhikkhave bhikkhum sa-Indfi devli saBrahmakd sa-Pajgpatika' anvesam nidhigacchanti: i d a p nissitam tathligatassa viiifhinan-ti, t a m kissa hetu: D+he v&am
bhikkhave dhamme tath&gatap ananuvejjo ti vaddmz. 'When a
monk's mind is freed thus, the gods-those with Inda, those with
BrahmZ, those with PajZpati--do not succeed in their search
if they think: "This is the v i 8 2 i n a (consciousness) of a TathBgata." What is the reason for this? I say that a Tathsgata
cannot be known even in this life.' In this life the arahant of
course exists in the conventional meaning and although he
still has his body and even his citta-a citta in purified and
'liberated' form-he cannot be known or recognized. As a
physical recognition could not be any problem, I take it to
mean that his citta or viZ8liqa cannot be studied or even
identified by means of mind-reading (except by other arahants).
I will show later that the citta of the arahant in some form
survives death, and in that case the change in death will be
small, as pointed out in our quotation.
In S I11 IIZ it is explicitly denied that the arahant is annihilated in death. SZriputta says in a discussion with Yamaka:
Ettha ca te dvuso Y a m a k a ditfieva dhamme saccato thetato
tathigato anupaZabbhiyam6n0, k a l l a p nu te t a m veyy6karaqam
Tathlihaw Bhagavati dhammam desitam ijlinZmi, yatha' k h f ~ i savo bhikkhu kliyassa bhedd uccltijjati vinassati n a hoti param
marand ti? 'Then, since even in this life a Tathggata is really
and truly untraceable, is it proper for you to assert: "As I
understand the doctrine taught by the Master, a monk who is
free from the obsessions is broken up and perishes when the
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body is broken up and does not exist after deathJ'?' This is
denied with the approval of Ssriputta.
What Ssriputta wanted to stress here is that the anatta
doctrine applies also to the arahant and that he cannot be
identified with any of the personality factors (khandhi). I t is
therefore not possible to define what an arahant really is even
in this life, and so no conclusion can be drawn as to the state
after death. The khandhd are anicca and dukkha and therefore
dissolved: this is pointed out in the continued discussion. Two
things should be noted: first that it is denied that the arahant
is annihilated in death, secondly that citta was not mentioned
in this discussion.
The fact that the arahant cannot be known either in this
life or afterwards, is not a universal truth, since arahants
always can recognize each other. We find, for instance, in S I
194 that Maha MoggallZna in a company of five hundred arahants could check that they really were arahants: Tesam sudam
Zyasmk Maha-Moggalllino cetasd cittam samannesati vipparnuttaq ni~upadhiyz. 'The venerable Maha-Moggallzna saw
with his mind (ceto) that their mind (citta) was freed without
basis (for rebirth remaining).' This can only mean that the
arahant has still his citta and that this has kept enough of its
individuality in order to be identified. This fact will not surprise us once we have understood that citta is the agency within
the person which really attains nibbzna, as expressed in S I11
45: RCpadhituyli (vedanli-, safiZ6-, sankhrira-, viGii&a-dhituyci)
ce bhikkhave bhikkhuno cittafn virattam vi,muttam hoti anztpid6ya
Gsnvehi vimuttat~fhitam, thitattli santussitaq, santztssitattli na
payitassati, aparitassam paccattafiiieva parinibbkyati. 'If a monk's
citta is not attached to the element of form (feeling, perception,
activities, consciousness), and is released from the obsessions
without basis, then by its release it is steadfast; by its steadfastness it is content; being content it does not become excited;
free from excitement it attains nibbzna by itself .'
I t is fairly well documented that citta was thought to survive
death. We find, for instance, in S V 370: Yafica khvassa
cittam dzgharattam saddh4'paribhtZvitam szla-suta-c@a+a~ibhdvitav, tam uddhagkmi hoti visesaga'mi, '(Even if the body is
devoured by crows and vultures) yet his citta, if longtime
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practised in faith, virtue, learning and renunciation, soars aloft
and wins the excellent.' This is said by the Buddha in reply to
Mahiiniima who has asked what would happen if he were to
die. In Ta 1109 ff, the former theatrical manager, Tzlaputa, tells
the complete story of his citta: it has followed him during many
existences, it has preached the doctrine to him, but now, when
he has followed its advice, it is still not satisfied but makes
difficulties; but he promises to give his citta adequate training,
and: migo yathi seri sucittak6nane rammam girim pdvisi
abbhamdinam, ankkule tattha nage ~umissasi,asamsayav citta
~ardbhavissasi,'just as the free gazelle in the many-coloured
forest reaches a cloud-wreathed splendid mountain-top, so shall
even you, citta, find your happiness on the uninhabited mountain and doubtless reach the beyond'.
The many problems in connection with these quotations will
be discussed in due course, in so far as they are related to the
interpretation of nibbzna. Here, we just want to stress that
we are not without information about exactly what is thought
to survive death in the arahant, although in a form that not
everybody can recognize, not even M5ra and the gods. We
know, however, that a t least the Buddha himself claimed
ability to identify and report about dead arahants: We have,
for instance, the story about Vakkali (S I11 119 ff), who was ill
and killed himself. The Buddha said about him later: Apatitthitena ca bhikkhave viE86nena Vakkali kulafiutto earinibbato
ti, 'with consciousness not established the noble-born Vakkali
has attained parinibbzna'. A similar story is to be found in
D I1 gr f, where Ananda tells the Buddha that a number of
people, some monks and some lay people, had died in Nadika,
where the Buddha and his disciples had just arrived, and asks
what has happened to them. He got detailed information, indeed, and among them one monk was mentioned as arahant.
We can take these stories to mean that a t least the Buddha
himself was able to trace an arahant even after death. After the
quotations given earlier, this would not seem to involve any
fundamental difficulties, as there seems to be small difference
between his state before and after death. One more text is
worth quoting to this effect. In SN 1075, the Buddha is asked:
Atthart gato so zcda v& so ncatthi udihu ve sassatyd arogo? 'The
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man who has gone to rest, is he no more or is he forever free
from illness?' And he replies: Atthalz gatassa na pamdcam atthi,
yena nam wjju, tam tassa ntatthi, sabbesu dhammesu samiihatesu
samahatci v8dapathd pi sabbe ti. 'There is no measure of him who
has gone to rest, by which to define him: that is not for him;
when all dlzamma' are removed, then all means of recognition
are removed.' This informs us again that the arahant, when
dead, cannot be found or recognized, but an explanation is
given which is extremely interesting: dhamm8 are removed.
The PTA translation gives the rendering 'conditions', but a
more normal translation would be 'ideations' or 'mental contents', 'mental processes'. This would give an easily understandable psychological meaning. For one of the effects of
meditation is to make the mind (cihfa or vifiliina) stable and
empty of mental contents (dhamma'). As we know that cittu
was thought to survive, it can easily be understood that an
empty citta is more difficult to read and recognize than the more
complicated and desire-ridden 'normal' cita: it is more impersonal. In order to 'read' a person's mind, there must be a mind
to read, and this mind must be as differentiated and rich in
content as possible. Sabbesu dhammesu samiihatesu may well
imply the same psychological process as virilicinassa nirodhena
in A I 236, quoted above.
This chapter has been mainly descriptive, aiming a t a
presentation of the facts given in the Nikgyas. We have found,
in short, that the word nibbiina is used because of the fire
analogy (to some extent, the word ztpcid&na and related words
seem to be used for the same reason). Still, it does not imply
annihilation but rather a different type of existence: perhaps
a diluted, undifferentiated, 'resting' existence, more or less
impersonal but still recognizable.

The personality factors
and nibb~na
T H E original Buddhism was a psychologically sophisticated
doctrine with a very rich and differentiated psychological
terminology. Psychological knowledge formed a very essential
part of the training for and experience of nibbsna. Minute
psychological analyses were one of the aims of meditation,
and an adequate understanding of the own self was considered
a necessary basis for the ultimate achievement.
The psychology of Niksya Buddhism has not yet been adequately analysed and described. An early attempt by Mrs Rhys
Davids (9) is superficial and biased. The work of Jayatilleke,
referred to previously (4), is reliable but touches psychological
matters only occasionally. An interesting treatment of some
special questions of psychological interest is found in an article
by him (5). A semantic investigation of three psychological
concepts has been performed by myself and is already frequently
referred to (6). Much patient research is therefore still needed
before we can really understand the meaning of the psychological
terminology of early Buddhism. The interpretation given in
the following comparison between Buddhist and presentday Western psychology is to a large extent only tentative.
Western psychology usually starts its analysis of human
personality from the organism: the sense organs and the nervous system are the basic struchres and their functions constitute the main objects of psychological analysis. Personality
is considered a self-regulating system with only functional
unity. The new-born baby is, however, not an empty structure.
Rather, he has some basic programmes for behaviour, e.g. some
emotional patterns and the basic needs, physiological, sexual
and others. Some of the nervous processes become conscious,
and consciousness is therefore considered secondary to the
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physiological processes. Through the senses, there is a continuous inflow of information, and much of this information is
kept available, through the storing capacity of the central
nervous system. Through this capacity, the doors are open to
a modification of the organism-for good or for bad. The human
personality is conceived as governed by causal laws, and
continually changing: in normal cases there is unity, to be
sure, but this unity is rarely very perfect and conflicts are
common. Within the physiological structure, there is a stream
of processes only and certainly no unchanging soul. There
is a hierarchy of purposes, and some may be fairly constant and
function as organizing forces. These forces, with which the
individual identifies himself, are often called the ego or the
seZf: they form the core of the person's image of himself. His
values and norms are sometimes called the superego. This is
the conscience, which tells him what he should be and is
frequently a severe critic of the ego.
There are striking similarities between this interpretation
of the human being and the early Buddhist view, but there are
differences also. By the anatta- and a.nicca-doctrines the soullessness and process-nature are stressed. By the pagccasamuppa'da-series the quality of everything personal as being
caused is pointed out, although this causality is partly of moral
type. In a way, Buddhism also considers conscious phenomena
as secondary to the bodily processes, as citta is called sar;raja,
'born of body' (Ta 359, but asarZra, 'incorporeal' (Dh 37), and
viA2a'na is said to depend on the body, as we read in D I 76 f:
Aya? kho me kiyo rGp5 citummahii-bh6tiko m6ti-pettikasambhavoodanakummiis-upacayo anicc' -uccha'dana+arimaddanabhedana-widdha~sartadhammo,ida2 ca pana me vi2%a'qa~
ettha
sitam ettha pa$baddhan ti. 'This body of mine has form, it is
built up of the four elements, it springs from father and mother,
it is continually renewed by so much boiled rice and juicy
foods, its nature is impermanence, decay, abrasion, dissolution
and disintegration; and therein is this consciousness of mine,
too, resting, on that does it depend.' In spite of this dependence the bodily processes are not further analysed, and the
conscious phenomena are always treated as the most important.
This may be one of the reasons why the 'series of dependences'
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(pagccasamuppa'da) often seems to mention things in the wrong
order. We are, for instance, used to consider needs as more basic
than consciousness, and to interpret consciousness as depending
on perception and perception as depending on the sense-organs.
Buddhist thinking seems to have started from what is immediately given and most important to the person, namely activity
and consciousness. The relations of the rest is to a great extent
implication and activation.
Buddhism emphasizes the impermanence and process-nature
of the human personality more than Western psychology. The
words of Visuddhimagga are famous: 'NibbZna is, but not the
man that enters it.' The opinion of original Buddhism is
perhaps best presented by Sister VajirZi (S I 135)~who was
asked by M2ra, how a 'beingJ (satta) comes to be. She replies:
Kinnzc satto ti paccesi,
M6ra ditthigatam nu te.
s~ddhasalzkhdrapui?joy a y
nayidha satti%palabbhati.
yatha' h i angasambhdrd
hoti saddo ratho iti.
evam khandhesu santesu
hoti satto tz: summuti.
'Why do you take the "being" for granted, MZra? Your opinion
is false. Here is nothing but a multitude of activities, and no
"being" can be found. For just as a combination of parts is
called "car", just so do we use the word "being", when all
khandha' (factors) are there.'
Here the functional unity of personality is admitted. This
functional unity is in reality what contemporary psychologists
call 'personalityJ. The car has clearly some sort of primitive
personality, an individual constellation of parts; it is capable
of functioning only when a,ll the parts are there. None of the
parts can be called 'car', not even all the parts together, if they
are not combined in a very special way. The 'car-ness' is something above but not independent of the parts. A personality is
also not the body, not the perceptual function, not the feeling,
etc., but the proper combination of them. This is what the
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definition of VajirZ seems to imply, and modern psychology can
only applaud.
Some formulations seem more radical. We can, e.g. refer to
S I11 111, where it is said just before the part quoted above,
and after it has been denied that a TathZgata can be identified
with any of the factors (khandha') individually: RGpd vedand
saZ.lia' sankha'ra' wiZ.iia'nav tatha'gato ti sanaanupassasZti?-No
hetam ciuuso. 'Do you regard a Tathggata as body, feeling, perception, activities, and consciousness?-Surely not.' Here it
seems to be denied that all the factors together constitute a personality. But it is left unclear whether the combination is meant
as mechanical and unorganic or whether also an organicfunctional combination of the factors would fail to constitute a
personality. As the discussion here is about a Tathzgata we
also have the question whether the same would be said about
an ordinary man. After all, something happens to the khandhi
when a man attains nibbana, as we shall find soon. We have also
the final question, whether the khandhd are to be considered an
exhaustive enumeration of all personality factors. Is there
nothing in personality not included in the khandhd? There certainly is. Atta' is denied, with good reason, but citta is not denied.
Buddhism never had any reason to work out a complete and
scientific theory of personality. The purpose was intensely
practical. This may be the reason why the psychological terminology seems to be arranged in clusters, each cluster belonging
to the analysis of one doctrinal point and seemingly with little
connection with other clusters. The problem was, for instance,
to find out the nature of the 'soul': the result was the khanah&
analysis. Or the problem was to explore our state of dakkha
and its connection with rebirth: out came a causal analysis, in
which our whole mental make-up is involved, in order to explain how we ourselves create our suffering and rebirth. Or the
problem was to find a moral continuity and a basis for development, and we got the concept of citta, the ertfant terrible of the
monk, from the beginning endowed with all moral depravities
and bound to the world by means of desires and passions, but
capable of the highest development.
These conceptual spheres were occasionally confronted with
each other but never properly integrated into a comprehensive
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theory: they remain three independent deep-diggings in the
same mine. Without a special investigation we therefore cannot
know, whether the words have identical meaning when used in
different spheres; some problems of this type are still not solved.
I. KhandhG. As we have seen from S I 135, the individual is
said to be constituted by khandhd, translated by 'groups',
'aggregates', 'factors'. We also find the word u p i d i n a k k h a n d h d ,
'base-f actors', often translated 'grasping-groups', although it
should not be forgotten that it also means 'heap of fuel' (subject
to the fire of rdga, 'desire', without which the individual is
nibbuta, 'extinguished', i.e. 'free'). Khandha in itself can also
mean 'tree-trunk' and thus is fit to join the fire terminology.
Birth and death are defined in terms of khandhd. Birth is
k h a n d h i n a m pktubhdvo d y a t a n i n a m pafilibho (S I1 3), 'appearance of the factors, acquiring of sense-spheres', and marapzam . . .
khandhdnam bhedo ( M I11 249)' 'death is the breaking up of the
factors'. It is possible to wish for a certain constellation of
factors in a future life: Evamrzlpo siyanz an@atam addhGnam;
evamvedano siyam anrigatam addhdnam, etc. ( S I11 101). 'May I
have such a body in future time, may I have such feeling in
future time,' etc. And just as we can make a painted picture of
a person: evam eva kho bhikkhave assutavd puthujjano riipaRReva
abhinibbattento ( S I11 I ~ z )'even
,
so the ignorant layman creates
and recreates his body' (etc., the other factors follow). This is
done through the agencies of citta and viREdpza and is made
possible through the law of causality, for
N a y i d a m attakatam bimbam
n u y i d a m j5arakatam aghaqz
hetum paticcn sambhiitam
hetubhangi nirujjhati.
Y a t h d aRRataram b i j a p
khette vuttam virzlhati
PathavirasaR cdgamjna
sinehaE ca tad ubhayam
evam k h a n d h i ca dhituyo
cha ca dyatand i m e
hetum paticca snmbhzlti
hetubhangi nirujjhare ti (S I 134)
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'This evil shape is not created by itself and also not by somebody
else; it has come to be by means of a cause and ceases by
disruption of the cause. Just as a certain seed, sown in the
field, which grows thanks to the taste of earth and moisture,
these both, just so the factors, the elements, and the six sensefields come to be by means of a cause and cease by disruption
of the cause.'
This text is interesting because it describes the human personality as rather unreal (an 'image') and unpleasant. Its birth
is an impersonal process effected by causes, through which a
certain constellation of elements is created.
The factors may be briefly defined as follows:
(a) RGpa means form, external and internal. In this context
we are certain that the meaning is body, as rapa is sometimes
replaced by kaja, 'bodyJ.
(b) Vedand is usually defined in terms of feeling, e.g. S IV
232: sukhi vedana' dztkkha' vedana' adukkhamasukha' vedana',
'pleasant, unpleasant, neutral feeling'. These feelings are,
however, not described as subjective evaluations secondarily
added to the sensory process, but rather as an integrative part
of the sensory process itself. They are said to be an immediate
result of contact or stimulation: Phassa-samadayd vedandsamudayo (M I 51), 'from the genesis of stimulation is the
genesis of feeling', i.e. 'feeling is produced through stimulation'.
And we find classifications of feelings according to sense-fields:
feelings produced by the stimulation of the eye, the nose, the
tongue, the body, the mind (M I 51). We must therefore think
of vedana' as something closely related to sensation. Possibly
vedand is conceived as given in the stimulation itself as it is
said to cease when stimulation ceases: Phassartirodhd vedartdnirodho.
(c) SaGGd is usually translated by 'perception' and is said
to depend on phassa, just as vedand: Phasso . . . saEEdnam
nid&nasambhavo(A I11 413),'the perceptions are causally produced by stimulation'. The same text says: Cha yima' . . . sa%%d:
riipasaEGd, saddasa2Ed, gandhasaEGd, rasasaE%d, phoffhabbasaEfid, dhammasaGEd, 'perceptions are these six: perception
of form, sound, smell, taste, touch and ideas'. From this we can
see that our word 'perceptionJ is not entirely satisfactory because
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this word can only refer to external things. Buddhist psychology
includes also an internal sense, mano, which by means of
stimulation, phassa, can 'perceive' ideas, dhamma'. Memory
images, imaginations and thoughts are, therefore, included in
the activity of saliiid, and a more adequate translation would be
'ideation', in German Vo~stellung.Cf. SN 874, saiifia'nida'na' hi
PapaiZcasankha', 'what is called illusion has its origin in sai236';
deva' arcpino safifiimayk (M I ~ I O ) 'formless
,
gods made of
saliza". In A V 105, ten saliii6 are mentioned that should be
developed, among them asubhasaCEa', maranasalifii, aniccasail%@,
vir@asali.iia', 'idea of the unpleasant, of death, of impermanence, of freedom from desire'. In these examples, the
translation 'perception' is impossible.
(d) Viiifia'qa is the most important of the khandha', as it is
more actively engaged in the process of rebirth. I t is the
accumulative, dynamic stream of consciousness, always changing, always observable, as often as we care to introspect, containing a jumble of perceptual data, memory images, feelings
and desires. I t builds on vedani and salii2d; yam vedeti tam
sagjkna'ti, yam safija'niti taw vija'na'ti (M I 293), 'whatever one
feels, that one perceives; whatever one perceives, that one is
conscious of'. Memory is rarely mentioned as a separate function
in Buddhism; it is taken for granted that our existence is
accumulative: nothing is really forgotten, and our present state
is continually changed through the effects of the past. Vifi.ikEna
is the carrier of these accumulations, and it is conceived as a
stream flowing ceaselessly in time if not made to stop. I t must
use the other khandha' as a base (S I11 g) but is to a certain extent independent of the body. M5ra is on the outlook for the
vifiiia'~of dead persons (S I 122).
(e) Sankhcira is motivated, purposeful activity, moralitycausal behaviour. The meaning may sometimes be diluted to
'process'. Several interesting analyses are to be found in the
Nikiiyas. The purposiveness becomes clear from S I11 60:
Katama' ca . . . sankha'yd? Chayime .cetana'ka'ya': rzlpasalicetand
saddasa%cetandgandhasagcetana' rasasaiicetana' phof#habbasaficetan6 dhammasa%cetank,'And what are the activities? They are
these six forms of purposeful striving: striving for form, for
sound, for smell, for taste, for touch, for mental images.' In
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M I 301, three types of activities are distinguished: kdyasankhdro vacz'sankha'ro cittasankha'ro, 'activity of body, speech, and
mind'. A further definition follows: Assa'sapassa'ssa' . . .
ka'yasankhiro, vitakkavicird vac5sankhdr0, sa8fii ca vedand ca
cittasankhd~o,'inbreathing and outbreathing is activity of body,
thinking and examination is activity of speech, ideation and
feeling is activity of mind'. Here the activity-meaning is quite
clear, but the purposiveness is not stressed, in fact breathing is
completely involuntary.
Sankhira is sometimes translated by 'kamma-formation', because all activity has a moral aspect, is morally judged, has
moral causes and moral consequences. There is here a close
co-operation between vi%fia'qa and sankhira: sankhdra is the
effector of the deeds (kamma), vififiina is the accumulator of
the effects. The connection between kamma and sankhsa'ra can
be seen in M I 389: Katamafi-ca . kamwzam kanham kanhaviPikam? Idha . . . ekacco sabyibajjham ka'yasankhdram abhisankharoti, sabyibajjham vacz'sankhd~am a bhisankharoti, sa bytibajjham manosankhdram abhisankharoti, 'And what is the deed
that is black, with black consequences? Here someone performs
a harmful activity of the body, or a harmful activity of speech
or a harmful activity of mind.' That vififiina is affected can be
seen in S I1 82: Avijjdgato yam . . . purisapuggalo pufifiam ce
sankhcfram a bhisankharoti, pu88@pagamhoti vi8fidzam. 'If a person, although ignorant, performs a meritorious act, vi88dna
acquires merit.' It is significant that sankhira is the producer of
kamma, as the factor of responsibility is entered into the causal
process: the intention behind the act is more important than
the act itself. On the whole, intention, will and desire has an
immense influence upon the process of rebirth, as can be seen,
for instance, in D I11 258: Tassa evap hoti--'Aho vatiham
kiyassa bhedi param marand khattiyamahisildnam va' brsa'hmaqamahisildnav va' gahapati-mahissa'lsa'napva' sahavyata.l?zuppajjeyyaPt ti'. So tam citta? dahati, t a p cittam adhitthiitti, tam c i t t a ~
bhtiveti. Tassa tam cittam h h e vimutta? uttarim abhivitam tatre
uppattiya' samvattati. 'And he thinks: "Ah! if only I may be
reborn a t the dissolution of the body after death as one amongst
wealthy nobles, or brahmins, or householder^!'^ This thought he
holds fixed, firmly established, and develops it. This thought,
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set free in a low sphere and not developed to anything higher,
leads to rebirth in this sphere.' The causal processes of life are,
as we find, complicated. Physical causality is taken for granted,
but in addition we find long-range moral causality, and finally
the last wish of the person: a psychological causality.
The fate of the khandhd in nibbgna can to a great extent be
deduced from what we already know. In the living individual,
the factors must be intact and functioning. The body is not
changed, and the perceptual apparatus must function, but it
will not be permitted to stimulate desire and passion. Activity
must to a certain extent go on, but it must be of a kind that
produces no more kamma-effects. Viiicdna must be reduced to
such a state that it will not 'flow over' into a new existence.
Let us now explain this further and collect evidence from
the texts.
The arahant Sgmidatta says, Ta go, PaAcakkhandhipa~iiiiiitii
ti!@knti chinnamiiZak6, 'The five factors are well understood;
they are still standing, although their root is cut off .' To understand the factors correctly means to see them as unreal and
unsubstantial and not identify oneself with them. So it is said
in S I11 142:
PhenapindGpama?p raea?,
vedand bub buJu$am6.
Marfcik6pamd saEii6,
sankhci~cikadal6pamci.
M~iyGpamaiicauiiiiiciya?p,
'The body is like a ball of foam, feeling is like a bubble, ideation
is like a mirage, the activities are like a plantain-trunk, consciousness is like an illusion.'
And further, in S I11 168, Ayahat6 . . . ime paiicup&i&nakkhandhe aniccato dukkhato rogato gaqddo sallato aghato ibddhato
parato palokato suii2ato anattato yoniso manasi kattabbd. 'An
arahant should seriously consider these five base-factors as
impermanent, suffering, illness, a boil, an arrow, an evil, a
disease, an enemy, as decay, as empty and without a self.' The
exhortative way of expression suggests that the factors continued to give problems even to an arahant, although the text
goes on to say that natthi . . . aralzato utta~ikaran5yam,'to an
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arahant there is nothing more to be done'. A similar suggestion
can be found in S I1 54, where Sgriputta says: tathdsato vihardmi,
yathdsata;m. viharantam isavi ndnusavanti, 'I stay so mindful
that the obsessions no longer obsess me (staying so mindful).'
From this follows that exercises in mindfulness (more about
these will be said in the following chapter) were used to keep
the obsessions out. Cf. also S I1 239: Yo bhikkhave bhikkhu
araham kh&&avo tassa piham ldbhasakkdrasilokam antardyiya
vadimz'i, 'Monks, even for the monk who is an arahant with his
obsessions destroyed, I say that gains, favours, and flattery are a
danger.' I t is true that the arahant had achieved his aim, but
this achievement had to be kept up by constant training. The
state called nibbzna could be lost.
These more general statements can be somewhat clarified
with the help of other texts, separately dealing with the factors.
We find, for instance, something about sankhira and vedand in
S I1 82: Yato . . . bhikkhuno avijjd pa-hind hot; vgji uppannd,
so . . . n' eva pu%%dbhisankhdrama bhisankharoti, nu apu%%dbhisankhkram abhisankharoti, nu G~eiljdbhisankhtiramabhisankharoti. 'When in a monk ignorance is conquered and wisdom is
attained, then . . . he does not perform neither an act of merit,
nor an act of demerit, nor a neutral act.' This seems to mean
that he does not perform any acts of kammic consequence or
kammic relevance. The acts he can still perform must be entirely
free from this aspect. The ideal is, as Dh 368 expresses it, padam
santam sankh&iipasamam sukham, 'the tranquil, pleasant state,
where activity is at rest'. A way of reaching it is indicated in
M 111 82 : Passambhayap kkyasankhdram assasisskmfti sikkhati,
'He trains himself thinking: "I will breathe out calming down
the activity of body." ' This forms part of the sati-exercises of
the seventh part of the eightfold way. We shall have more to say
about this method, but, briefly, the principle of it seems to have
been to follow each movement, each activity with unflinching
attention and so keep the activity free from desire, free from
kammic effects, as it is said in M I 270, after upa@hitakkyasati,
'with attention fixed on the body', is mentioned: assa te pdpakii
akusalii dhammii aparisesd nirujjhanti, 'these evil unskilled
processes in him are stopped without remainder'.
If the activity is in this way 'calmJ and 'pure', there will be
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nothing for vififia'na to store up. But vifiGna has also problems
of its own, mainly through influence from safifid and vedanci; and
there are special methods to cope with them, mainly those
belonging to the samddhi-group. What should be achieved is
stated in M I11 223, bahiddha' . . . vi8fi4ne avikkhitte avisate sati
ajjhattam asanthite, anup4ddya aparitassato a'yatim ja'tijardmarana-dukkha-samudaya-sambhavona hoti, 'if consciousness is
externally undistracted and concentrated, and internally unsettled, then, for him who is thus free from grasping and therefore
undisturbed, there will in the future be no generation of birth,
old age, death or pain'. The word asaqthite, 'unsettled', probably
refers to a vi8fia'na that has not got any fhitiyri, 'placement', for
a new rebirth. 'Unsettled' therefore should mean 'free from
conditions of rebirth'; that is with the more conventional expression which follows, 'free from grasping'. We find similar
expressions in M I1 265: Tassa tarfc upekhap anabhinandato
anabhivadato anajjhosdya tighato na tan nissitam hoti vififia'nam
na tad uptidinam. Anupddtino, Ananda, bhikkhu fiarinibbliyati.
'As he does not rejoice in that equanimity, nor approve of it or
cleave to it, consciousness is not supported by it, does not have
it as foundation. A monk without foundation attains nibbgna.'
This tells us something about rebirth and about the relation
between vififid~aand upcid&a. The equanimity (in the context a
result of the 8th jhdna, upddGnasetjham, 'the best foundation'!)
is itself a state of consciousness, just as the jh&nas. Updda'na
therefore is itself a manifestation of vifiAina: there is a feeling of
dependence and need which is a foundation or cause of new life.
A term frequently used about psychological factors in nibbEna
is nirodha, 'ceasing', also used more or less as a synonym of
nibbEna. We find it, e.g. in SN 734, vififiti~assa nirodhena
n'atthi dukkhassa sambhavo, 'by the ceasing of consciousness
there is no generation of suffering'. Although complete cessation
of vifiEqa will take place only in death, the word cessation is
still adequate for nibbzna in this life, since vi%fi&nais a series of
processes, and the meaning is not different from what is said in
the continuation of the text: vijifidy7pasamd bhikkhu ~Gcchdto
parinibbuto ti, 'by calming vififidna the monk becomes satisfied
and attains nibbgna'. Nirodha probably means no more than
'stopping' = 'making still and immovable'.
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An interesting description of the vififidna of the arahant is
found in D I 223, where it is asked, where name and form cease
without remainder. Answer:
ViGEgnam anidassanaq anantam sabbato paham:
Ettha 6 ' 0 ca pafhavf tejo v6y0 nu giidhati,
Ettha digha2 ca rassa8 ca anum thGla? subhZsubJzam,
Ettha n5ma8 ca ~Gpafica asesam uparuj'hati,
ViEiiiqassa nirodhena etth' etam uparujjhati.
'The consciousness that is without attribute, endless, drawing
back from everything: there water, earth, fire and wind find no
footing; there long and short, fine and coarse, pleasant and
unpleasant-there name and form stop without remainder: by
the stopping of consciousness this also stops.' In nibbiina
viiiii@znis said to be stopped, i.e. the flow of conscious processes
has ceased and consciousness has been emptied, either by means
of meditation or simply by means of pafifid, 'understanding'.
It is therefore undifferentiated (i.e. free from attributes),
endless (because a resting consciousness contains no sense of
limits), and being undifferentiated, it cannot contain separate
things like water and earth. And so no further processes are
produced and no rebirth can take place: for in rebirth, vififidna
is said to enter the mother's womb and give rise to name and
form there (D I1 63). But, in nibbiina, vi8fitZna is stopped: its
processes do not flow any more, there are no more desires manifest and it can therefore not be stationed in this way: Yato ca
kho . . . no ceteti no ca fiakappeti no ca anuseti, drammanam
etam nu hoti vifi8Znassa (hitiyz, iirammane asati Patitjhd
vi8Mnassa nu hoti (S I1 66),'But when somebody neither plans,
nor decides, nor has a subconscious leaning, then this basis for
the settlement of vi8fiGqa does not exist; and without the basis
vi2fidva will not become established.'
It remains to be said about viBfiZna, that it is probably one
aspect of citta or a name for some of the processes of citta. Both
are said to be involved in rebirth, but we should of course not
understand this as a dual rebirth: the instrumental processes
are the viiiiia'na-processes of citta. The basis of rebirth (&ammatza, u p d i n a ) is the intense wish (upidEna) to go on living.
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When vififiina has stopped, there are practically no vififiz~aprocesses left in citta, and there is no base for rebirth. Evidently
the arahant has conscious processes as long as he lives. This
may be explained in two ways, and it cannot be decided which
is the more correct. There may be two layers of citta: one surface
layer which consists of the everyday processes, perceptions and
reflections, and one deeper layer that is undifferentiated. Or
perhaps D I 223 really describes the highest level of meditation
which was considered the most normal stepping-stone to nibb5na
and therefore in this text simply was described as a characteristic
of nibbsna itself.
S I1 82, partly quoted above, has also something to say about
vedani: S o sukham ce vedanam vedayati, s i aniccai PajZniti,
anajjhositd ti pajindti, anabhinautditai pajdniti. 'If he feels a
pleasant feeling, he knows it is impermanent, he knows it is not
clung to, he knows he does not enjoy it' (this is repeated for other
types of feelings). This text comes immediately after an arahant
formula, so we know it refers to an arahant, and it shows that
feelings are normal in nibbsna; what is new is that they no longer
give rise to desire and attachment. The same idea is expressed
in D I1 157,which has already been quoted. I t is said about the
Buddha that he endured pain (vedand) with active mind; so we
know that feelings were not unknown to him.
What happens to the factors when an arahant dies can be
seen in U 93, where it is said about Dabba Mallaputta who had
just died: abhedi k4y0, nirodhi sa8Ed, vedani pi' tidahamsu
sabbd, vGpasamir(zsu sankha'r5, vifffidqam attham aganzi. 'The
body is broken, ideation is stopped, all feelings are cooled, the
activities are calmed down, consciousness has gone to rest (or:
gone home).' The choice of verbs is interesting, since most of them
suggest stopping or reaching immobility rather than annihilation. This is in good agreement with the Buddhist view of the
process-nature of personality, and it also suggests that the
psychological factors may 'go home' and continue to exist, just
as the body will exist in a different form after death.
2. The pa~ccasamup~6da-series
is a series of (at least mainly)
psychological factors, in order of dependence. Its main purpose
seems to have been to explain the human state of suffering (with
rebirth as its main component) and to find a way to eliminate it.
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I have tried to show earlier (6) that no strict causality and no
strict time sequence was intended, and that the later interpretation that three successive lives are covered cannot be correct.
The main reasons are, first, that many other arrangements of
factors are to be found in the NikDyas and, secondly, that the
whole purpose would be defeated by this interpretation. A
closer scrutiny of the factors will reveal that the relations
between them is usually a vague dependence or correlation,
sometimes implication, sometimes activation. They may all be
more or less simultaneous, as they should be, because our present
dukkha depends on our present avijjG, etc.; otherwise, how could
we get rid of dukkha and achieve the only goal promised by
Buddhism? The pa#iccasamuppida-series therefore amounts to
another analysis of personality in order to find the factors of
importance for the attainment of nibbzna.
If this interpretation is correct, it is perhaps most realistic to
represent the series as shown in the figure on page 78. This
arrangement would mean that each factor in itself leads to suffering but that, when analysed, it will be found to involve the
succeeding factors. There are indications that this interpretation
may be true. We find, for instance, that avijja'is an hava, just as
bhava. As such, it is said to cause suffering in its own right,
without the intervening links. Vi88ina is said to lead to rebirth
without other links being mentioned. And in D I1 308 it is said
that tanhd directly leads to suffering. It happens, on the other
hand, that a dependence in the reversed direction is mentioned:
vi%$ia'qa is, e.g. said to depend on nima~iipaand sankhi~aon
phassa (S I11 101).
Next, a short definition of the links will be given.
Avijjd: Katamd ca . . . avijji? Yam kho . . . dukkhe a88inam
dukkhasamudaye a8Ga'nam dukkhanirodhe a8iEnam dukkhalzirodhagiminiy6PatiPadZya a82iqam (S I1 4). 'What is ignorance?
Not understanding suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the
way leading to the cessation of suffering.' This is an intellectual
factor, involving lack of insight into the human situation and
the Buddhist method of salvation.
Sankha'ya and viZ%Znahave already been discussed.
Ndma~Gpais an old philosophical concept and is usually
translated 'mind and matter', 'soul and body'. This agrees fairly
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Pa~ccasamupp&?a,
'the chain of dependencies', 'the chain of
correlations'. Because of ignorance, the volitional activity
influences, enriches and (by accumulation) charges consciousness,
which, when analysed, turns out to consist of, or work through,
internal and external material, organized according to the six
sense modalities, activated by stimu1atio.n which gives rise to
sensations with their feeling-tones, by means of which desires are
activated. Desire leads to attachment which is the foundation of
becoming and rebirth, etc. : sufering .
well with the analysis found in S I1 3: KatamaAca . . . %&margpam? Vedani sa.tiA6 cetagzd $hasso manasikiro, idam vuccati
%&mum. Cattkro ca mahdbhilta' catunna6ca mahkbht7tdnap
u+a'dkya repaspc. Idam vuccati rt7pav. 'What is name and form?
Feeling, ideation, purposive striving, stimulation, attention:
this is called name. The four elements and the form derived
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from them: this is called form.' The first group clearly consists of
psychological functions. The ~Gpa-group is perhaps bodily
processes (SN 1074 speaks about na'makdyu instead of nliinar@a
which supports this interpretation). In this way, we would arrive
a t the translation 'psychophysical processes'. We can understand that consciousness can give rise to both conscious and
bodily processes and also that consciousness depends on both
types of processes. This is perhaps exactly what D I1 62 f is
intended to express, when it is first said: ViAB&na-paccaya'
nEma-~apap,'name-and-form depends on consciousnessJ, and
soon after : NZmarGpa-paccaya' viEiitZqav, 'consciousness depends on name-and-form'.
Another way of translation would be 'internal and external',
referring to the fact that all vifiAiqa-processes are conscious but
some have originated from external stimulation, others from
consciousness itself. In this case, ndmarGpa would become a
purely psychological concept, although the contact with the
external world is still stressed.
ViEE6na implies the six sense-modalities, sa?dyatana, which
should probably not be translated 'the six sense-organs'. These,
in turn, imply the fact of six-fold stimulation, phassa. Stimulation gives rise to feelings, and these are a basis for the desires,
tanh8. All these factors in the centre of the series are certainly
not causal; they are rather a further analysis of the viEE6naprocesses, and the arrangement is one of implication and
correlation rather than causality. The viEiia'nu-processes are
analysed into six types; these six types imply corresponding
six types of stimulation; on stimulation we react by feelings and
these activate desire. Even na'marGpa, if explained as 'internal
and external', can enter into this, because the five first types of
uiEE8na are stimulated from the external world, while the sixth
type is nzano-vifi&iqa, i.e. processes produced by the internal
sense. N8marGpa can therefore be explained as a preliminary
analysis of the conscious processes into two types, which is then
carried on to a six-fold analysis.
The next link is ivprida'na. This term is not perfectly understood and has perhaps got its place in the series because of its
double meaning. Its function is to build a bridge between
'desireJ and blzava, 'becomingJ, the latter probably meaning
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'preliminary selection of one of the three rebirth-worlds': the
world of kima, 'sense-pleasure', raps, 'form', and arzipa,
'formlessness' (this according to S I1 4). This could be explained
as a process of wish-fulfilment. It is an established psychological
fact that desire produces an emotional investment into its
object and strong conscious images relating to the same object;
If we, for instance, strongly desire a continuation of life, this
desire will strengthen the conscious stream by adding more
emotions and ideations, and this will be felt to be a causalfactor
towards new life. If this investment and strengthened conscious
activity were upidina, we would perhaps choose a translation
like 'attachment', 'clinging', which is exactly the conventional
translation.
On the other hand, we have already pointed out that upa'd&na
means 'fuel' and that this meaning might be the reason for its
position in the series. But as 'fuel' it would function as a causal
factor producing a new life, as we just pointed out, and we
arrive at another conventional translation, 'basis', 'foundation' .
After this hypothetical discussion, let us look a t the texts.
The conventional analysis is given in D I1 58: kimiiptidinam vk
ditjhzipcidcinam vci s3abbatzipddcina.m vd attav&dGp&d&namvZ,
'either clinging to sensual things, or clinging to (speculative)
views, or to mere rules and ritual, or to belief in a self'. This
explanation does not fit into the system very well, but we may
note that the mentioned objects of clinging are all illusions,
misunderstandings and prejudices: so they are mental contents
inflating consciousness and leading it astray. The general function may therefore be as hypothesized.
The fuel-explanation is to be found in S IV 3gglf. Seyyathipi
Vaccha aggi sa-upcida'no jalati no an-upiddno, evam eva khviham
Vacclza sa-upa'd6nassa upa$attim paiiiidpemi no anup8d~nassiti.
'Just as a fire with fuel blazes up, but not without fuel, even so
do I declare rebirth to be for him who has fuel, not for him who is
without fuel.' And further: Yam+ klzo Vaccha samaye imaZ ca
kciyam nikkhipati satto ca aZAataram kliyam anupanno hoti, tam
aham tanhupiid&namvadimi; tanhd hissa Vaccha tasmip samaye
upddinam hot; ti. 'At a time when a being lays aside this body
and rises up again in another body, for that I declare desire to
be the fuel (or: foundation). Indeed, desire is at that time the
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fuel (foundation).' Here the birth of a new individual is said
to be similar to the flaring up of an old fire provided with new
fuel. The previous individual provides the fuel, and this fuel is
here identified with t a n h i , 'desire'. This simile is also used in
Ta 1060, already referred to: 'Kassapa meditates without fuel
(clinging), extinguished among the burning.'
The series of dependences was evidently never meant to be
the definite series, since there are several modifications and
alternatives. In S IV 86, there is a different series which the
writer as a psychologist would certainly prefer. Cakkhum ca
paticca r6pe ca uppajjati cakkhuviG+iinam; tinnam sangati
phasso; phassapaccayi vedani; vedanipaccayi tanhi; tasskyeva
tanhiya asesaviriganirodhi bhavanirodho; bhavanirodhi jitinirodho; jitinirodhi jarimaranam sokapa~idevadukkhadomanassupGyGsd nirujjhanti. 'Depending on eye and forms arises eyeconsciousness. The coming together of the three is stimulation.
Depending on stimulation is feeling. Depending on feeling is
desire. But by utter passionless ceasing of desire comes ceasing
of becoming. By ceasing of becoming comes ceasing of birth.
By the ceasing of birth comes the ceasing of old age and death,
of sorrow and grief, of woe, of lamentation and despair.' (The
text repeats the same about the other senses and their objects.)
We see that all the factors that we found difficult to explain
above have disappeared. From the modern point of view it
seems very logical to start from the sense processes: the objects,
the sense-organs and the processes of stimulation. That these
stimulations are received and evaluated in terms of feelings, is
also good psychology. The needs and desires are nowadays
considered to be as basic facts as the sense-processes, and they
would not be placed in a dependent position by modern psychology, but the Buddhist way of thinking can also still be accepted.
From the Buddhist point of view it is very significant, that the
formulation changes on this point, because the desiresare the great
problem, and the series goes on to explain that rebirth is stopped,
if desire is stopped. No u p i d i n a is put in here, but desire leads
directly to its fulfilment, and we can explain this transition,
just as the others, as a result of immediate introspection into
the inner causality: wishes produce images of their fulfilment.
The fate of the factors of the series in nibbsna is in principle
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simple to explain and is expressed in the conventional way in
our quotation. The key word is nirodha, 'cessation'. The interpretation of this should be the same as when referring to the
khandha' it must be taken literally only after death. It can be
applied also to the living arahant, but imperfectly. The 'cessation' of all these factors does not mean that he is unconscious,
or unable to function in this world. His ignorance is dispelled,
and knowledge, wisdom has replaced it. His actions are free
from kammic consequences, his consciousness calm and stable,
his perceptual apparatus functions but is under control and does
not activate desires. This interpretation will be further checked
in our chapter on the personality of the arahant.
3. We have already discussed the word citta and have found that
it is a name for the core of personality, mainly conscious but
including also the subconscious processes on which continuity
depends. It is not a soul, but it reminds of the 'ego' of Western
psychology: the person knows that citta is what he is; he usually
identifies himself with it but need not do so; he can observe his
citta, discuss with it, train it, punish it, and so on.
To some extent, it is possible to map the relations between
cdta and other psychological factors. SaGEa' and vedand are
called citta-sankhdra, so we know that the perceptual processes
affect citta. We also know that the working of citta is called
sankhdra. The relation of citta to viEfi6na is not so clear-cut. There
are texts that simply identify vifiGEna with citta, and others that
identify vififizqa with safifid and vedana'. ViE%kna is more
frequently said to be actively engaged in rebirth, and citta is
more frequently said to attain nibbzna. Nibbgna is attained
through the stopping of vifiGEna. The relations must be close,
and probably vigfidna is a function of citta, a name for certain
citta-processes. When in the case of ordinary rebirth, both are
said to undergo this process (never in the same context, always
in different), then we may assume a simple identification. In
the case of a living person, there should be no identification,
because somebody should experience the function of viEEkna
and also experience that it has stopped: that is citta. Citta can
go on functioning (vijjd, PaGEa', mettk, ka~unaare still to be
found) and can observe viGGdnu and other khamdhd as being
still (cf. S I11 45, quoted above).
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The relation of citta to the pa$ccasamuppida-series has been
indicated by relating the obsessions to citta, as two of them are
contained in the series: avijji and bhava. The factors, as paticcasamuppanna ('generated by dependence', M I 191)also become
included in the series by implication. TanhG, 'desire', is often
said to belong to citta. We find, in short, that most of the
pa~ccasamuppki?a-factors are either functions of citta or
independent organic functions influencing it.

Ways to nibbiina
main road to nibbzna was a ~ i y o~{{hangikomaggo etassa
nibbinassa sacckikiriyiya (S IV 252), 'the noble eight-fold path
for the realization of this nibbana' :
THE

sammidiffhi, right view
samrniisankap$o, right purpose
sammivica', right speech
samma'kammanto, right action
sammb ijz'vo, right livelihood
sammiviyimo, right effort
samm&sati,right mindfulness
sammiisamidhi, right concentration
The first two parts are concerned with intellectual understanding, the next three with moral training, and the last three with
meditation techniques. They are not equally necessary: only
the intellectual part seems really indispensable, when the moral
qualifications are satisfactory. SQa in itself cannot lead to
nibbzna, but only to pu+i+in, 'merit'; it is, however, an indispensable precondition.
I. Usually, we get the impression from the texts that nibbiina
is attained only after some period of training, but there is also
plenty of evidence that nibbiina could be attained by a sudden
understanding, for instance as a result of a sermon. A typical
passage is to be found in M I11 zo. Imasmim kko pana veyykkara~ a s m i mblza+i+?arnZne snt#im-att&ta~ bhikkhiinav anupddiya
cissavehi cittini vimuccimszt, 'And while this exposition was being
spoken, the minds of as many as sixty monks were freed from
the obsessions with no foundation left.' In most of these cases,
the persons that had this experience were monks, who could be
supposed to have previous training in meditation, but it could
happen also to lay people: Mahzvagga, p. 16 (cf. Ta I I ~ ) tells
,
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how a rich merchant and his son Yasa attained nibbiina after
only a short instruction without any knowledge of meditation.
2 . Let us next see whether there were any preconditions to
be met before entering on the road to nibbiina.
External conditions do not seem to have existed. Monkhood
was considered a very helpful way of life and was greatly recommended but no condition for attaining nibbiina. Both sexes
were considered equal in this pursuit, social position or race was
of no consequence (A I11 385),and also not personal appearance:
one of the Buddha's most highly esteemed disciples was a
dwarf.
To attain nibbgna was easy to some and difficult to others.
Kammic differences may account for these differences. As the
achievement was greatly intellectual in nature, it must have
been facilitated by high intelligence. As one of the arahants
expressed it in Ta 71: Susukhumanipunatthadassink matikusalena
niv6ta-vuttinti samsevitabuddhasflinti nibbtinaw na hi tena
dullabhan ti, 'For him who can see the truth, although it is very
subtle and refined, and has a skilful mind but still is humble in
conduct and follows the Buddha's norm-for him nibbgna is
not hard to find.' Two basic traits are stressed here: ability to
understand and humbleness. Cf . D I1 123: PaiiGk-paribhtivitam
cittam sammad eva isavehi vimuccati, 'a mind supported by
understanding is set quite free from the tisavti'. Two other traits
are mentioned in S I1 195:antitdpf anottdp5 a bha bbo sambodha'ya
abhabbo nibbin6ya ablzabbo anuttarassa yogakkhemassa adhigafizdya, 'a man without energy and without carefulness is unable
to attain to insight, to nibbiina, to security from bondsJ. But on
the whole, the Buddha seems to have believed that a person who
really wanted (i.e. was kammically mature enough to want) to
attain nibbiina, also was capable of doing so and he stressed the
importance of training infinitely more than natural endowment.
3. The Nikgyas are full of enumerations of bad traits that
should be got rid of, but how to do it is rarely said. The modern
tendency to treat all moral problems as behaviour problems and
to correct them by means of behaviour training and 're-conditioning' was not invented. The Buddha believed in self-control, and
one should be ktiyena samvuto, v@ctiyasamvuto, manas6 samvuto,
'self-restrained in behaviour, word, and thought' (D I11 97))and
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he believed that the human being was free t o stop doing what he
did not any more want to do. But he was well acquainted with
another type of training: training of the mind through meditation, and he believed more in the power of the mind and intelligence than we are used to do. His moral training followed the
principle of keeping good ideas constantly in mind and gently,
but persistently, pushing everything undesirable out of
consciousness. This method would seem to be a typical example
of what Western psychologists call repression and would seem
to lead to the same effects. For an idea pushed out of consciousness is, according to the modern view, not annihilated but
continues its subterranean life and may produce neurotic
symptoms. However, the whole process, as exercised in meditation, is, as we shall see later, very different from the process of
repression, and 'dissolution' may very well turn out to be a more
correct word. If an idea, e.g. a certain egoistic desire, is
'dissolved' instead of repressed, it may well be a case of real,
and harmless, disappearance. This whole method needs further,
especially experimental, investigation.
4. The two main methods are meditation and understanding,
(PaZAk). They are usually combined, as it is stated in Dh 372,
ncatthi jh&tam apa2Aassa pa22a rt' atthi ajjh&yato: yamhi
jlz6nam ca paRAa' ca sa ve nibbiinasantike, 'There is no meditation
for one who is without understanding, no understanding for
one without meditation; he who has both meditation and
understanding is close to nibb5na.' That this combination
gives the best result, although the ultimate achievement is
attributed to pa.iifia', becomes clear from D I1 91: samgdhiparibh6vita' pa28d mahapphali koti mahdfiisapsiZ, paZ2rEparibhcivitam cittam sammad eva dsavehi vimuccati seyyath5dae
KEmrEsavti bhavZsavd ditjhisava' avijja'sava' ti, 'Understanding
when reinforced with concentration, will produce good result
and profit; when the mind is reinforced with understanding, it is
quite set free from the obsessions, that is, from sense-pleasure,
becoming, wrong theories, and ignorance.' A common formulation of the relation between meditation and understanding can
be found, e.g. in A IV 448, where the Buddha tells Ananda
about his own experience: S o kho a h a p Ananda, a@arena
samayena sabbaso nevasa.liGa'nisa22a'yatanay samatikkamma
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safi8ivedayitanirodham upasampajja .oiha~&mi,
pafifiiya ca me
disvi dsavi parikkhayaq agamaqsu, 'And presently I passed
wholly beyond the sphere of neither-ideation-nor-non-ideation
and entered and stayed in the ending of ideation-and-feeling,
and by seeing and understanding, my obsessions were destroyed.' The experience of nibbgna evidently will not come as
an automatic result of even the highest level of meditation, but
an act of understanding is also needed. This is also expressed in
the compressed formula, D I11 230: Asavinag khayo pa8Giya
sacchikaranijo, 'The destruction of the obsessions is to be
realized by means of understanding.'
A further confirmation can be found in U 33: evam etam
yathEbhGtam sammappa%Giyapassato bhavatanlzi pahijrati . . .,
sabbato tanhizag khayi asesavi~iganirodhonibbinup. 'Whoever
sees this (that by the ending of upidina there is no production of
suffering) as it really is by perfect understanding, his desire of
becoming disappears . . .; by the complete extinction of
desires there is dispassion, cessation without remainder,
nibbiina.' This would seem to imply the meaning, that a complete intellectual understanding of the relations expressed in
the pa~ccasamup~ida-series
will bring about the disappearing
of desire, which is nibbgna. This is also implied in the paticcasamuppida-series itself, as the first link of this is auijjd,
ignoranceJ; a person who has eradicated ignorance is called
pa82a'-vimutto, 'released by understanding'. See the definition
in A I 61: aaijja'-vi~igdpa8fiivimutti ti, 'through dispelling of
ignorance comes release by understanding'.
In the Nik5yas we find many enumerations of factors leading
to nibbZna. There is, for instance, the line in D I1 123: SfZag
sumidhi pafi8E ca vimutti ca a.nuttari, 'morality, concentration,
understanding and the highest release'. And a similar list is to be
found in S V zoo: Pa8cimgni bhikkhave indriydfzi. Katamini pa$ca? Saddhindriyag viriyindriyaq satindriynq sama'dhindriyam
paii2ind~iyap.Imesaq kho bhikkhave pnEcindriy&namsamaitZ
pariPGrattkarahamhoti. 'There are these five functions. What five?
The function of faith, of energy, of mindfulness, of concentration
and of understanding. By the completion and fulfilment of these
five functions one becomes an arahant.' (Cf. the collection of
similar lists compiled by Jayatilleke, 4, p. 396). In lists of this
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type we usually find pafifii as the final factor before nibbgna
and after the meditation factors, sati and samidlzi. There are,
however, also lists that do not mention the meditational factors,
e.g. A I11 434: Idlza bhikkhave bhikkhzi saddho hoti, hir2'mi hoti,
ottipi hoti, iraddhaviriyo hoti, pafifiavi hoti, kiye ca j.lvite ca
anapekho Izoti. Imehi kho bhikkhave chahi dhammehi sammanigato
bhikkhu bhabbo aggam dhammam arahuttam sacchikitfunti. 'Here
a monk has faith, modesty, conscientiousness, firm energy,
understanding and is without desire for action and life. If a
monk is provided with these six things, he will be able to realize
the chief thing, arahantship.'
By the quotations given so far we have proved the close
connection between understanding and the attainment of
nibbiina, but we have also indicated that there are two ways to
nibbiina, both involving understanding. The difference between
these are well described and documented by Jayatilleke
(4, p. 466 f). The method which includes both meditation and
understanding permits the person to verify for himself, by
means of superknowledge, all the doctrines of Buddhism, and
nothing would need to be accepted on faith only. In S I 191,
the Buddha says that of the five hundred arahants surrounding
him, sat& bhikkh4 ubhato-bhiga-vimutti atha itare pa fifiivimuttd
ti, 'sixty are freed in both ways, and the others (i.e. 320, as 120
had some special powers, certainly in addition to being "freedin-both-ways") are freed by understanding'. This distinction
agrees with a classification given in D I11 105: seven types of
people are mentioned, of which the two first are ubhato-bhigavimutto and pa fifii-vimutto.
A person who is pafifii-vimutto is, therefore, a person who
has not meditated and has no super knowledge but is still an
arahant. I t is explained exactly so in S I1 119 ff, where a number
of disciples admit that they have none of the powers usually
claimed to result from meditation. The reason they give is:
atha kho PafiZi-vimutti mayan ti, 'we have been freed by
understanding'. Usually a distinction is made between cetovimutto and pafifiivimutto, and they are frequently mentioned
together. E.g. (D I11 78) bhikkhzd isavinam khayi anisavam
ceto-vimutthp pagfii-vimuttim ditJhe va dhamme sayam abhififid
sacchikatvd upasampajja viharati, 'By the destruction of the
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obsessions, a monk enters and stays in that obsession-free
freedom of mind and freedom by understanding which he by
himself has experienced and realized.' A person who has attained
to these two types of vimutti, is called ubhato-bha'ga-vimutta,
'freed both ways' (D I1 71, already quoted).
In A I 61, cetovimutti is derived from samatha, 'calm', and
pafifidvz'mutti from vipassand, 'introspection'. Samatho ca
bhikkhave bha'vito kam attham anubhoti? Cittam bhdviviyati.
Cittam bha'vitam kam atthap anubhoti Yo r@o so pahijati.-Vipassana' bhikkhave bha'vitd kam attham anubhoti? PaAfid
bhivijati. PafiAi bhzvita' kam attham anubhoti? Ya' avi3j'a' sd
pahiyati: rdgupakkilit@hamvd bhikkhave cittap na vimztccati
avijju+akkilitJhi vd paffAd nu bhivqati. I m i kho bhikkhave
r@avir@d cetovimutti avijjivir@i @a.LifiZvktt5ti. 'If calm is
developed, what profit will it lead to? The mind is developed. If
the mind is developed, what profit will it lead to? All desire is
abandoned. If introspection is developed, what profit will it
lead to? Understanding is developed. If understanding is
devel~ped,what profit will it lead to? All ignorance is abandoned. A mind defiled by desire is not freed, nor is understanding
developed if defiled by ignorance. Indeed, this ceasing of desire
is the freedom of mind and this ceasing of ignorance is the freedom by understanding.' This text tells us that cetovkutti is
connected with the development of the mind and methods
applied in order to eradicate desire: this probably refers to
meditation. However, much more is involved in cetovimutti,
which cannot be explained here.
Pafifia' is here said to be a fruit of introspection. But it can be
derived from other sources. D I11 219 speaks about three types
of pafifid: cinti-mayi pafi%a', suta-mayZ puff fig, bha'vand-may6
pa.Lifia', 'understanding based on (or consisting in?) thinking,
learning, development'. This suggests that pa226 is mainly,
not a process of investigation, learning or training, not the
struggle with a material at all, but a final act of understanding,
when the structure becomes clear and completely mastered.
The Gestalt psychology of our time has recognized that the laws
of thinking are very similar to the laws of perception and that
they may perhaps be derived from the latter. In the same way,
pafi2a' is sometimes described as a process similar to visual
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perception, and, indeed, pafifid and fia'qa are often combined
with verbs like passati and dassati, 'see'. Such a description is,
for instance, found in M I 279 f. 'It is like a pure, limpid, serene
pool of water in which a man with vision standing on the bank
might see oysters and shells, also gravel and pebbles, and shoals
of fish moving about and keeping still. It might occur to him:
This pool of water is pure, limpid, serene. . . .' And then the text
continues: evam-eva kho . . . bhikkhu: i d a m dukkhan ti yathdbhfit a m pajdndti, 'even so a monk understands as it.really is: this is
suffering', etc. And further: Tassa evam jinato euam passato
kima'savi pi cittam vimzcccati, 'when he knows thus, sees thus,
his mind is freed from the obsession of sense-pleasures.' The text
goes on to mention the other obsessions and ends up with an
arahant-formula. This is a very concrete description of the process involved: a man sees a scene and then makes a conscious
reflection by means of which he understands the meaning of
everything he sees; this is an act of pa%#%. In the same way, he
can by introspection see himself, how he is caught in a vicious
circle of causality, how everything in his life is caused and only
leads to suffering, further exactly what those causes are and how
the law can be used to counter-act the effects-and we can
understand how this vision and understanding can lead to an
experience of liberation. Even dynamic factors (desires,
emotions) may be influenced, diverted or dissolved, by a causal
analysis of their origin and their effects. This is not commonly
recognized in contemporary psychology, but the matter has
never been properly investigated. The early Buddhists may have
observed that this is possible, as we repeatedly find phrases like
cetaso upakkilese pafiiidya dubba1.l-karatze ( D I11 IOI), 'weakening the corruptions of the mind by understanding'. It is not
quite clear what is meant by the 'corruptions', but certainly
emotional and dynamic factors were included.
A very precise account of how paA%a^was held to function in
such cases can be found in M I 91:Y a t o ca kho Maha'ndma
a~iyasivakassa: appassddd ka'ma' bahudukkha' bahupdydsd,
a'dhavo ettha bhiyyo ti evam-etam yatha'bhiitam sammaPpafi8dya
suditthap hoti, so ca aAfiatrCeva ka'mehi afifiatm akusalehi
dhammehi p5tisztkhap adhigacchati afifiag-ca tat0 santataraqn
atha kho so an8uatt.l kimesu hoti. 'But when an ariyan disciple
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thinks: "Sensual pleasures give little satisfaction but much
suffering and much trouble, and the danger from them is
greaterJ', and he comes to see this, as it really is, through perfect
understanding, and he attains zest and happiness apart from
sense-pleasures, apart from unskilled processes, and something
better than that, then he is not seduced by the sense-pleasures.'
Here, sensuality is analysed ideationally, dissolved and replaced
by other values, and a new happiness is attained by substitution.
5. We must finally describe how meditation is related to
nibbzna. It is a very extensive subject, and we can deal with
it only briefly. Our chief problems are to find out what psychological purposes are served by these methods, how the methods
conduce to the attainment of nibbgna and how some psychological factors are affected by the training.
The methods of meditation are traditionally divided into two
groups, sati, here translated 'mindfulness', and samidhi, here
called 'concentration'. We shall deal with these two groups
separately, beginning with the sati group.
The sati exercises are usually described as preparatory to
samidhi. Here are some of the exercises mentioned in the main
text, Mahi-satipa!&hGna sattanta (D I1 290 ff):
(a) A certain bodily function is selected and then closely
followed by the attention. For instance, breathing may be
selected. S o sat0 va assasnti, sat0 passasati. D5ghaw v6 assasanto
'Di'gham assasim5ti' +ajGn)iti, dfgham v i assa as an to 'D5gham
passasGrn5ti' pajdniti (D I1 291). 'He breathes out mindful and
breathes in mindful. When making a long exhalation he knows:
"I am making a long exhalation", and when making a long
inhalation he knows: "I am making a long inhalation.' " This
means that the entire consciousness is directed towards the
breathing process. Every single aspect of it becomes conscious,
the sensations from the nose, the throat, the muscles of the
abdomen. No other ideas or sensations are allowed to disturb
this constant watching of the breathing process.
Or sati may be practised while walking. The meditating person
walks slowly and tries to follow each muscular movement with
his consciousness,lifting the right foot, moving forwards, putting
the foot down, contact with the floor, etc., and all the time
reflecting that he is making these observations. Again, full
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absorption in this process is required, and nothing else is permitted to enter consciousness.
Or some purely mental process may be observed in the same
way: bhikkhu sukham vedanam vediyamdno 'Sukham vedanam
vediya'mitiJPaja'nLiti (D I1 298). 'While feeling a pleasant feeling,
the monk knows: "I am feeling a pleasant feeling." ' In this case,
a pleasant feeling is exposed to persistent conscious observation.
No attempt is made to change or suppress the feeling, it is only
objectively observed. Other types of mental contents are
similarly watched. If his mind is full of desire, he knows that it
is so, if it is free from desire, he knows that it is so (D I1 299).
(b)These exercises are passive and are performed in a relaxed
state of both mind and body. They may be combined with somewhat more active exercises. When meditating on the body, one
may, for instance, call up the idea of the impermanency of the
body or concretely visualize one's own body in a state of
decomposition.
(c) The exercises may go on to include intellectual analyses.
The body is analysed into its parts, hair, nails, teeth, skin, flesh,
etc., and the analysismay go on to a higher level of abstraction, and
the body is seenas built up from the four primary elements: earth,
water, heat, and air (D I1 294). The own personality is similarly
analysed according to the usual, doctrinal lines of thought
(D I1 301 f): . . . bhikkhu dhammeszc dhammdnu$assi viharati
pa Bcas 'upddLinakkhandhesu; . . . bhikkh%'ItirGpaq, iti rfipassa
samudayo, iti riipassa atthagamo' . . 'a monk, as to ideas,
continues to consider these from the point of view of the five
base-factors . . .; the monk (reflects): "Such is form (body),
such is the genesis of forrn, such is the going to rest of formJ' '
(and so on, regarding the other khandha'). Then comes a different
approach: . . . bhikkhu dhammesa dhammdnzlpLssz' viharati
clzasu ajjhattika-bihiresu a'yatanesu; . . . bhikkhu cakkhuz ca
paja'nriti, rGpe ca PajLinriti, yafi ca tad ubhayam paticca u$pajjati
saqyojanaq tag ca paja'nc2ti, yathd ca anzcppalznassa samyojanassa uppddo hoti tafi ca pajdn&ti, yathd ca u$$annassa sumyojanassa paha'nap hoti tail ca pajindti, yathd ca pahhassa
sapyojanassa iyatip anup$~dohoti taz ca pajintiti, 'the monk,
as to ideas, continues to consider ideas from the point of view of
the six internal and external sense-fields; . . . the monk under-
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stands the eye; he understands the forms; he understands the
fetter that arises on account of these two; he understands how a
new fetter is produced; he understands how to get rid of a fetter
that has arisen; he understands how a fetter once got rid of will
not be produced again' (etc., for the other senses).
After this, the analysis goes on to include the seven factors of
enlightenment and the four noble truths. This description of the
sati-exercises shows how sati naturally leads over to PaEELa' and
how close the connections are between different parts of the
Way.
(d) The Buddhist disciple may finally experiment with
deliberate changes of perception. We have, for instance, a group
of eight fields of mastery (a#ha abhibhiyatankni, D I1 110).
The exact meaning of them is unclear, and without a thorough
investigation it is preferable not to speculate. But they certainly
involve ability to produce changes in perception. The fifth field
of mastery is described as follows: Ajjhattam ariipasafifii eko
bahiddhi-rgpini passati nilLa'ni &a-vawini nilanidassanini
n5la-nibhisini, 'without ideating form internally, a man sees
external forms as blue, blue-coloured, blue-looking, blue-reflecting'. The sentence seems to refer to experiments with subjective
change of the colours of seen objects. In one phase of the experiment, all objects are seen as blue, in the next (the sixth field)
as yellow, then as red, etc.
In S V 119,an exercise aiming a t a change of feeling-tone is
mentioned: S o sace ikankhati: ApPatikkWe p@ikkiilasafiAZ
vihareyyanti, fia~kkiilasaEAitattha viharati. 'If he desires: "Let
me stay conscious of repugnance in what is not repugnant," he
stays so, conscious of repugnance.' Then other variations of this
exercise are described. In this way a meditating disciple could
learn to master his evaluating mechanism completely: a disgusting object could be experienced as neutral or pleasant, and
a pleasant object could be experienced as unpleasant.
After this classification of some of the most characteristic
sati-exercises, we will turn to the question of their purposes.
These exercises are in many ways related to the ultimate aim of
Buddhism.
(a) There is, first of all, the general purpose to keep the mental
contents under constant control. A disciple should be able to
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decide what ideas, even perceptions, should be allowed into his
consciousness and he should be able to keep other ideas out. He
should also be able to keep his conscious contents fixed and still.
This aim is very frequently described in the NikZyas, e.g. in
S IV I 12: Etha tumhe bhikkhave indrzjesu guttadvdrti viharatha!
Cakkhunti M p a m disva' md nimittagga'hino ahuvattha mdnuvya@janaggbhino, yatvddhikaranam e n a v cakkhundriyam asamvutam
viharantam abhijjha' domanassd ptipaka' akusalti dhammd
anvdsaveyyum tassa sapvartija pa fipajjatha! Rakkhatha cakkhund r i y a v cakkhundriye samvaram dpajjatha! 'Come you, monks,
remain guarding the doors of the senses! Seeing a form with the
eyes, be not misled by its outer view, nor by its lesser details.
But since coveting and discontent, evil, unskilled processes
might overwhelm one who dwells with the visual sense uncontrolled, you should apply yourselves to such control, set a
guard over the visual sense and attain control of it.' The same is
then said about the other senses. How a contemporary layman
understood this we can see from the continuation of the text.
The listening king gave an example from his own life: A h a m
pi . . yasmim samaye arakkhiteneva kdyena arakkhitdya vbcdya
arakkhitena cittena anupat@hitiya satiyd asavvutehi indriyehi
antepura.m pavisdmi, ativiya m a w t a s m i v samaye lobhadhamma'
parisahanti. 'I myself, whenever I enter my harem with body,
speech and mind unguarded, without fixed mindfulness, without
control of my senses-then lustful processes overwhelm me.'
Mindfulness was therefore used as a means of controlling the
perceptual and ideational apparatus.
(b) Sati-exercises were further used to produce relaxation of
body and mind. 'Passambhayam kdyasunkhdraqt assasissdmieti
sikkhati, . . 'passambhayam cittasankkiram assasissZmi' ti
sikkhati. 'Calming down bodily activity I shall breathe out: so
he trains himself . . . Calming down mental activity I shall
breathe out: so he trains himself' (A V 111). Mindfulness was
considered the normal way of meeting the vicissitudes of this
life, even death: nikkhipissam i m a m kdyam sampajlino pafissato
(Ta ~ o o z )'I
, shall lay down this body, knowing and mindful.'
The Buddha's disciple, Anuruddha, was asked, S V 302, why all
pains that he met with in life did not make any impression on
his mind, and he replied: CatGsu TIM dvuso satipa@!h&nesu
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supatit~hitacittassa viharato uppannti s6r;riki dukkhi vedan~
cittam na pariyidgya titthanti, 'Because I stay with my mind well
settled in the four applications of mindfulness, arising bodily
pains do not overwhelm my mind.' It is also said, on the same
page, that the arahant 'generally spends his time with his mind
well settled in these four applications of mindfulness': araham
. . . imesu catusu satipatthtinesu supatitthacitto bahulam viharati.
And thanks to his exercises in mindfulness, the arahant is said
to live a very pleasant life: ye ca . . . bhikkhfi arahanto . . .,
tesam ~nti~inasatisam~dhi
bhiivito bah.ul5kato dittheva dhamme
sukhavihir6ya ceva samvattati satisampaja.ii~tiyaca, 'For those
monks who are arahants . . ., concentration on mindful inbreathing and out-breathing, if developed and seriously practiced, conduces to pleasant living and mindful understanding
even in this life.'
(c) As already pointed out, these exercises lead to better
intellectual understanding and provide a foundation for paEfi6.
By visualizing the own person as something that arises and
disappears, something that is built up from innumerable parts
that continuously change and finally dissolve, the anicca- and
anatta-doctrines are understood and even proved.
(d) The world is, according to Buddhist opinion, impermanent,
ever changing, and therefore a cause of suffering. So is also the
individual person. The practicing Buddhist must therefore make
himself independent of these things and look for something more
permanent, more pleasant, more valuable. Now it is easy to
come to this conclusion by intellectual reasoning, but to perceive
the world and the own person as valueless is another matter.
Sati-exercises may be helpful, if the instability of perception is
stressed. Even normal perception is not stable. There are, for
instance, always double images, although they are usually
disregarded. Straight lines do not seem straight, the depth
vision is not always correct, etc. By consciously attending to
things like after-images, double images, the pulsating in the
eyes, the changes during movement, it is possible to get the
impression that this is a very shaky world. The world may very
well seem unreal, lacking in substance. In neurasthenic states,
this impression is enhanced, and the affected person actually has
the impression that the things around him are like 'a lump of
96
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foam' (phena-pi$a). Impressions of this type were actively
produced by some sati-exercises aiming a t changing the impressions, e.g. making the objects seem all blue, Through these
exercises a feeling of unreality, impermanence, and diminished
value could be created.
(e) One of the most important effects of mindfulness was to
purify activity, to free activity from kammic consequences and
therefore to promote morality. This is expressed in many ways
in the Niksyas. Ekiyano ayam . . . maggo satttinam visuddhiyd
. . ., yadidam cattaro satipatjhcinci (D I1 ~ g o )'This
,
is the one
and only path leading to the purification of beings . . ., namely
the four applications of mindfulness.' According to S IV 112,
already quoted, mindfulness is a way of getting rid of 'evil,
unskilled processesJ. All actions normally have a moral aspect
and therefore have causal consequences for both the present and
the future life, because they are performed with desire. During
mindfulness, desire and emotions, actually all types of mental
content except the action itself, are kept out of consciousness,
and they can have no causal effects a t all, in a kammic sense.
This is indicated in Ta 807: khiyyati nopaciyyati evam so caratf
sato; evam apacinato dukkham santike nibbina vuccati. 'For him
there is diminishing, no heaping up; so he lives mindful; so he
does not collect suffering; about him it is said: "nibbiina is near".'
The 'heaping upJ, here mentioned, certainly refers to the kammic effects of actions, and its disappearence is here explicitly
related to mindfulness. That the activities are 'calmed' does not
mean that no more actions are performed, rather that they
should be performed mindfully. The monk arahants were not
inactive; when they were not meditating, they were busy begging their food, visiting new places, explaining the doctrine,
settling disputes, etc., and the lay arahants had still their
worldly occupations. In Ti 275 it is said about the Buddhist
monks: kammakimci analasd kamma-setthassa kti~akd, 'they
are fond of work, they are not lazy, they do the best work',
and further, in 277: kEyakammam suci nesam vacfkammai?
ca tidisam, manokammam suci nesam, 'their bodily work
is pure, and so is their speech-activity; their mental work
is pure.'
Mindfulness is therefore considered as one of the most im-
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portant means for attaining moral perfection. Desires, nervousness, emotions and bad conscience disturb both the mind and
behaviour and create detrimental affects for the future. By
means of sati they can all be kept out of consciousness and by
this process they are believed to become eradicated completely.
Even the 6savi, the most persistent of the detrimental ideas that
invade consciousness (the word probably means 'influxes') can
be influenced by means of sati, as it is said in S I1 54: yathisatay
viharantap isavi ninusavanti atta'nam ca nivajinimi, 'I do not
deny that I (attdnar(z)live so mindful that the influxes no longer
flow.' In this way, this type of exercise goes a long way towards
the attainment of both understanding and nibbgna.
The highest type of meditation is called sama'dhi, 'concentration'. A certain level of mental and behavioural development is
required before these exercises can be undertaken. To these
requirements belong spotless moral behaviour, self-control and
proficiency in mindfulness. We find this well summed up in
D I 71: So imini ca ayiyena sfla-kkhandhena samannigato imini
ca ariyena indriya-sar(zvarerta samanntigato imini ca ariyena
sati-sampajaliliena samannlbgato imdya ca ariyiya santutjhiyi
samannagato vivittam sentisanay bhajati, ara28ay rukkha-maZam
pa bbataq kandaramgi~iguhamsusZnamvana-patthamabbhokisam
pala'lapu2jam. 'Endowed with the whole body of noble virtues,
with noble sense-control, with noble mindfulness and comprehension, and with noble contentment, he chooses a solitary
resting-place-a forest, the foot of a tree, a hill, a mountain glen,
a rocky cave, a charnal place, a heap of straw in the open field.'
Here, the background is given, and a suitable setting for the new
exercises is suggested.
The first task is to master the five hindrances (nivara.lta),
namely kima-cchanda, 'sensuality and desire', vyipdda, 'agressiveness', th!ina-middha, 'inactivity and drowsiness', uddhaccakukkucca, 'nervousness', vicikiccha', 'doubt'. This is done by
means of mindfulness (D I1 300), and when they are conquered,
the meditating disciple is prepared to enter into the first stage of
samddhi, called the first jha'na. His mental state a t this moment
is one of profound peace, satisfaction, joy and freedom: Tass'ime
pafica n5varane fiah5ne attani samanupassato pimujjam jiyati,
Pamuditassa piti jiyati, piti-manassa kayo Passambhati, passad-
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dha-kriyo sukhav vedeti, sukhino cittaw samridhiyati (D I 73).
'When he sees that these five hindrances are eliminated in himself, then happiness is born, to happiness joy is added, with his
mood joyful his body becomes relaxed, his relaxed body feels at
ease, and as he feels at ease his mind becomes concentrated
(enters sumidhi).' There are nine stages of samridhi. They are
briefly characterized below.

Characteristics eresent

Characteristics eliminated

I. vivekaja PZtisukha,
'joy and happiness born of
seclusion'
vitakka, vica'ra,
'reasoning, investigation'

kima, 'sensuality'
akusala' dhammd,
'unskilled processes'

2. ajjhatta

vitakka, vicri~a,
'reasoning, investigation'
vivekaja Pitisukha,
'joy and happiness born of
seclusion'

3. upekhako, 'on-looker',
'neutral'
upekhg-sukha, 'happiness of
neutrality'
sato, 'mindful'
sampaj&zo,'understanding'

p t i , 'joy'

4. upekhi-sati-pi~isuddhi,
'pure neutrality and mindfulness'

sukha, dukkha, 'happiness,
pain'
somanassa, domanassa,
'elation, dejection'
upekhi-sukha, 'happiness of
neutrality'

sampasidana,
'inner tranquillity'
cetaso ekodibhiva, 'onepointedness of mind'
samidhija p?tisukha,
'joy and happiness born of
concentration'
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Characteristics $reserct

5. ik&sdnaEciyatana,'the
sphere of infinite space'

Characteristics elimiwted
rt7pa-safi.iia', 'idea of form'
pagigha-sa.ii.iii, 'idea of sensereaction'
n&natta-sa8%i,
'idea of diversity'

6. viE.iidna%ciyatana,
'the sphere of infinite
c~n~ciou~ne~~~

&k&s&nanciyatana,
'the sphere of infinite space'

7. 6kiEcaEAiyatana,
'the sphere of nothingness'

vi.ii.liinaActijatarta,
'the sphere of infinite
c~n~ciou~ne~~~

8. nevasa8fiZn~sa88iyatana,
'the sphere of neitherideation-nor-non-ideation'

iikiJica.li.iiiiyatana,
'the sphere of nothingness'

g. safi.li&veduyii?anirodha,

safi.iia', vedana',

'cessation of ideation
and feeling'

'ideation, feeling'

We find that these are successive stages of concentration and
abstraction. The exercise starts from a rather normal state of
consciousness, although all sense-desires and other types of
emotional and unethical contents are already eliminated. Next,
all thought-activity and some pleasant feelings (or perhaps
rather emotions, as 95ti is not a form of vedanG, but something
stronger than that; in M I1 204 it is said to be like a fire that
burns without fuel, as it has nothing to do with sense-pleasures
and is not 'unskilled'). On the third level, more of the pleasant
feelings disappear, and mindfulness, i.e. an extremely controlled and unified consciousness, appears although there are
still some weak feelings left. These feelings disappear altogether
on the fourth level (although the more elementary feelings
classified as vedani are still there), and a mindful neutrality
prevails. Then most of the contents disappear from conscious-
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ness, and the disciple visualizes the idea that space is unlimited.
This idea evidently still has some form and is visualized as
something external. On the sixth level the extra-ideation is
replaced by a final introspection, and the unlimited space is
changed into an internal emptiness, an empty consciousness.
But this is still an idea, and there is still a distinction between
internal and external. A little more of this distinction disappears
on the seventh level, when the idea 'nothing exists' is produced.
The eighth level is transitory and not always mentioned as a
separate level. The final task is to make every idea, every safifid
disappear, even the idea of nothingness. This is done on the level
of nirodha, where the last trace of differentiation is gone and no
idea and no feeling is experienced.
The final level of nirodha is sometimes by European scholars
explained as unconsciousness. We sometimes get that impression
from the texts themselves. It is, for instance, said about
Ssriputta, that he got a terrible blow on his head by a demon
once when he had attained 'a certain level of concentration'
(a.lifiataram sam~Zdhim,U 39). He did not notice anything but
admitted afterwards that he felt a slight headache (sise tlzokam
dukkham)! And we have the story about the Buddha who, although safifi; samino jggaro, 'conscious and awake', did not
notice that 'the falling rain began to beat and to splash, and the
lightnings to flash forth, and the thunderbolts to crash' (D I1
131). I t is not said that the Buddha on this occasion was
absorbed in the nirodha-state, and this may explain the word
safiAi, 'conscious'. But the terminology is not always strict, and
some sort of conscious activity is certainly retained, as it is so
often said that on this level, understanding is attained, and with
it a knowledge that the obsessions are destroyed and that this is
the last birth. I t is, therefore, an act of knowledge or conviction,
an impression of ultimate integration and holistic comprehension that in some way can coexist with an otherwise totally
undifferentiated consciousness. It may therefore also not be
correct to call it a state of trance, as trances are usually said to
be accompanied by concrete visions and strong emotional
experiences. The nirodha-state is certainly pleasant but in a very
vague way. It is mainly emptiness but is accompanied by
intellectual clarity.
I01
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Western writers sometimes identify the nirodha-level with
nibbsna (e.g. Northrop, 7, p. 350). It is clear from what we have
already said that this cannot be true, but a few more indications
may be mentioned.
Meditation does not automatically lead to a realization of
nibbsna, as Anuruddha points out, A I 282 : Araddham kho pana
me viriyam asallz'nam %pa@hiti sati asamutjhi passaddho ktiyo
asi~addho samdhitam cittam ekaggam. Atha ca pana me n a
anupdd&ya tisavehi cittam vimuccatz' 'ti. 'Strenuous and unshaken
is my energy. Mindfulness is set up in me untroubled. My body
is calmed, not perturbed. My mind is concentrated, one-pointed.
Yet for all that my mind is not freed from the obsessions without grasping.' In M I11 37-44, it is said that also an evil man
may be able to practise meditation and reach the eighth level.
As to the nirodha-level, our text keeps silent about the evil man
and only points out that a good man may use it as steppingstone to underst anding.
On the other hand, it seems that nibbiina can be realized on
any one of the levels. See, for instance, M I 435 f: . . . bhikkhu . . .
pathamam jhinam upasampajja viharati. So yad-eva tattha hoti
~Gpagatamvedanigatam safifiigatam sankhi~agatamvifiiiipagata? te dhamme aniccato dukkhato rogato ga@ato sallato aghato
tibidhato parato palokato sufifiato anattato samanupassati. So tehi
dhammehi cittaq pa!iv&peti, so tehi dhammehi cittam pativipetvd
amatiya dkta.uyi cittam zcpasaqharati: eta? santaq eta?
p a ~ 5 t a myadidam sabbasankhirasamatho sabbGPadhipa~ssaggo
tanhakkhayo virtigo nirodho nibbinan ti. So tattha-tjhito
dsavinam khayaw p4p.uniti. '. . . a monk enters and remains in
the first jlzina. Whatever occurs there of form, feeling, ideation,
activity or consciousness-he sees them as impermanent,
suffering, a disease, a boil, a sting, a misfortune, an affliction, as
alien, as decay, empty, not-self. He turns his mind from these
things, and when he has done that, he focusses his mind on the
deathless state, thinking: "this is peace, this is the excellent,
namely, the calming of all activities, the rejection of all clinging,
the destruction of desire, dispassion, ceasing, nibbgna." If he is
steadfast in this, he attains destruction of the obsessions.'
Exactly the same is said about all the seven first levels, and this
fact probably means that all the levels are equal in this respect :
I02

the destruction of the obsessions can be experienced on any of
them.
The same conclusion can be drawn from other texts. M I 270
describes, how nibbiina can be realized with the fourth level as
starting-point, by this process: when the monk sees a form with
his eyes (on this level, there is evidently still perception of
external objects!), he does not feel attracted but also not repelled: by sati he gets rid of emotional reactions. He still feels
vedand, 'feelings', but 'he does not delight in that feeling, does
not welcome it or persist in clinging to it' (so tam vedanam ndbhinandati nibhivadati nijjhos8ya titjhati). Therefore, he has no
nand?, 'feeling of delight'. But without nandi, there is no
upidina, and without ztpbdina, there is no bhava; and so the
argument goes on, according to the paficcasamuppida-series,
and it is proved that the whole 'mass of suffering' (dukkhakkhandha) is stopped. I t is also significant that the Buddha died
in a state of meditation: he passed through all the nine levels,
but when he expired he was on the fourth level, not on the
highest. On one occasion (A IV 448) he told Ananda about his
own attainment of nibb8na: Yivakivaii cciham iinanda imd nava
anupubbavihira-samipattiyo na evam anulomapa~lomamsum&
pajjim pi vutjhahim pi, neva t6vdhap . . . sammisambodhim
abhisambuddho PaccaGGasim. 'And as long as I did not attain to
and emerge from these nine successive states, both forwards and
backwards, I did not completely, as one wholly awakened,
realize the full perfect awakening.' This text shows that all the
levels of samddhi were considered as an instrument, a means to
an end. None of the levels was nibb&na, and he had to emerge
from them all, but all could be used as a platform for the final
realization.
When this has been said, it can still be admitted that very
frequently the experiences obtained during meditation were
considered extremely important and therefore could be included
in the definitions of nibbgna itself. Meditation was, after all,
the means by which the monk could experience for himself how
the Buddhist principles functioned: he could observe how the
desires disappeared, how consciousness was unified and stopped,
how the internal causal process led to its own destruction. By
super-knowledge, he could also verify all the Buddhist doctrines
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(see Jayatilleke, 4 , p. 466). This explains why it has never been
possible to give a short and clearcut definition of nibbtina. I t
has never been possible to ascertain exactly how much of the
meditational experiences are essential. If much is included, we
may get an impression of a metaphysical world and transcendent
knowledge, if little is included we get an impression of a pure
personality state or conscious state, where intellectual clarity
and emotional equanimity prevail.
Finally a few words about some of the psychological factors.
We have already seen from M I 436 and M I 270 that the
personality factors still function, a t least on the lower levels of
samlLdhi but are divested of value. Forms are seen but evoke no
interest. Feelings give rise to no desire. On a higher level they
all go to rest. Consciousness is expanded to become unlimited
(viharati ap$amlLnacetaso, M I 270, 'he stays with immeasurable
mind'). Ideation is changed: Siyd Ananda bhikkhuno tathtirGpo
samdhi-pa$?dbho, yathi neva pathaviyam @a@avisaEjiz'assa, na
@asrnim a'posaZAz' assa . . . safifiz' ca pana assti ' t i (AV 7). 'A
monk's attainment of concentration may be such that he is
unconscious of the earth in earth, he is unconscious of the water
in water . . ., but still he is conscious.' Ideas and perceptions
are still there but they seem less real and have no importance.
Of special interest is vififidna, as it is said to form the link to
the next existence. As one of the khandha' it is rejected (M 1436,
quoted previously) but not extinguished, but as one link in the
paticcasamzdpp&da-series it has ultimately to 'cease' (and:
A y a m . . . atjhangiko maggo vi%RlL?zanirodhaglLmin2'patipadz,
'this eightfold path is the way leading to the cessation of consciousness', S I11 61). In the ordinary exposition of samtidhi, it is
mentioned only on the sixth level, where it is said to become
unlimited. However, in M I 293, the fifth, sixth, and seventh
levels are attributed to mano-viZAcina, 'the consciousness of the
internal sense' : Nissatjhena hekvuso cpuficahi indriyehi parisuddhena muno-viEEdeena k i v neyyan ti?-Nissatjhena
h etivuso
paficahi indriyehi parisuddhena ma.novi.l'i%&nenaananto dkciso-ti
Gkds6nafica'yatanam neyyap, anantam vifi%d~an-tivififitiqaficzyatanam neyyatn, nu-tthi kiEc2'ti kkificaEfitiyatanam neyyan-ti.
'What is knowable by purified consciousness of the internal sense
isolated from the five sense-organs? Thinking: "Space is un104
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limited", the sphere of infinite space is knowable by pure
consciousness of the internal sense isolated from the five senseorgans: thinking: "Consciousness is unlimited", the sphere of
infinite consciousness is knowable; thinking: "Nothing exists",
the sphere of nothingness is knowable.'
From this we know that vi5Edea is still active up to and including the seventh level and actually is the instrument of their
attainment. This statement seems to be confirmed by D I1 69
where most of the lower levels of samgdhi (includingthe seventh)
are objectified to worlds of existence and rebirth: viEZdna@hitiyo,
'establishments of consciousness'. This means that viZEdna must
be able to get into contact with these same levels already in this
life. What happens to vi.tiEgga on the level of nirodha is not
explicitly stated. But it is probably one aspect or one part of
citta and probably continues a dormant existence when the
activities of citta (sa5.tiiand vedand) cease. And we know that if
nibbsna is attained, vi5ihina 'ceases'.

Nib bdna and consciousness
WE have by now collected most of the material referring to
nibbzna in the Nikiiyas. A picture of great complexity has
emerged, and it remains for us to organize the material into a
consistent theory.
We shall start by recapitulating the main types of definition
found in the texts.
I. Nibb3na is defined as an event, a process, a transformation,
e.g. tZsav4nam khayo, 'the destruction of the obsessions',
bhavanirodha, 'the cessation of becoming', vimutti, 'release'.
Even the word nibbgna itself belongs to this group, and the
corresponding verb nibbdyati, 'to be extinguished', is in the
ordinary language used about fire, but in Buddhist contexts it
has the meaning 'to attain nibbzna'.
z. There are definitions which suggest a state (of mind or
personality), for instance the definitions in terms of feelings :
sukham, sivam, 'happiness', asokam, 'freedom from sorrow',
khemam, 'security', Paramd santi (I 122), 'perfect peace'.
Further: d~ogyamand similar expressions for 'health'. We have
also found a number of perfect participles that literally express
a state as a result of an event, e.g. nibbuto, 'extinguished',
sftibhato, 'grown cool', vimutto, 'released'.
3. A number of expressions refer to general conditions of
existence. We have found some of them in M I 173: ajdtam,
'freedom from birth', ajaram, 'freedom from ageing', amatam,
'freedom from death'. These words do not mean that the arahant
will not grow old and die, but rather that his conditions of
existence will be different in the future: he will not be born and
therefore not again grow old and die.
4. Metaphorical expressions are very common, e.g. di'a,
'island', leqa, 'cave' (S I V 372)' sumo bhiimibhigo rama.nijo,
'the delightful stretch of level ground' (S I11 109).
5. There are finally non-metaphorical definitions in terms of
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external, and possibly metaphysical, facts or objects, e.g.
paramam ariyasaccam (M I11 z45), 'the highest truth', dyatanaw
(U 80), 'sphere', 'dimension'.
According to the legend, the experiences that caused the
prince Gotama to leave his palaces and become a wandering
ascetic was his confrontation with illness, old age and death.
These facts of life seem to have followed him always and
constituted his main problem. But a further development can
be noticed. He found that no man can avoid old age and death
in the present life: there is no escape. But they were found to
depend on another fact of life, namely birth, and the repetition
of this can be prevented. Here we have the beginning of the
paficcasamuppdda-series.The present circumstances of a human
life-birth, illness, sorrow, old age, death-were summed up
into the word dukkha and were found to depend on the ceaselessly evolving processes that make up the rest of the series, all
of them personal factors. Through a 'stopping' of these factors,
release can be attained. This is the core of Buddhism.
But in another sense, he found an escape. He found that it is
possible to create something within the own personality that
does not change and does not grow old: citta can be made immovable and v i f i 8 Z ~ a'stopped'.
Citta, which we have called the core of personality, the
functional, empirical self, the organizing factor which produces
the continuity in the endless succession of processes, is by nature
a centre of emotions, desires and moral defilements. It is partly
conscious, partly subconscious. I t has also intellectual capacities
and is capable of being transformed: dsavehi citt&i vimuccimsu
( S N , p. 149)~'their minds were freed from the obsessions'. This
is one of the event-definitions of nibbiina. And: vim& nibbinatthd (S I11 189), 'release is the meaning of nibbgna'. Citta attains
nibbdna. Nibb5na is also a name for the state attained by citta:
cittam me smamdhitap vimuttam (Ta I), 'my mind is well
composed and free'. A citta that is freed from the obsessions is
not reborn: andvattidhammap me cittam k~mablzavdydti(A IV
402), 'my citta is not of such nature that it will return to the
plane of sense-pleasures'. In this way we can join the three first
types of definitions enumerated above. They all centre around
the new state and conditions of citta.
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Thus a new type of health (rjirogya) is created, to be contrasted with the old problem of illness. This is not a negative
state: this should be pointed out since it is so often maintained
that nibbiina can only be defined negatively. All freedom is not
something negative. As a matter of fact, each of the four Gsava'
which are eradicated through the attainment of nibbsna has its
positive counterpart :
kha+santi, 'peace' (M I 504)
bhava-tdhuua?, 'the constant' (S IV 370)
avijjz +vijjG, pa%iii, 'underst anding'
ditgha +sammZditthi, 'right understanding'
The three first of these positive expressions are, as we have
seen, important parts of the definitions of nibbzna. A
'nibbana-ed' (nibbuta) citta, free from obsessions, is therefore
calm and unperturbed by desires, constant and unchanging
(more often called accutam than dhuvam), in a state of deep and
correct insight.
We can easily understand that a state of personality can be
constant and permanent. The mature character is firm and
consistent; it is not motivated by whims and emotions. This was
one aspect of nibbzna, but more was implied. We know that
nibbzna was the end of rebirth and that the medium of rebirth
was vi88&zaJthe stream of conscious processes. Now in nibbzna
viABina is said to 'stop', and thereby the kammic process,
carried by it, also stops, and this is the end of rebirth. A 'stopped'
viiiiiina cannot again be established and give rise to new 'name
and form' after death. This is not so easy to understand if
viABina signifies the conscious processes as we understand them:
the stream of ideas, memories, perceptions, feelings and impulses
which all the time flickers across our inner eye. Every moment
something is 'conscious', usually to be replaced by something
different soon afterwards. How can this process stop, and if it
stops, how can normal life go on?
We know how the process can be stopped-by meditation.
On the highest level, safJAdvedayitanirodha,there is no more a
differentiated consciousness. But this is not a permanent state,
as nibbsna should be, and, after all, sa88&uedayitanirodhais
never identified with nibbsna.
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A way out of this dilemma is to describe the nature of the
subjective experiences in nibbgna. We have already quoted
some of this material.
We observe, first, a certain cleavage in the process of meditation. The mind is more and more emptied, but on each level the
monk knows exactly what he has achieved, e.g. D I 184,
~kificafi68yatana-sukhuma-sacca-diGyeva tasmip samaye hoth,
'he becomes a t that time conscious, subtly but genuinely, of
the level of nothingness'. And even when the great experience
comes, he makes the conscious reflection that it has come:
vimuttasmip vimuttamhz'ti f i t a m hoti (S IV 20), 'in the freed
comes the knowledge: I am free!' We must draw the conclusion
that, although vififigna is 'stopped', still an act of differentiated
understanding can take place, so the 'stopped' viii8dga refers
to a different layer of consciousness than the momentary surface
processes. This is confirmed in M I 523, where it is said that in an
arahant the obsessions are always destroyed, but he knows it
only when he reflects on it (quoted above, p. 31). This is a most
important distinction. There are simply, according to the early
Buddhist analysis, two layers of consciousness: what we called
the momentary surface processes and the background consciousness. The latter is an habitual state, developed through
knowledge, through meditation, through the cessation of all
emotions and desires. This constant background is always there
and can always be reverted to. It may be described as an inner
refuge, and some of the metaphorical expressions common
about nibbzna seem to describe it well. Some of them can be
found in S IV 368 ff: saranav, 'refuge', bpa, 'cave', tZnay,
'shelter'. This 'stopped' state of vififidna is therefore one aspect
of nibbzna: the inner refuge, the quasi-conscious constant
background of knowledge, peace, security, confidence and
satisfaction, which is always in the background and, of course,
very often fully conscious.
We find several other descriptions of the subjective aspect
of this state. We find in S V 302 that citta can remain intact in
spite of painful bodily feelings (sMrikd dzckkhd vedand cittam nu
9a~iykdiyatiManti). So in this case the word citta is used for
this peaceful, uninfluenced background. In A V 207 we find the
expression anuddlzato viharati ajjhattap v#i$asantacitto, 'he
109
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remains unshaken, with a calm mind internally'. A very informative simile is found in M I 279 and other places: 'It is like a pure,
limpid, serene pool of water in which a man with vision standing
on the bank might see oysters and shells, also gravel and pebbles,
and shoals of fish moving about and keeping still. It might occur
to him: this pool of water is pure, limpid. . . . Even so, a monk
understands as it really is: this is suffering. . . .' This simile
makes it easy for us to understand, across the centuries, what it
is all about. Even we can have this calm, unperturbed perception
and make the reflection that we have it. And it is clearly said
what this simile will explain: the inner state of understanding
which is one of the most important sides of nibbzna; again the
cleavage into surface and depth.
We will finally again remind of M I 487, where the Tathiigata
is called gambh5ro aj5pameyyo duppariyoggho seyyathi pi
mahtZsamuddo, 'deep, immeasurable, unfathomable as the great
ocean'. This occurs in a discussion about the fate of the Tathiigata
after death but it is all the same a description of his present
state, nibbiina. If we try to visualize a conscious state that
could be best described by these words, we will arrive at the
type of 'below-the-surface' state just referred to, a completely
undisturbed state of passive comprehension, an unlimited, disinterested and problem-free inner space. This is again a description of nibbzna.
The state of this 'immovable, unfluctuating mind' (asamhz'ram
asankuppam cittam, Ta 649) is often described in terms of
emptiness, and we find nibbzna described as suGZati, 'emptinessJ
(M I11 108, Ti 46) animitta, 'signless' (Ti 46), and anidassana,
'free from attributes' (S IV 370). This may mean many things:
freedom from impurities, from obsessions, but referring to
consciousness, especially the type of emptiness produced by
means of meditation. Since the most normal way of attaining
nibbiina was meditation and since the main concern of the arahant was to maintain what he had achieved, namely this
'immovable, unfluctuating mindJ, by means of meditation, it is
natural that some of the descriptions of nibbgna have borrowed
terns that more properly belong to the area of meditation.
The ultimate aim was to attain freedom from rebirth, and
the old age and death which is a consequence of it. This attainI10
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ment is seen as an automatic product of the destruction of the
obsessions and the 'stopping' of vi.ii.ii&za.VifiGa'qa is stopped
through the formation of the refuge of calm understanding,
which we have described. This vi2.iii~ais felt to remain undisturbed forever, it cannot again be established and create a
new personality for itself, because there are no more unsatisfied
impulses, no more unfulfilled possibilities: there is complete
security for the future.
The nibbiina of the Nikgyas is then a transformed state of
personality and consciousness. In none of the innumerable cases
where the attainment of nibbiina is referred to as the destruction
of the obsessions, is it ever suggested that this transformation is
not enough: the new state is 'the end of suffering'. It is however
quite natural that this could be misunderstood. A new experience was created, a very great experience that came to be
the dominating fact in the monk's life. Could this experience be
purely subjective? Could something so important be only
personal? Was it not rather a perception of something more
'real', the ultimate metaphysical truth? This belief became
dominating in the Abhidhamma: 'The general point is that
nibbiina is distinct from sense objects and is neither a mental
event nor a concept. Then nibbzna or the Absolute is a single,
i.e. uncompounded, element, a Real (Paramattha Dhamma)
existing in its own right' (Jayasuriya, 3, p. 149).The attainment
of nibbzna would then be a perception of this reality or a merging into it. We have found traces of this interpretation in the
Nikiiyas, but they are rare and unimportant. It may have
started from a misunderstanding of negations like ajaa and
amata, which came to be understood literally as 'not born, not
dying', whereas the original meaning was 'freedom from birth
and death', referring to the individual whose problems were to
be solved. The whole point of Buddhism was actually missed
by this misunderstanding. On the other hand it can be understood that an important experience was projected and reified
like this, because it would seem more 'real', more universal,
more superhuman. Any produced state was difficult to make
enough permanent, enough clear, enough perfect to meet the
ideal. By projecting it, the monk became free from something
of the individual responsibility. The task was no longer entirely
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his. He could be excused if he was able to see only brief glimpses
of the great vision. This was then the beginning of the transformation of Buddhism. In the Nikiiyas we can still see the
doctrine in its overwhelming freshness and intensity. But the
metaphysicians took over and it was changed from a living
concern into just another theory. .

A Semantic Difeerential
A good method for mapping the exact meaning of a concept is
to construct a semantic differential (13). In this the task of
definition is divided into a series of decisions. We can avoid the
fascination of vague labels which mars so many discussions of
Buddhism, and rather build up a description by using a great
many variables. In this way, even the big questions can finally
be answered.
Our semantic differential is constructed as a kind of rating
scale: a series of descriptive expressions are collected, and in
each case we rate its applicability on and importance for the
definition of nibbzna. We start with the easiest decisions and go
on to the more difficult ones.
Semantic diflerential for nibbzna
o = no applicability or no connection
I = uncertain connection
z = correlated but not necessary for definition
3 = necessary precondition or byproduct
4 = essential part of definition

Descrietion of nibb&a
1.pleasant
..
..
z. knowledge . .
3. liberation . .
.
4. a transformation of citta
5. permanent . .
.
6. attainable in this life
7. absence of desires
8. an experience
..

..
.
.
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g. a level of ethical achievement
1o.afee1ing
.
11. a state of meditation
12. emptiness . .
.
13. freedom
.
.. .
14.peace of mind
.. ..
15. freedom from rebirth
.
16. an event, process . .
.
17. a state
.
.
18. conditions and expectations
19. conscious state
.
..
20. an impersonal state
21. self-realization
. ..
22. achieved by causal process
23. annihilation
.
24. immortality
.
.
25. a personal achievement
26. real . .
.
.
27. entity
.
.
28. supernatural knowledge .
29. supernatural power
.
30. a supernatural state
.
31. knowing the absolute
32. merging into the absolute
.
33. union with God ..
34. a dimension of existence . .
35. ultimate truth, Ding-an-sich
36. universal, superindividual
.
consciousness

..

.
.

.
.
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37. consistent
38. indefinable
39. subjective .
40. empirical . .
41. psychological .
42. metaphysical

..
.

..
.

..
.
.
.
.
..
..

.
..
..
.
.
.
.

..

..
.
..
.
.
.
.
.
..
.

.

..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..

..
..
..
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Comments
I. sukha, Dh 203.
2. ajlfidya nibbutd, S I 24, 'having attained nibb8na through knowledge';
sambodkdya nibbdnZya, D I1 251 '(leads to) . the highest insight, nibb5naJ;
Ti 432, bodhim, 'perfect knowledge'.
3. mzttti, S IV 372. 'release'.
4. S I11 45; D I1 81; M I1 245, cittassa vimokho, 'the release of citta'.
5. SN 204, nibbdsaapadam accutam, 'the unchangeable state of nibb8naJ; S IV
370, dhuvam, 'the constant'. Nibb5na is therefore defined both as the event of
attainment and the subsequent state.
6 . A I 159 . . . sandifthikam nibbdnac hoti akZlikavp ehipassikam opanayikam
paccattam veditabbam vififiGhi, 'NibbBna is visible in this life, immediate,
inviting to come and see, leading onward, to be experienced personally by the
wise.'
7-tanhakkhayo, S I11 190, 'destruction of desire'; SN 707 aniccho, 'without
wishes'.
8. A I 159, see above, no. 6.
g. M I 173, asankil$tha, 'freedom from impurities'; S IV 372 suddhi, 'purity';
S V 8, riigakkhayo dosakkhayo mohakkhayo, 'the destruction of desire, hate and
delusion'.
10. Nibb8na is sukha but cannot be defirzed as a feeling.
I I . See discussion in the text.
12. Ti 46; M I11 104 ff. See special chapter.
13. Ta I 165, Jbbdnam sabbaganthapamocanam, 'nibbzna is freedom from every
tie'. M I 121 f.
14. I 122, p a ~ a m dsanti, 'perfect peace'.
15. S I1 117. bhavanirodho, 'cessation of rebirth'.
16-18. Definitions in terms of an event are just as common as those expressing
a state. I t is, however, quite clear that nibb8na refers mainly to a state (see
no. 5) and that the event-definitions are just a somewhat careless way of
expressing the beginning of this state. The conditions and expectations referred
t o in no. 18 (e.g. freedom from birth, from ageing, from death) are really a
result of the attained state and not t o be considered as independent definitions,
although usually presented as such in the texts.
19. Nibbgna is often defined in terms of consciousness, but this word can mean
different things. Nibb5na is not consciousness in the sense of conscious content
in the present time, but it may be a predominant conscious attitude, a halfconscious background. This we have expressed as a state of citta and is more a
state of personality than of consciousness in the European sense.
20. anattavp, U 80. As emptiness (Ti 46) and animitta. 'signless', nibbZna is an
impersonal state. I t can, however, not be understood as completely impersonal.
And as long as the arahant is alive, his kha*dhZ still exist.
21. I 57, bhdvitatta, 'with cultivated self' used about a TathZgata. This frequent
expression and others of the same type could lead us to believe that nibbiina
is self-realization. The texts are not always clear, but probably att5 in these
contexts is simply used for citta.
22. A V 3.
23-24. NibbZna is called ajdta and amata, which is usually translated 'unborn'
and 'deathless' but probably means 'freedom from re-birth and re-deathJ.
Nibb8na certainly involves immortality in some form.
25. The personal striving is always stressed, e.g. Dh 80 att6nam damayanti
pavditd, 'the wise discipline the self'.

. .

26. saccam, S IV 370, 'real', 'true'.
27. I n U 80, nibbgna is called Zyatanam, 'a dimension', but even this word may
be used about psychological states. The negatives in U 80: ajZtam, etc., could
refer to a metaphysical entity but we have explained them differently.
28. Supernatural knowledge (abhififid) may be important for the attainment of
nibbgna but not necessary.
29. Meditation may lead to the development of supernatural powers, but these
have no place in the definition of nibbZna.
30. The decision here is a matter of taste: nibb5na is certainly not statistically
'normal'. But since it may be attained by means of a natural, causal process, we
prefer not to call it supernatural. I t is never defined as supernatural.
31. This would amount to metaphysical knowledge. By abififid the arahant may
know things that from our point of view are 'transcendent', but metaphysical
knowledge is never stressed as part of the definition of nibbgna.
32, 33. There are statements in the texts which could be quoted as proof for
these views, e.g. BrahrnabhQta (D I11 84), 'Brahma-become', and arnatam
vigayha (SN 228), 'merging into the deathless', but they are too isolated t o
carry much weight.
34. This definition might follow from U 80, but we have preferred another
interpretation, which makes this page more consistent with other definitions.
35. NibbZna is often said by writers about Buddhism to be a name for a
supramundane reality or metaphysical ens. This is one of the possible interpretations of U 80, but we have found this explanation improbable, see discussion
in the text.
36. If the interpretation of nibbZna as a metaphysical ens were true, then one
possible form of it could be universal consciousness. D I 223 (vififid?zam
anantam . . .) could be explained in this way, and also a few other descriptions
that probably have been transferred from the experiences during meditation.
37-42, These descriptions are chosen in order to define the nature of the concept.
o here means 'no' and 4 'yes'. NibbZna is not considered to be a consistent
concept since statements are found in the texts which agree badly with the
general picture. I n many of these cases, however, we do not know whether the
reason for this is not an incorrect interpretation from our part. The final
interpretation in this book aims at a consistent theory, and according to this
nibbZna is an empirical psychological concept belonging to the personal,
subjective sphere of experience.

'

The personality of the
arahant
'Ayahant' means literally 'worthy' and is usually translated
'the perfect man', 'the ideal man', 'saint'. The arahant is the
end product of the Buddhist development, as is expressed by
the so-called arahant formulas, e.g. I 38: . . . arahav . . .
khQGsavo vusitavd katakarapZyo ohitabh6~0anupputtasadattho
parikkh.lnabhavasamyojano sam.~nadaZ.ii~virnutto,'an
arahant who
has destroyed the obsessions, who has lived the life, done what
was to be done, laid down the burden, attained the goal, broken
the fetters of becoming, won freedom by perfect knowledge'.
He is the man who has realized nibbiina, as can be seen from the
context from which the last quotation was taken but also from
many other contexts, e.g. S IV 252, where arahatta, 'arahantship', is given exactly the same definition as nibbzna, namely:
Yo kho dvzcso rdgakkhayo dosakkhayo mohakkhayo idap vuccati
arahattanti, 'The destruction of desire, hate and illusion-that
is called arahantship.'
What are the criteria of arahantship? There are two criteria,
and both have been mentioned previously. One of them is purely
subjective: the fact is realized by means of understanding, a
personal conviction that the aim has been attained. The other,
less often mentioned, is objective: a person who is already an
arahant may examine the mind (citta) of others and by means of
his superknowledge find out whether it is freed or not (S I 194,
A IV 204). The former, subjective criterion is in PZli expressed
by: arahattafiatti~vygkaroti, 'he declares the attainment of
arahantship', as in A I1 157, or: a88am vydkaroti, 'he declares
(final) understanding', as in S I1 51. A declaration of this type
has to be accepted as final: Yena kenaci pi Sdriputta pariyriyena
kula$utto aAZap vylikaroti, athu kho vycikatam vylikatato
daf@habbart.ti
(S I1 51), 'In whatever way a clansman declares
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(final) understanding, the declaration must be considered as
such.'
The subjective criterion was liable to be misunderstood, and
final understanding could be claimed prematurely or falsely.
This was recognized by the Buddha himself: . . . idh' ekacce
moghapurisd hasamdnakd mafifie afifiam vydkaronti (A I11 359),
'there are some foolish fellows here who declare knowledge
braggingly (or: jokingly ?), it seems'. Something similar is said
in M I1 252: santi pan'idh'ekacce bhikkh6i adhimznena pi afifiav
vyZkavsu, 'there are also some monks here, who out of overconceit, declared knowledge'. For a layman it was quite impossible to know whether a certain person was an arahant or
not (A I11 391, S I 78).
To this looseness of the criterion comes a looseness of the
definition, as the majority of all arahants were only paiifigvimuttd, 'freed by understanding', and only a minority were
advanced enough in meditation to see for themselves the truth
of the basic teachings (see S I 191, referred to above). Frequently
we get the impression that nibbzna was attained through a
sudden insight like a conversion (see M I11 20, quoted on p. 85).
One gets the impression that this was especially common at the
beginning of the Buddha's career and that he demanded more
later. This general impression is confirmed in S I1 224, where
Kassapa refers to the fact that there were fewer arahants then
than before and asks for an explanation. The Buddha replies:
sattesu hdyaminesu saddhamme anta~adhciyam6nebahutardni
ceva sikkhipadini honti, appatard ca bhikkha afificija sa@%ahanti,
'When beings decrease and the true doctrine disappears, there
are more rules and fewer monks are established in knowledge.'
I t is not clear why he says that the true doctrine tended to
disappear in his own lifetime, as his teaching certainly was
successful, but we note that the rules had increased in number
and the number of arahants had decreased.
As Buddhism is usually explained by writers a t the present
time, arahantship appears as an unreasonably high ideal. I t is
certain that to some it seemed difficult, nearly impossible, to
attain: for instance to Sih5 who worked for seven years and then
in desperation tried to hang herself. The Buddha usually prescribed training in meditation during a minimum of seven days
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(e.g. M I 63), but we have found that the demands for PaGGiuiwere less than that. Even in cases when exercises were
used, the insight might come quicker. We have, for instance, the
story about B%hiya (U 6), who suddenly decided to find out
what the Buddha's teaching was all about and found him on
his way to the usual begging round and insisted on being taught
a t once. After some protests because of the unsuitable time, the
Buddha relented and told him in a few sentences how he should
train himself, and then left him. BBhiya immediately started to
apply the teaching, but before the Buddha had returned from
his begging round, perhaps two or three hours later, he was
attacked and killed by 'a young calf'. When the Buddhareturned
and saw what had happened, he pronounced B&hiya as pal-inibbuto. As to the timing, this is probably one of the most
precise accounts that we can find. The background of BZhiya is
not known, but he was probably a monk although not familiar
with the Buddhist way.
From accounts of this type we must draw the conclusion that
the changes of personality affected through attaining arahantship may not always have been profound. We should also not
expect any great homogeneity among the arahants, also not very
great differences between arahants and followers on other levels
of development. This is clear from texts like A I 23 ff, where the
Buddha's most important disciples are enumerated and desscribed but without mentioning whether they were arahants or
not. Ananda, for instance, was the Buddha's personal attendant
and one of his chief disciples and a successful teacher for many
years without being an arahant.
The arahants during the Buddha's lifetime must have been a
rather heterogeneous crowd. There were extremely gifted,
serious and devoted men like SBriputta and Anuruddha, but
there were also fakes. There were men who had attained everything that could be attained by meditation, but there were also
many with a very brief, although serious confrontation with
the teaching.
As it is most common nowadays to stress the perfection, the
homogeneity, even the lack of individuality, of arahants, let us
investigate this matter a bit more closely. I t would be preferable,
in an analysis of this type, to classify the traits in two ways,
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namely in common traits and individual traits, on the one hand,
and in traits demanded by definition and traits empirically
observed, on the other. They could be combined into one system,
as shown below. We shall, however, find that there will be no
individual traits demanded by definition and that the texts
never distinguish between observed and required traits. So we
are left with two categories, required common traits and
observed individual traits.
I. In spite of the great differences as to type and extent of
preparation for arahantship, similarity is required in a great
number of respects. As arahantship in principle was considered
attainable by everybody (although 'individual differences in
mental endowment', ind~iyavemattatav,M I 437, were recognized), the similarities must mainly consist in acquired traits.
The whole concept of arahantship would have broken down
rapidly, if too many disciples had shown themselves unable to
reach it for congenital reasons.
Required
Common

I

I

Individual

observed

A generalized description of the Buddhist Ideal Man can
easily be compiled from the Nikiiya literature.
In general, we get a picture of monkish activities, virtues and
attitudes. This is natural, since life as a monk was chosen for the
purpose of reaching arahantship. Most arahants were monks.
However, monkhood was never considered to be a condition for
reaching arahantship. Many lay arahants are mentioned, in
A I11 450 f, for instance, twenty-one are enumerated. The
method they are said to have followed consists of six steps:
Buddhe aveccappasidena, dhamme avecca$pasa'dena, sanghe
aveccap@asridena, ariyena silena, ariyena liilinena, ariyliya
vimuttiya', 'perfect faith in the Buddha, in the doctrine, and in
the order, noble morality, noble knowledge, and noble release'.
This is not the ordinary eight-fold way, and the different types of
meditation are conspicuously missing. But we cannot draw
the conclusion that meditation was not permitted to, or
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practised by laymen. On the contrary, exercises in both sati and
samcidhi must have been quite common among lay followers.
The mother of Nanda, Veiukantakupii, for instance, used to
practise the four jhinas, according to A IV 63 ff. In principle it
was therefore considered quite possible to combine a worldly
profession with Buddhist training and arahantship-possible
but hardly normal, because there are indications that the lay
arahants felt inferior and were also considered as such.
The arahant is supposed to personify the Buddhist moral
ideal. He should be so imbued with the basic virtues that it is
impossible for him to act otherwise, as it is said in M I 523:
abhabbo kh.lnisavo bhikhu saficicca pinam jjviti voropetum,
abhabbo kh.l?zisavo bhikku adinnam theyyasankhitam iditum,
abhab bo kh.lnisavo bhikkhu methunam dhammam patisevitu~,
a bha bbo khipZsavo bhikkhu satqbajinurn.us6 bhisitum, abhabbo
khi~isavo bhikkhu sannidhiki~akam kime pa~ibhu%jitu?n
seyyathi pi pubbe aga'~iyabh6to.'A monk, whose obsessions have
been destroyed (he is explicitly called arahant in the preceding
sentence), is unable to kill a living creature intentionally, to take,
by means of theft, what has not been given, to have sexual
intercourse, to speak a deliberate lie, to store up and enjoy
objects of pleasure, as he did formerly as layman.'
These are the ordinary negative formulations, but we find
also more positive expressions, e.g. A I 211 f :ydvaj5vam arahanto
piqitipa'tam fiahciya p i n i t i p i t i pagvirati nihitadapGi nihitasatthi lajji dnydpanna' sa bbapina bhiitahita'nukampino viha~anti,
'as long as they live, the arahants, by abandoning the slaying of
creatures, are abstainers from the slaying of creatures, have laid
aside the rod and the sword; they are modest, show kindness,
remain friendly and compassionate to all living beings'. The
text then points out that the arahants avoid stealing, unchastity
and deception, using somewhat more positive formulations
than in the former quotation. It continues: Ya'vaj5vam arahanto
. . . sura'meraya-majja$amidattha'na' pagviratd, . . . ekabhattika'
ratt6parati virati vikda-bhojana', . . . naccagZtavidita-visQKddassanimiZigandhaviZepanadh~ranama?z~anavibhGsanatthini
pa{iviratd, . . . uccisayanamahisayand pativirati nicaseyyam
kuppenti maficake v i tinasanthirake va'. . . . 'As long as they live,
the arahants . . . abstain from indulgence in alcoholic and
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intoxicating drinks which cause laziness, . . . live on one meal
a day, abstaining from food a t unseasonable hours, refrain from
going to exhibitions of dance, singing and music, from the use
of garlands, perfume and cosmetics, from wearing adornments
and decorations, . . . abstain from the use of high, wide beds,
and make their bed lowly, on a pallet or on a spread of straw.'
Some positive formulations are also to be found in A V 205:
i t i bhinnkmam vd sandhdti sahitinam v i anuppadGtd samagg i r i m o samnggarato samagganandz' samaggakaranim v i c a m
bhisitd hoti. 'Thus he reconciles those who are a t variance and
confirms the friendly. He delights in harmony, finds pleasure
therein, rejoices in harmony and utters words that make for
harmony.' Y i s h v d c i nelk kannasukhk p e m a n i y i hadayangumd
pori bahujanakanti bahujanamanipd, tatthkrz7Pim vkcam bhksitd
hoti. 'Whatever speech is blameless, pleasing to the ear, affectionate, speech that goes to the heart, is urbane, delights many
people-such speech does he utter.'
To the early Buddhists, the conscious processes were much
more important than behaviour. This is certainly one explanation why the general impression of the arahant is one of passive
perfection rather than social, extravert action. Another is that
no feeling of collective responsibility existed. I t was the main
task of the individual to perfect himself and leave the wheel of
existences; he could bring no other with him: kammasetthassa
kdrakd: r i g a m dosam Pajahanti (Ti 275)) 'they do the best work:
they drive out desire and hate'. This is self-centred and lonely
work. Still, social activity existed, and an arahant could nurse
sick colleagues (see, e.g. S IV 56)) although he usually preferred
to preach to them.
I t was not forbidden to an arahant to work for his living, as
we have seen, but it was not encouraged. All fundamental
questions in this connection were simply avoided. According to
SN p. 13,the Buddha was once reproached by a farmer for not
working: 'You should plough and sow too; only when you have
done that, you should eat!' The Buddha avoided the reproach
by saying that he did just so: 'Faith is the seed, austerity the
rain', etc.
Still, bodily activity did exist, and the problem of the arahant
was to keep it free from kammic effects. This was done by means
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of sati, and it is said, S V 302, that 'the arahant generally
spends his time with his mind well established in these four states
of mindfulnessJ: araha?r, . . . imesu catusu satipatjhinesu supatitJhitacitto bahulam vihamti. And so: kciyakammam suci (Ti 277),
'the bodily work is pure'.
The typical extraverted work was, as we have seen, verbal:
vac~kamma,consisting in teaching, settling disputes, giving
advice, discussing. As the arahants are completely without
egotism (asmimino samucchinno, 'the pride "I am" is rooted
up', S I11 83), their teaching is gentle and they are careful not
to offend (SN 632, akakkasaq viiiiiipanim, 'teaching gentlyJ,
nibhisaje kaiici, 'he offends nobody'). They are friendly towards
everybody: sabbamitto sa bbasakho sa bba bhfitinukam@ko, 'everybody's friend, everybody's comrade, compassionate towards all
beings' (Ta 648). They are tolerant (labhantu libhakimci, 'may
those earn wlio want toJ, says Kassapa, S I1 198) but are not
afraid of correcting others; a t least, it is said about Sgriputta,
S I 63: Pipagarahi ciyasmi Si~iputto,'the venerable Siiriputta is
a censor of the badJ.
The arahant is therefore not free from activity, but all
activity must be of a type permitted by the laws of morality
and performed in such a way that no kammic consequences are
produced. According to modern psychology no activity is
possible without motivating forces (usually called needs, desires,
etc.). So what are the motivating forces behind the acts of the
arahant ?
The answers given by the texts seem somewhat contradictory.
First, the physiological needs are still there, although severely
disciplined. The arahant still becomes hungry and is permitted
to eat, although frugality is encouraged. The sexual need is
supposed to be completely mastered, and Ananda says, Ta 1039,
that for twenty-five years he has been free from 'thoughts of
sense-pleasuresJ,kimasaEEE. I t was permitted to satisfy reasonable needs of physical comfort. The social needs were more
problematic, as they have strong moral overtones, the egotistic
ones having negative value and the altruistic ones positive value.
The arahants are anejanto, 'free from desire', and tanhi tesam nu
vilj'ati, 'no thirst is found in them' (S I11 83). Now, we know
from D I1 78 that only 'wrong wishesJ, pipikina? iccha'nam,
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are forbidden and from D I1 279 that behaviour is of two types,
one that can be recommended (sevitabbam) and one that should
be avoided (asevitabbam). The former gives rise to kusala'
dhamma', 'skilful processes'. From this we could draw the conclusion that the arahant is free from needs leading to immoral
acts only and has kept or acquired motivation for good acts.
This can, however, not be the whole truth, as he is not very keen
on activity of any type: Natthi . . . a~ahatouttarikara@yam,
'for an arahant there is nothing further to be done' (S I11 168).
According to S I1 82, already quoted, he 'does not perform an
act of merit, not an act of demerit and not a neutral act'.
According to SN 636, puff.liaff ca PdpaE ca ubho sangam upaccaga',
'he has passed good and evil, both being fetters', and he 'is rid
of likes and dislikes, cool': hitvd ratiff ca aratii? ca sz'ibhfita?
(SN 642). He is often called akiffcana, translated 'man of
nothing' (e.g. S I 141). This seems to indicate a more advanced
level, where little motivation, in either direction, is left. He
seems unconcerned, an outsider, a stranger. He is anaWZaneyyo
(SN 364), 'not to be led by another'. He 'does not agree with
anybody and does not quarrel with anybody', na kenaci
sayvadati na kenaci vivadati (M I 500). He 'sees security all
ways', klzema? passati sabbadhi (SN 953). He has 'no hope,
neither in this world nor beyond', dsa'yassa na vijjanti asmim loke
Paramhi ca (SN 634). In spite of this, he is 'active', a'ta'pz' (Ta I).
From a psychological point of view it is beyond doubt that if
there really is nothing more to attain and no hope, there can be
no activity. If the arahant still acts, it may be that he responds
to very weak motivations that do not become conscious, or that
he acts from conscious motives, e.g. mettd, 'friendliness', ka~una,
'compassion', which he approves of but does not count as meritorious or even as motives a t all. Anyway, his attitude remains
friendly, even helpful, but still 'cool'. He is uninfluenced and
enjoys complete inner freedom. He is based on nothing and
never tries consciously to achieve anything. When an arahant
conquers an opponent in a dispute and even calls him 'stupid
fellow' (mogha@urisa,D I11 27), we are to assume this to be a
spontaneous outflow of a personality that is in reality disinterested but continues to act in a friendly, helpful and ethical
manner because his previous training has created a 'second na-
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ture' of this type. His actions are in this way not motivated by
a desire to win anything by them.
If we try to solve the contradictions in this way, we cannot
avoid an impression of machine-like perfection, a clock, once
drawn up and continuing to work impersonally and unintentionally. There may be texts that give this impression, but a t
least the warm and vivid descriptions of the Buddha's own
activity swear against it. So the contradiction remains: either
the Buddha did not live up to his ideal or the ideal was sometimes
badly formulated.
Since the arahant is free from desire (we can say this, a t least)
and is therefore detached and independent, his emotional
state is correspondingly calm, undisturbed, confident, free from
fear and free from worries. He is happy and content, even if
blamed or persecuted. A few quotations may show this. So
vissattho gacchati, vissattho ti#hati vissattho rtisz'dati vissatt;lzo
seyyam kappeti (M I 175). 'He walks confidently, stands confidently, sits down confidently, goes to sleep confidently.' He is
akkodhana, 'free from anger', and anussada, 'free from pride'
(SN 624). He is santo, 'calm' (SN 946), apetabheravo, 'free from
fear' (Ta 5 ) , santusito, 'content' (Ta B), snmyojaniyehi oippamutto, 'freed from fettering ideas' (SN 363), na paritassati, 'he
does not worry' (SN 621).He is sukhin, 'happy' (S I11 83), and
akkosap vadhabandhag ca adut@ho-titikkhati, 'endures, without
ill will, insult, blows and fetters' (SN 623). The arahant is therefore not without feelings, and pleasant feelings are even
important to him (S I11 168). Although he was not interested in
the dance and music of that time (as being too sensual?),he was
not without aesthetic sensitivity, and aesthetic enjoyment was
not considered an obstacle. There are in the Niktiyas plenty of
references to appreciation of scenic beauty. The Buddha sometimes commented on the beauty of a place, and Ta 1062 speaks
about bh6mibhZga' manoram&, 'districts delightful to the mind'.
The individual constellation of the feelings and emotions of a
person are said to constitute his temperamat. The temperament
is believed to be congenital to a very great extent and has much
to do with the needs, their directions and strength. Now in the
arahant the structure of theneedshas becomeprofoundlychanged,
through training and understanding: it has become weaker and
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what is left has been redirected towards accepted values. In this
process the temperament has changed also and has become to
some extent similar in all arahants: calmness, slowness in motion,
carefulness, freedom from fear and worries are some of these
common temperamental traits.
There are similarities in the cognitive processes also. The
perceptual apparatus is of course still intact, but the use made of
it may have changed as a result of the new attitudes and values
and the meditational exercises. Perception and thinking is in
the ordinary person not altogether realistic and objective.
There are usually some distortions from the needs (you exaggerate what you want to see) and defence mechanisms (a fact
that is flattering to you is seen as more important). Unrealistic
influences of this type would be expected to diminish in the
arahant, as his needs are less strong or redirected (sublimated?)
and he has no egotism. This is also pointed out for instance in
M I 4: . . . araham . . .pathavim Pafiavito abhija'ndti, 'the
arahant . . . knows earth as earth', etc. And, therefore: pathavim ndbhiutandati, 'he does not rejoice in the earth'. In A I11 378
we find this statement: sammi-vimzittacittassa bhikkhuno bhusa'
ce pi cakkhuviGGeyy5 rzi;pa' cakkhussa ipcftham Egacchanti, nev' assn cittap pariya'diyanti, amiss5katam ev'assa cittam hoti,
thitam cfnejjappattam, 'If forms cognizable by the eye come very
strongly into the range of vision of a monk whose mind has
attained the perfect release, then they do not obsess his mind
and his mind is untroubled, firm and composed.' These texts tell
us that the perceptions of the arahant remain isolated: they are
not changed to suit personal interests and they are also not
allowed to disturb his peace of mind. That they still may become
sources of disturbance becomes evident from M I11 107 f: atthi
c' eva'yam darathamattri, yadidap imam eva k a ' y a ~pa#icca
saJdyatanikam j5vitapaccayZ ti, 'there is only this degree of
disturbance, namely the six sensory fields that, conditioned by
life, are grounded on this body itself'.
Since most arahants had devoted much time to exercises in
meditation, we must ask whether the cognitive processes are in
any way modified by these exercises. We might expect greater
control over the conscious processes, greater stability and less
mixture of cognitions and emotions. In D I11 226 it is said that,
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when a monk sees an object with the eye, then: rakkhati cakkhindriyam, cakkhindyiye samvarap dpajjati, 'he guards the
visual sense and attains to mastery over it'. This is an example
of a technique called samvarapadhdnam, 'effort of control'. The
next technique is also of interest here, namely pahdna-padhinu,
'effort of repression'. Part of the definition is: uppannuppanne
pdpake akusale dhamme nddhivaseti pajahati vinodeti byantikayoti
anabhdvam gameti, 'when evil, unskilled processes have arisen,
he will not endure them but puts them away, represses, exterminates and destroys them'. This is a technique well known to
psychoanalysts and by them called repression. The psychoanalytic repression is an ego-defence consisting in an active
forgetting of embarrassing and compromising facts. The pahdna
is a similar 'forgetting', but the early Buddhists probably never
noticed that repression does not lead to annihilation and that
repressed material may continue to influence consciousness
indirectly, from its hiding place in the unconscious layers of
personality. For the Buddhists, repression is simply a method of
control and purification.
The arahants are said to be clever in discussions, and their
wisdom is profound: ganzbh;rapa.ii.iiam medhdvim maggdmaggassa
kovidam . . . (SN 627), 'he who has profound wisdom, is intelligent, skilled in all ways . . .' However, theoretical exercises
were not encouraged, and ditjhi, 'speculative views', was counted
as one of the obsessions. The arahant is even defined as one
without 'thoughts', vitakkd (U 71) : yassti vitakkd vidfipiti
ajjhattam suvikappitd uses6 . . . nu jdtim eti, 'he whose thoughts
are destroyed and cut off without remainder internally . . .he will
not go to birth'. By meditation he can attain different types of
supernatural knowledge. These are described in D I 77-83.
Most important of these are dibba' sotadhitu, 'clair-audience',
by which he could 'hear sounds both human and celestial,
whether far or near'; cetopa~iya8ina~
'telepathic knowledge' or
mind-reading; pubbeniv&sdnussati8a'na, 'retrocognitive knowledge of past existences', by means of which he can remember his
past existences and verify the fact of rebirth; sattinap cutfipa$Gta.iia'qa, 'knowledge of the decease and survival of beings', by
means of which he can see how the law of kamma has worked in
other beings, how they have lived and what type of rebirth they
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have got. To this is always added dsavakkhaya%iva, 'knowledge
of the destruction of the obsessions' which, then, here is counted
among the supernatural achievements. As a matter of fact, every
arahant had to know for himself that his obsessions were
destroyed-this was the criterion of arahantship. Usually this
act of insight was achieved through PafiAd, which could be
developed even without meditation.
2. We may well ask whether this ideal, as we have described it
just now, is human. Can it be realized by human beings? And, if
it is realized, are there any individual traits left in the person?
I t is difficult to get clear answers to these questions, as they
were not anticipated in the texts. What we can do is to look
for descriptions of individual arahants.
With regard to individual differences, it is interesting to
note that the Buddha always took individuality for granted,
and he seems to have liked to comment on differences among his
disciples. Our chief source of knowledge about such differences
is perhaps A I 23 ff, where twenty-eight monks are mentioned
as foremost in some respect. Unfortunately, no distinction is
made between arahants and not-yet-arahants, so we cannot
restrict the following discussion to arahants.
The following differences of psychological interest are
mentioned in this text :
(a) memory
(b) knowledge
(c) understanding, intelligence
(d) wit (Vangisa was $agbhiZnavant, 'witty')
(e) power of meditation
(f) supernatural power of different types
(g) energy
(h) pedantry (Mah5 Kassapa is called dhutavidu, 'one who
inculcates punctiliousness')
(i) charm (Upasena Vangantaputta was samalztapisidika,
'altogether charming')
(j) ability to speak
(k) ability to teach
(1) social habits (some are said to have loved seclusion, e.g.
Siiriputta)
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(m) power of reconciliation (Kgludiiyi was good a t that, while
Anuruddha, according to A I1 239, never intervened)
(n) interest in austerities (Kassapa had strong inclinations to
asceticism, according to S I1 202)
(0) faith
We find that this list covers most of the commonly observed
personality differences, with the exception of all moral traits and
all abnormalities. The list implies that there are individual
differences also with regard to traits in which an arahant should
be perfect, e.g. knowledge, understanding and energy.
S I1 155 describes a situation, where the Buddha watches
groups of his disciples walking to and fro in the neighbourhood.
He notices that the groups are somewhat homogeneous and that
similar people feel attracted to each other. So, those 'of great
understanding' (mahdpafiiiG) have flocked around Siiriputta,
those 'of great magic power' (mahiddhiki) are in Moggallgna's
group, those 'who have learnt much' (bahussutd)follow Ananda,
and monks 'with evil wishes' (pipicchi) have chosen Devadatta
(who certainly was no arahant).
We may conclude that it was considered natural, that even
arahants kept their individual traits and developed new ones
during the course of training. Only moral imperfections were
supposed to be completely eradicated.
Did the arahants live up to the ideal? Is it correct to call them
'the perfect ones'? We may be sceptical, as we find perfection a
rare guest on this planet. And considering the different qualifications of the arahants, in terms of abilities, length of training,
etc., we feel inclined to expect even less. I t is difficult to find an
objective answer to the questions, as we have no external source
of information, but only Buddhist accounts. But if we collect
what information we can get from the latter, we have to admit
that the most important disciples of the Buddha must have been
men of great ability and unusual moral stature. A doctrine that
can produce such extraordinary results is really one of the rare
culminations in the spiritual history of mankind. When this is
said, it can still be admitted that perfection is a relative concept
and that the arahants were after all only human beings. The texts
do not criticize the arahants, but they tell about incidents that
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we think unexpected and inconsistent. Why did, for instance,
Mahiiniima Sakka, mentioned in A I11 451 as one of the lay
arahants, not know what would happen to him 'if he died a t
that very moment' (S V 369)? Why was it necessary for the
Buddha to console and reassure him on that point? This ignorance is rather unexpected in an arahant. And was the behaviour
of the famous Kassapa, praised by the Buddha as one of his
most accomplished disciples, really quite satisfactory as it is
related in S I1 214 ff? Here two episodes are related. The first
one describes how Kassapa and Ananda go to the nuns' quarters
in order to instruct them. One of the nuns was disappointed that
the instruction was given by Kassapa and not by Ananda.
'Should a needle-peddler try to sell a needle to a needle-maker?'
Kassapa heard this remark as he left and later pointed out to
Ananda, how much greater his own achievements were and that
the Buddha had praised him, Kassapa, before the Order and not
Ananda. Certainly a modern psychologist would call this selfassertion and self-defence.
In the other episode Kassapa rather violently took Ananda
to task: sassaghdtam maiiiie carasi kulupqhiZtam ma.&% carasi . .
N a v a y a ~kuwui~akomattam aG.ti6sZii, 'indeed you are wandering
about a spoiler of corn, indeed you are wandering about a troubler
of families, . . . This youngster does not know the limit'. Whether
this was intended as an insult we do not know, but so it was
understood both by Ananda and by one of the listening nuns,
as we can see from their remarks.
One more incident can be culled from A IV 206. I t is related
that one evening the Buddha did not dismiss the monks at the
usual time and remained sitting together with them, throughout
the night. In the morning Mah2moggallBna discovered the
reason: one of the persons present was not morally pure. With
the approval of the Buddha he forcibly threw him out and bolted
the door : tam puggalam b4hiyam gahetvd bahidvd~ako
f ihakd
nikkhdmetvd sziciglzatikam datvd . . ., 'he seized the man by the
arm, thrust him outside the porch and bolted the door'.
Quite frequently we are told in the texts that arahants are
tempted or frightened by MZra (e.g. Ta 46) or that they dream of
beautiful fairies (e.g. A IV 262). To this a psychologist would
comment, that although their conscious life perhaps was

.
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completely purified, the deeper and unconscious layers in their
personalities were not so. Some traces of the old desires and
insecurities were still there and found their outlet in the only
way still permitted to them: projected as external appearances.
Since they were seen as external facts they were accepted and
could even be described in the texts.
The related episodes are difficult to interpret. Maybe Kassapa
was entitled and even obliged to reproach Ananda. But it was not
permitted to boast about personal achievements, as we know
from A V 158,where a monk who is 'boasting about his achievements' (vikatthz'adhigamesu) is called 'immoral' (duss.tlo). And,
according to A V 156f, a monk who is angry (kodhano) or envious
(issztki) or finds fault with others (upan~h.t)cannot 'reach increase, growth and maturity in his dhamma-discipline'. And
certainly the Buddha usually found better methods of coping
with people than throwing them out: arahants should be daycipannd sabbap@zabhzltahitinukampino, A I 21 I, 'endowed with
kindness, friendly and compassionate to all creatures and all
beings'. So from an absolute point of view these incidents must
be seen as shortcomings and inconsistencies. But since they are
left without comment in the text they were evidently accepted
as normal. This can only mean one thing: the absolute point
of view should not be applied. The idea that arahantship was a
superhuman degree of perfection is incorrect. The individualities of the arahants were taken for granted and were respected,
and self-assertions and defence mechanisms were to a certain
extent considered as normal and permitted. And, if we are not
mistaken, the idea of an Absolute Ideal is a European invention!

Summary and conclusions
WE have tried to construct a comprehensive theory of nibbiina,
a theory based on all the most ancient texts, a theory with as
few contradictions as possible. Especially, we have tried to find
out how far nibbiina can be described in psychological terms.
Our results, such as they are, may be summarized in the following way.
The descriptions found in the texts belong to several
spheres:
We may speak about the tralzsformation sphere. Nibbgna is
never described as the natural state of a human being but always
as the result of a dramatic change. It is something that has to be
achieved, by means of practical training and intellectual effort.
Just as everything was conceived to follow causal laws, so
was also the attainment of nibbzna thought to be a causal
process.
By means of this transformation, which seems to have been
the basic and all-important part of the attainment of nibbgna,
citta was transformed. Citta is not simply the mind and also not
simply personality but something of both: the organizing centre,
the conscious core of personality, often described as an empirical
and functional self (but not attd), perhaps ultimately analysable
into processes. The new, transformed state of citta is nibbZna:
a state of fulfilment in which all needs and emotions have gone,
a state of calm contentment and of complete intellectual insight. It is a state of internal freedom, where all dependence,
insecurity and defence have disappeared. Ethical behaviour has
become second nature, and the attitude towards others is friendliness, acceptance and humility.
This transformation is most often referred to as the destruction of the 'obsessions (isavakkhayo): sensuality, becoming,
speculative views and ignorance. This is described as the end of
the development, and nothing more is required of the disciple.
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I t is then the main fact about nibbiina, although more is
involved.
There is, secondly, the rebirth sphere. Every human being is
subject to rebirth, according to the Buddhist doctrine, and the
form this will take is decided through the law of kamma, a moral
law of causality. But by the attainment of nibbzna, the chain
of births is interrupted. This is evidently, from a psychological
point of view, a transcendent theory, but something of it may
still be understood, because the law is said to work through the
medium of vifi%ina,'consciousness'. This leads us to the third
sphere.
There are many definitions belonging to the sphere of consciousness, since nibbiina is said to be happiness (sukham),
peace (santi) and security (khemam). I t is intellectural clarity
(@a%Ga',aG%a'): the type of clarity, wholeness and immobility
that can come after a long struggle with a difficult problem,
when the solution suddenly is found, and the consciousness
is suddenly transformed and becomes calm, structured and
relieved.
Nibbiina is often described as the 'stopping' of vi%$&zcz,
which (to judge from SN 734 and 735, and D I 223) means the
same as 'calming' and 'emptying'. In nibbiina, vi.liiia'v has
become calm and undisturbed; since the activity (sankhira) has
become pure, vi%%a'qano longer accumulates kammic effects.
The sensory processes no longer lead to emotions and desires.
As there are no desires and no kamrnic accumulations, there will
be no more rebirth. Psychologically we have tried to explain
this in terms of observed internal causality. Desire leads to its
own prolongation, and so does equilibrium. Needs are observed
as causal factors, and strong attachment to life is experienced
as leading to new life.
Ordinarily vififia'na carries the energies that 'flow over' to the
next existence and create the new individual. But if vififia'na is
'calm', 'stopped', it cannot 'flow over' but remains stable.
ViBfiJna is the stream of differentiated conscious processes;
therefore it normally affects citta or is simply a name for some of
the activities of citta (cittasankhli'ra). In nibbiina the v i f i f i E ~ processes stop and citta attains stability and freedom.
When we speak about nibbzna as a fact of consciousness, we
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have to choose our words very carefully in order to cover all
the facts. A knowledge can be present in the surface-consciousness, and it can be stored below the surface. The processes even
of the surface-consciousness can be made to stop, especially by
means of meditation, but only temporarily. Therefore, this
temporary state of surface-consciousness cannot be identified
with nibbka. But by eradicating all desires, by habitual efforts
to concentrate, by perfect understanding, a half-conscious,
permanent background can be created, a background of peace
(santi), satisfaction (sukha), purity (suddhi),freedom (ancilaya).
I t is impersonal (anatta), cool (sJtibhGta), empty (suGGa), even
undifferentiated (artimitta, anidassana). I t is a state of health
(&ogya), an inner refuge (atta-sarano anaiXa sarano, D I1 roo),
which is always there (accutam) and can always be actualized
or reverted to but may not always be actually noticed. This state
of citta and viGG&zais nibbsna, as seen from the aspect of consciousness. A person who has nibbzna does not always think of
nibbiina, and his surface-consciousness still functions.
In ordinary rebirth sometimes viGGdna and sometimes citta
is said to carry on the identity. But when an arahant dies, the
vifiiikv-processes 'go home', and the 'stillness' and 'emptiness'
of citta makes it survive, free and anonymous (except for other
arahants). That is, citta is very little changed by the physical
death, as it was considered incomprehensible even before. This
we have, at least, found to be the most reasonable interpretation
of the obscure hints which are scattered in the NikZyas.
There are, fourthly, traces of a metaphysical sphere of
descriptions to be found in the texts. We have found two
trends.
There is the tendency to describe nibbiina as a separate
dimension of existence, outside samsdra, the absolute opposite
to our world, where none of the imperfections of this world is to
be found: 'where there is neither this world nor a world beyond
nor both together nor moon and sun' (U 80). Even though many
monks pass away in that condition of nibbiina, there is no
shrinkage nor overflow (U 55). This way of describing nibbzna
is also found in D I 223, where this 'anti-world' is ascribed to the
stopped vifificina of the arahant. We can therefore explain it as
an experienced world projected as a real world. This experienced
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world could be produced by means of meditation and could
easily be experienced and described as real.
There is also another trend that has been much stressed in the
later development, a tendency to describe nibbgna as a metaphysical substance, transcending space, time and causality, a
supramundane reality, with independent existence. Nibbgna is,
according to these writers, attained by complete understanding
of or perhaps merging into this reality. There are few traces of
this trend in the Nikgyas, mainly in the form of negations like
ajdtam, amatam, akatav, asankhatav, translated 'unborn,
deathless, unmade, uncompounded' (esp. U 80). We have
pointed out that this translation may not be correct and that the
intended meaning was 'freedom from birth, freedom from death,
freedom from creation, freedom from putting together'. This
translation would set us back to the personal plane with which
discussions of nibbzna are usually concerned. Even if we translate in the traditional way, these words need not be taken as
referring to a supramundane reality but to experiences in the
vi6GZqa of the arahant (D I 223) : experiences of something timeless, unchangeable, inexpressible, in which distinctions and
opposites do not exist. Again, there would easily arise a tendency to project experiences of this type outside consciousness
and interpret them as perceptions of something external and not
only as subjective ideations.
Since experiences of the types we have discussed in the two
last paragraphs are typically developed by means of meditation
and since meditation was so extensively practised by the early
arahants, we feel inclined to speak about a meditational sphere
of description rather than a metaphyscial sphere. It seems very
probable that some of the many descriptive terms used about
nibbgna, especially many of the negative ones, came from the
sphere of meditational experiences, e.g., animitta, accuta, sufiiia.
These experiences were then seen as more or less essential to
nibbzna itself and became part of the definitions. At some stage
they became the starting-point for metaphysical interpretations.
The problem of the Buddha was the human situation here
and now: the suffering as conditioned by impermanence, kamma
and rebirth. To eradicate suffering and stop the chain of causes
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leading over to new life was his aim. Although this aim leads
beyond the scope of psychology, the means he found to this end
can as we have demonstrated, mainly be understood as empirical
and psychological: nibbzna is mainly a psychological fact. But
if this is true, nibbsna can be compared to similar concepts in
our time. The ideal state, according to modern psychological
thinking, is called mental health. I t is legitimate to compare this
concept to nibbiina, as the Buddha himself frequently described
nibbgna as health (e.g. M I 173, 511, Dh 204).
Mental health has been defined in many ways. We shall
confine ourselves to mentioning one typical definition. R. B.
Cattell (I, p. 261-264) has found three characteristics in a healthy
person :
I. Adaetation, i.e. effectivenessof living. By means of (a) adaptation to moral norms, and (b) adaptation to the physical and
social world, normal chances of survival are assured to the person
himself and to the society in which he lives.
2. Adjustment, i.e. freedom from internal friction. A person who
is free from inner conflicts will waste little energy on doubts and
repressions. He is stable and has high resistance to trauma. He
feels happy and relaxed.
3. Integration, i.e. an harmonious structure of values and purposes. The healthy person has a single goal or an harmonious
set of goals and he is capable of long-circuited behaviour.
Comparing this conception of health to nibbgna, we find similarities but also important differences.
( ~ aWith
)
regard to the adaptation to the moral norms, the
similarity is great. The Buddha, however, stressed the importance of morality much more than the modern psychotherapists.
(b) In our time the social adjustment is considered extremely
important. Society is considered more important than the
individual. The primary task of each individual js to find his
place in society and work for the benefit of society. The Buddha
thought differently: to him only the development of the individual was important, and nibb5na meant individual freedom, even
from society. Social adaptation to the sangha was demanded,
but a greater ideal was to extricate oneself from society and live
alone in the forest. Still, the monk was usually not un-social: his
attitude should be one of universal friendliness and helpfulness.
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But social and economic effectivity was a completely alien idea
to him. His life did not lead to the reproduction of the race and
he was physically independent only when society provided for
him. His training encouraged an introvert attitude-which according to modern standards is unhealthy.
(za) Both nibbzna and mental health should lead to happiness
and satisfaction. The background of this feeling is also similar:
insight, a realistic self-evaluation, a sense of success and selffulfilment.
(b) Freedom from inner conflicts is common to both.
(c) A stable emotional life is also required by both definitions.
Excessive emotions and strong desires have no place in a
mentally healthy person, but motivational forces should not be
lacking, they should only be stable and well balanced. Buddhism
goes further and demands total 'calming' of all emotions and
desires. An arahant should 'demand littleJ.
3. The arahant was of course an integrated and harmonious
personality. He had also a strong and consistent structure of
values. But he no longer worked to realize his values, because
he had already realized them. Still, he could live and act like an
'ordinary' person. His intelligence functioned freely and
effectively. He was helpful. He could appreciate beauty. But he
was 'disinterested' because he had nothing more to attain. This
gave him an independence which we rarely find in our time. This
is one of the great differences between nibbzna and mental
health. Buddhism stressed independence in judgment and action
much more than our psychotherapists. Because of its greater
consistency and radicalism, Buddhism could make its followers
much more 'whole' and secure. The modern concept of mental
health builds on a narrow balance between opposites: selfassertion and altruism, dominance and humility, strong needs
and self-control, success and modesty. Both are considered
important but both can be developed only to a point of equilibrium which easily leads to conflict: the ideal of harmonious
integration is therefore difficult to realize.
In a word, although we have found great similarities between
nibbgna and the concept of mental health, the differences
predominate, because they are expressions of very different
philosophies. The psychologist stresses society, the personal
136
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success and effectiveness in this world, the unceasing activity
(towards badly defined, even dubious and contradictory, goals).
The Buddha stressed the individual development to internal
freedom and intelligent judgment ,'disinterested' action, balance
and stability.
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